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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

The first edition of this book was published in 1997. In the ensuing six years, much 

has happened in the Dahlonega gold coin market. 

After Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint was published, a number of new collectors 

entered the Dahlonega market. Two superb collections (Duke's Creek and Green 

Pond] were begun and prices rose accordingly. By 1999, numerous records had 

been set, both at auction and via private treaty. 

Between 1997 and 2000, a large number of collections were sold. The John Jay 

Pittman, Harry Bass and ‘North Georgia' holdings contained numerous finest known 

and Condition Census specimens. Despite the fact that there were more serious 

collectors than ever before for Dahlonega gold, prices dropped significantly between 

late 1999 and early 2002 because of a perceived glut of high quality pieces. This 

down cycle was short-lived and by early 2003, prices had risen to levels that were not 

far removed from the "go go" years of 1998 and 1999. 

The long-term outlook for the Dahlonega market looks very healthy. Simply put, there 

are more collectors looking for coins than there are available coins. 

In the past few years, I have noted a few new trends in the Dahlonega market. Some 

of these are healthy while others are not. One trend I've noticed is the almost total 

unavailability of original coins. 

Despite the best intentions of the grading services, there are very few pieces of 

Dahlonega gold remaining that have not been cleaned, dipped, recolored or otherwise 

played with. The few remaining original coins are beginning to sell for large premiums 

and this will, hopefully, be enough motivation for future owners to leave them alone. 

Major die varieties have become far more popular in the past few years. A number of 

advanced collectors have become serious students of varieties and PCGS, largely 

through the efforts of John Dannreuther, has now recognized a number of important 

varieties. I expect the popularity of these varieties to increase. 

Today's collectors have access to more information than ever before. The revised 

edition-of this book contains hundreds of auction appearances for coins, including the 

prices realized. This makes it easier than ever to determine what a coin should be 

worth on the open market. 
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Why have I prepared a second edition of this book? Because some of the information 
in the first edition is now very out-of-date and may not be useful to new collectors. In 
addition, the entire first edition is now sold out and I have noted a strong demand for 

a new work. 

What exactly is new in the second edition? I have tried to make this book different 
enough so that purchasing it is an easy decision for the collector. Among the new 

features in the second edition are: 

-All new photographs, Including a number of finest known or high Condition 

Census pieces. 

-Considerable new information on Dahlonega die varieties, especially on half 

eagles. 

-Revised information on overall and by-grade rarity for each issue. 

-Completely revised Condition Census information for each issue, including 
prices realized at auction. A number of these auction appearance are in the 
form of pedigree chains and date back to the early-to-mid 1990's. 

It is my sincere hope that this book is as well received as the first Dahlonega gold 
coins book was and that I am able to do a third edition in the coming years. 
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CHAPTER 1: Notes on Condition Census Information 

CHAPTER 1: 

NOTES ON CONDITION CENSUS INFORMATION 

In this book, the term "Condition Census" refers to the five (or so] finest examples of 
a specific date. This information was probably the single most difficult challenge in 

compiling the text. 

As a dealer specializing in rare 19th century American gold coins, I have the 
opportunity to view more examples of Dahlonega gold than most people. However, 
there are many high quality Dahlonega coins that I have never seen and may never 

see. 

Keeping this in mind, the concept of a Condition Census in regard to this book should 
be amended to be the five or so finest examples of a specific date of which I am 
aware. If I, or someone who I feel is a qualified grader of southern gold, have not 
examined a specific coin in person, it is very likely not listed in the Condition Census. 

People reading this book may wonder why most of the coins listed in the Condition 
Census are from recent auction sales or private transactions. There are a number of 
reasons. In the early to mid 1990's, collecting southern gold coins became very 
popular. As a result, prices for many issues attained record highs. Collectors who had 
purchased their coins in the 1950's, 1960's and 1970's were afforded the 
opportunity to sell their Dahlonega holdings for substantial profits. More great 
collections of Dahlonega gold coins were sold from 1991 to 2001 than at any other 
time in the .history of American numismatics. 

When coins are sold at auction, a pedigree is established. Unfortunately, it is difficult 
to trace earlier records of sale. Many auction firms decide not to list past auction 
records, especially if the coin was sold by a firm other than theirs. If a dealer buys a 
coin from an auction, he may dip it. The coin can then take on such a different 
appearance that it is hard to trace its prior records of sale. Or, the dealer may leave 
the coin "as is" but sell it without informing the buyer of its past sales recordfs]. 

Other coins seem to fall in numismatic black holes. There are certain collectors who 
purchase their coins quietly and then stash them where they may remain unseen for 
many years. I am aware of a few collections that contain Dahlonega coins that are 
almost certainly of Condition Census quality. I was not given access to these coins, 
so I was not able to include them. 

The coins listed in the Condition Census were graded according to the market 
standards of 2002. It should be noted that Dahlonega gold coins graded by NGC and 
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PCGS before 1998 tend to be more conservatively graded than coins graded after 

this date. Conversely, unencapsulated coins sold at auction prior to 1990 tend to be 

more liberally graded than today's raw coins. In the case where I did not agree with 

a third-party grading service's grade, I placed it in the Condition Census at what I 

believe to be the proper grade. This is why, for example, a certain coin graded MS-61 

by one service may be listed higher in the Condition Census than another example of 
the same date graded MS-62. 

The Condition Census information in this second edition is completely updated from 

the first edition, and represents nearly all of the new coins to come on the market 

between 1996 and 2002. There may be a few pieces that fell through the cracks but 

I feel that this information is as complete and accurate as possible. But it will, no 

doubt, quickly become out-of-date. If and when I publish a third revised edition of this 

book, I will certainly have new information regarding the Condition Census for 
Dahlonega gold coinage. 

The new collector may not understand the numismatic shorthand that is employed 

throughout the Condition Census listings in this book. Here is an explanation, using a 
current listing for an 1849-D gold dollar: 

3. Private collection, ex New York Gold Mart 12/98, Bowers and Merenal 1/98: 2061 

($19,550; as NGC MS-83], Graded Mint State-65 by NGC. 

This coin is, to the best of my knowledge, the third finest known. It is in a private 

collection (meaning that I either do not know the name of the collector or he chooses 

to remain anonymous] and it was obtained in December 1998 through a private 

treaty sale from the firm of New York Gold Mart. It was directly purchased by this firm 

from the Bowers and Merena sale in November 1998 where it was Lot 2061. It 

realized $19,550 in that auction and was graded there as Mint State-63 by NGC. It 
is currently in an NGC Mint State-65 holder. 

I am continually updating Condition Census listings and would greatly appreciate any 

information from collectors or dealers who own or have seen pieces not listed in this 

book which appear to qualify as Condition Census level. 
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CHAPTER 2: Methodology of Rarity Estimates 

CHAPTER 2: 

METHODOLOGY OF RARITY ESTIMATES 

Estimating the surviving specimens of a particular issue is a pursuit which has long 
interested numismatists. In this book, I have attempted to provide an estimated 
survival range for coins of each year and denomination from the Dahlonega Mint. 

The only definitive way to determine the exact number of specimens known for a 
specific issue is to see every known piece. While ideal, this method is, of course, 

impossible. 

The calculations of the number of coins that have survived for a specific issue are 
based on a combination of factors. Over the course of the past decade, I have kept 
careful records of nearly every Dahlonega coin I have viewed at coin shows and 
auctions. This has enabled me to get a good idea of each issue's overall rarity and of 
the comparative rarity between one specific issue and another. 

Since 1990, an increasingly large number of Dahlonega gold coins have been sent to 
PCGS and NGC. These grading services issue population reports and the data is 
useful. It should be stressed that these reports, while valuable, are not a single, 
definitive source of rarity data as some people have claimed. The two services have 
been in existence for only ten or so years and they have been grading significant 
quantities of Dahlonega gold coins for just five or six of these years. It will take another 
five years (and probably more] for the population numbers to represent at least half 
of the known Dahlonega coins. 

There is a major problem with the numbers in the grading services' reports. Many 
coins are resubmitted by dealers or collectors in the hope of attaining a higher grade. 
Others are submitted to both PCGS and NGC. The ‘inserts’ from the original 
submissionfs] are often lost and the population for a specific date becomes skewed. 
Thus, a coin with a total population of 100 pieces from PCGS and NGC combined may 
represent only 5Q-60 distinct individual coins. 

Original mintage figures have some value in determining estimates of rarity for 
certain types of coins. However, they are of minimal value when it comes to 
determining the rarity of Dahlonega gold coins. Due to many factors such as 
hoarding, melting, patterns of use, age of issue, novelty value and plain chance, an 
issue may be more or less rare than indicated by its mintage figure. 
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In addition to my personal observations, I have consulted with a number of dealers 

and collectors who specialize in Dahlonega gold coins. This practical experience is 

important in determining rarity but it, too, is flawed. I have seen many Dahlonega gold 

coins, as have the dealers and collectors who I consulted. But there have been private 

treaty sales of important Dahlonega coins that remain secrets. There are no 

professional or amateur numismatists who have been active for so many years, have 

such perfect memories and are so well-connected that they have seen every 

important coin or collection sold. Thus, experience and observation is not completely 

effective in determining the rarity of Dahlonega gold coins. 

Auction appearance has proven to be a good source for rarity estimates. In the past 

decade or so, a number of very important collections of Dahlonega coins have been 
offered for sale at auction. 

I was able to attend nearly all of these sales. For the sales I was unable to attend, I 

consulted knowledgeable dealers who did attend and who did examine the pertinent 

coins. This work was made easier by consulting the 1981-2002 editions of Krause 

Publications' Auction Prices Realized. 

Rarity estimates were made easier once I was able to establish approximate survival 

rates for each denomination [refer to the chapter entitled Dahlonega Gold Coins: An 

Overall and Comparative Rarity Analysis which is at the end of this book]. As an 

example, I determined that approximately one percent of the original mintage figure 

for Dahlonega quarter eagles still exists. I then applied this figure to the original 

mintage for each date. However, this information was used only as a guide and as yet 

another component in determining overall rarity. 

The estimates for each date have a low and high range of surviving specimens. I 

believe that the high range is probably closer to the actual number of coins which 

survive. The high range often assumes that coins that are as yet unknown will turn up 

in collections, accumulations or small hoards. The lower estimate assumes, in many 

cases, that most coins of a specific issue are already known to numismatists. This is 

especially true for the rarer Dahlonega coins. These numbers do not take one very 

important sub-category into consideration: damaged pieces. 

Various gold coin experts I have spoken to believe anywhere from a few hundred to a 

few thousand damaged Dahlonega gold pieces exist [i.e., problem coins that the 

major grading services will not encapsulate]. If these coins were added to the 

numbers known, then the figures in this book would change dramatically. I have 

decided not to include these and to focus on coins which are problem-free and 

capable of being encapsulated by a grading service if they were to be submitted. 

Since the first edition of this book in 1996, a lot has happened in the Dahlonega 

market. In a nutshell: prices rose considerably in the mid 1990's and a lot of coins 
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came onto the market. A number of incredible old time collections including those 
formed by John Jay Pittman and Harry Bass came on the market and many fantastic 

quality coins that I was not previously aware of became available. 

For the most part, I think that my original rarity estimates were 1 □ to 30% too low 
for each issue. This was especially true for lower grade pieces. In most instances, 
there are simply a lot more Very Fine to Extremely Fine Dahlonega gold coins than I 

originally imagined. 

These numbers still do not take into account the majority of damaged or unslabbable 

pieces. 

My estimates on higher grade coins were, with a few exceptions, reasonably 
accurate. However, grading standards have clearly changed since 1996 and a 
number of coins that the market considered to be About Uncirculated-55 to About 
Uncirculated are now Mint State-60 to Mint State-62. I have reflected this change of 
standards in the revised rarity estimates in this book. This does not necessarily mean 
that new Uncirculated coins have entered the market since 1996. It may actually 
mean that coins previously regarded as About Uncirculated have now been moved up. 

Hopefully, grading standards will stay more constant in the coming years. But another 
factor that can effect populations is discoveries of hoards. One example of this is 
1856-D half eagles. Although not well publicized, a significant hoard of high grade 
pieces has been slowly working its way into the market and this date is no longer 

considered to be a rare issue in Uncirculated. 

It is also highly likely that currently unknown collections or accumulations of high 
grade Dahionega coins will enter the market in the coming years. Part of the fun of 
being in the coin business is the constant surprise of previously unknown coins 
becoming available. I'd be very disappointed if some amazing individual coins do not 

come from out of the woodwork in the next few years. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DAHLONEGA MINT 

Despite appearing unrelated, a number of events were directly responsible for the 
creation of a United States branch mint at Dahlonega, Georgia. 

The first and possibly the most significant of these involved an important change in 

the American economic system and related economic theory. A flurry of legislation, 

which culminated in the passage of the Act of 1834, placed the country, in essence, 

on a de facto gold standard. As a result of changing the legal ratio of silver to gold 

from 15:1 (i.e., one ounce of gold was equivalent to fifteen ounces of silver) to 16:1, 

gold coins became, almost immediately, a circulating medium. Conversely, silver coins 

all but disappeared. The impact of the Act of 1834 is best explained by an analysis of 

the events which led up to its passage. 

ALEXANDER HAMILTON UNDERVALUES GOLD 

The original ratio of 15:1 was established by Alexander Hamilton and was included in 

the Mint Act of 1792. It soon became obvious that the United States had greatly 

undervalued gold in relation to European rates. As the value of gold rose steadily on 

the world markets in the early 19th century, the United States was forced to place 

gold in a secondary position to silver. The United States Mint, which had been plagued 

by internal woes and which was chronically under-funded, was unable to meet the 

domestic demand for circulating silver coinage. This situation was compounded by a 

booming export trade in American silver coins. Speculators discovered that they 

could make ample profits by exporting American silver coins for recoinage in Mexico, 

Spain and other locations. 

By about 1815 this problem had reached a crisis stage. All precious metals had been 

affected. Due to the circumstances described above, gold coins were entirely out of 

circulation as were silver coins. Bullion was in short supply from foreign sources due 

to the undervaluation of gold. The poor state of the economy, a result of devastating 

defeats suffered during the War of 1812, left domestic bullion sources unexploited. 

The only coins which could be found in circulation were copper half cents and cents, 

both of which were unpopular with the public. As a result, the American economy 

became almost totally dependent on a shaky and dangerous combination of Spanish 

silver coins and state-issued bank notes. 

By the early 1820's, Congress saw the need to formulate a new ratio to rationalize 

the ratios between gold and silver, as well as the American and European standards 
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of value. It was not until 1830 that concrete solutions were offered. A proposal made 
by the Senate Finance Committee called for limitations on silver coins so as to force 
the use of gold coins in large transactions. This proposal was rejected. Another 
suggestion made by the same group later that year called for the establishment of a 
new ratio at 15.62 1 /2:1. The debate continued, unresolved, for the next few years. 

A SOLUTION IS REACHED IN 1834 

On February 19, 1834 a new bill was introduced. It retained the 15.62 1/2:1 ratio, 
proposed that subsidiary gold and silver coins be made receivable for government 

dues, and fixed the ratio for silver and gold at 1:10. 

Immediately before the bill was scheduled for its final reading, it was suddenly 
withdrawn by its sponsor Rep. Campbell P. White of New York. Rep. White, the 
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, then introduced a new bill which bore 
little resemblance to the old one. This new bill had only two major provisions: changing 
the ratio of silver to gold to 16:1 and reducing the weight of the standard gold dollar 
from 24.75 grains fine to 23.2. Despite considerable bipartisan opposition, the bill 
was passed and signed into law on June 28, 1834. 

It is believed that the reason for Rep. White's sudden change was due to the 
combined lobbying efforts of Eastern businessmen (who wanted gold restored to 
circulation so as to improve their position in foreign trade] and Southern mining 
concerns (who wished to create a strong and ready-made market for the newly 
discovered gold supplies in the Carolinas and Georgia], 

The Act of 1834 raised the coining value of one troy pound of gold from $232.72 
[based on the old standard of the Act of 1792] to $248.54. Viewed historically, the 
Act of 1834 represented the first time that the United States Congress had 
employed fiat economic practices-i.e., creating monetary value by the force of statute 
law. The Act of 1834 was a victory for gold over silver. The repercussions of this 
victory were numerous and significant 

REPERCUSSIONS OF GOLD'S ‘VICTORY’ OVER SILVER 

Just as the Act of 1792 had undervalued silver, the Act of 1834 undervalued gold. A 
classic example of Gresham's Law would soon unfold. As two coins of the same 
denomination but different intrinsic values circulated simultaneously, the one with the 
lesser intrinsic value circulated while the other coin would be withdrawn from 
circulation due to its greater market value. 

The stated intention of the Act of 1834 was to devalue gold so that silver would freely 
circulate. The actual effect was the exact opposite. Silver coins disappeared from 
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circulation. The production of new silver coins, to replace the older pieces, was 

discouraged by the lack of legislative provisions for secondary silver coinage. Old 

tenor gold coins, which had lain in banks for years, were suddenly rushed to the Mint 

for recoinage due to their new intrinsic value of $1.05. (Ironically, this accounts for 

the great rarity of such issues as half eagles struck from 1813 through 1834). 

The supply of gold was bolstered by an influx of coins shipped from Europe as trade 

payments. Domestic gold, the majority of which had previously been exported, was 

now shipped to the Mint. From 1825 to 1834, the average annual gold coinage was 

about $400,□□□ and none of this entered circulation. During the final six months of 

1834 alone, gold coinage amounted to nearly four million dollars and all of it entered 
circulation. 

NEW PROSPECTS FOR SOUTHERN GOLD 

The first gold rush in the United States took place not in California but in North 

Carolina and Georgia in the early part of the 19th century. 

The first verifiable record of a gold find by a white man took place in Cabarrus County, 

North Carolina in 1799. Young Conrad Reed found a 17 pound nugget in a creek on 

the family farm. After showing the nugget to a silversmith, who did not recognize its 

composition, the family used the precious metal as a doorstop for three years. Finally, 

the intrinsic value of the nugget was realized in 1802. This set off the gold rush which 

had a profound influence upon the region and the entire nation. 

Benjamin Parks is credited with discovering gold in Georgia in 1828 in the area near 

where the town of Dahlonega would later be settled. This precipitated an influx of 

white men in search of gold, which would come to be known as “The Intrusion" by the 

native tribes. The precious yellow metal was also found from Virginia to Alabama, 

causing thousands of miners from all over the nation to flock to the southeastern 
United States. 

Many miners came to one area which proved to be particularly rich in ore: the region 

of northeast Georgia which would later be called the Dahlonega Belt. The process 

was accelerated by a state-sponsored lottery system which awarded forty acres of 

gold-bearing land to the lucky winners. 

The area around Dahlonega [from the Cherokee language, meaning yellow money) 

grew almost overnight from a tiny settlement to a boom town. Shortages of almost 

everything were common. 

It has been estimated that at the height of the gold rush there were 15,000 miners 

within a ten to fifteen mile radius of Dahlonega. Gold production from the area 
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increased during the 1830's. Because of the Act of 1834, the southern gold miners 
were suddenly faced with a lucrative group of prospects. The demand for their gold 

had, almost overnight, increased dramatically. 

The Mint at Philadelphia, until recently an insignificant factor on the economy of the 
southern states, was suddenly transformed into an insatiable consumer of the 
region's gold. Over $1.7 million in Georgia deposits alone were received from 1830 

to 1837. 

By happy coincidence, production in the gold fields of Georgia and North Carolina 
reached record figures by the mid-1830's. The southern states were quick to realize 
that gold was money and money was power. The southern gold miners assumed a 
position of power in Washington nearly overnight. They could demand the branch 
mints which they had long craved but which, until now, seemed a remote possibility. 

Discussions for the establishment of assay offices in the gold regions of the South 
had begun in 1830. Within three or four years, these discussions had turned from 

assay offices to branch mints. 

One of the best reasons to create branch mints in the South was the difficulty and 
danger of transporting bullion from the gold fields to the Philadelphia Mint. 

In the early 1830's, northern Georgia was still a very remote part of the United 
States. With no official refining facility available to local miners they were faced with 
the dangerous options of riding with their gold to Philadelphia on horseback, shipping 
gold from either Augusta or Savannah or selling to local banks or merchants who had 
the reputation for tendering unrealistically low offers for bullion. 

THE ACT OF MARCH 3, 1835 CREATES THE BRANCH MINTS 

The Act of March 3, 1835 created branch mints in New Orleans (for the coinage of 
gold and silver], Charlotte and Dahlonega (the latter two for gold only]. 

An appropriation of $50,000 was provided for the establishment of the Dahlonega 
Mint. The construction was to be led by Ignatius Few, a Methodist minister, who had 
been named Commissioner in 1835. He was later joined by Superintendent Joseph 
Singleton in 1837. 

The mint building was to be in the shape of a block letter “T” with the top of the letter 
“T” being the front of the facility. The front was to be 125 feet by 33.5 feet, while the 
stem of the "T" measured 53 feet in length and 36 feet in width. The structure was 
to be made of brick covered with stucco and built to the same plans as the Charlotte 
Mint, with a basement, first floor and second floor. The building design contained 27 
rooms and a site was chosen on a hill not far from, and in full view of, the town square. 
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MINT EDIFICE CONSTRUCTION PROVES DIFFICULT 

Partly because of the remote location, as well as the lack of good building materials, 

skilled workmen or aggressive oversight by Commissioner Few, the construction of 

the branch mint edifice languished. Few was criticized for being lazy and incompetent. 

The mint was to be outfitted with state-of-the-art coining equipment. This included two 

steam presses invented by Franklin Peale and first used at the Philadelphia Mint in 
1836. 

The presses are believed to be the small version, which meant they were too small to 

strike a coin as large as an eagle or a $10 gold piece. The presses, including the 

equipment necessary for the coinage process, were shipped in 15 boxes to 

Savannah, sent upriver to Augusta and then hauled by wagon to Dahlonega. The mint 
construction proceeded through 1836 and 1837. 

After the building was finally ready for inspection, Franklin Peale, on behalf of the 

Philadelphia Mint, journeyed to Dahlonega after performing the same task at 

Charlotte. His words best describe the sad state of affairs he encountered: "The 

workmanship of the Mint edifice is abominable, a letter might be three times filled 

with the details of errors and intentional mal [sic] constructions... the material 

employed for the brick making being the red soil of the gold region... put into brick by 

men who certainly deserve diplomas for Botching." To top matters off, the roof leaked. 

With all of its shortcomings, the mint building was one of the most imposing 

structures in the frontier village, and the presence of the Federal facility offered a 

welcome, stabilizing force. By the end of 1837, the mint was ready to strike its first 
coins. 

THE DAHLONEGA MINT COMMENCES COINAGE 

On February 12, 1838, the mint officially opened for the receipt and assay of gold 

bullion. Within a few weeks, a considerable amount of gold had been brought in. The 

first coins were struck on April 21, 1838. On this day, a total of eighty half eagles 

were produced. Examples were sent to Philadelphia where they were found to have 
an appropriate assay value. 

Although the routine varied from time to time during the 24 years the mint operated, 

the procedure that depositors went through to obtain their coins was generally as 

follows. Deposits were usually in the form of gold in their natural state - i.e., dust or 

nuggets, gold bars or foreign gold coins. Miners generally brought in the naturally 

occurring metal while bankers and merchants were more likely to bring in the bars 

and foreign gold. After acknowledging the deposit, mint personnel sent the gold to be 

melted into a homogenous mass, from which an assay slip was used to determine 
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fineness. The value of the deposit and the corresponding value in specie could be 
determined. The deposit was then alloyed to standard [.900] fineness by adding 
copper and, if necessary, silver. Charges were normally assessed for the addition of 

these metals. 

As standard mint practice, the silver content was kept between 25 and 50 parts per 
thousand and may have been used to help control the coloration of the resulting 
coins. At times, the Dahlonega Mint was criticized by Philadelphia for allowing too 
much silver. This resulted in a lighter color, referred to throughout this book as "green 

gold" than seen on the Philadelphia coins. 

In late 1853, the Dahlonega Mint was directed to reduce the silver content to 8 parts 
per thousand. Elemental analysis performed by the late Clair Birdsall on three 1854 
Dahlonega coins indicate a silver content of 13-14 parts per thousand. This is far less 
than the 36-50 parts per thousand contained in eight additional coins dated 1838- 
1853 which were also analyzed. This confirms that a reduction in silver content had 

been made. 

The .900 fine gold melt was then cast into ingots, annealed and run through a rolling 
mill to reduce the thickness. The resulting strip of gold was passed through a drawing 
bench to produce a more precise strip of gold, of the proper thickness, from which 

planchets could be cut. 

After the planchets were cleaned and annealed, a steam press, which was located in 
the Press Room on the first floor, was used to strike the coins at a rate of 50-60 per 
minute. The power to turn the press was transmitted from a belt running through the 
floor and which was, in turn, connected to a steam engine in the basement. Assay 
coins (one for every 500 produced with at least one from every melt] were then sent 
to Philadelphia to ensure that the legal requirements for gold content were met. 
Depositors could then return to the mint and pick up their new coins. The entire 
process took anywhere from three days to as long as a month. 

Much has been made of the quality of manufacture (or the lack thereof] of Dahlonega 
gold coins. To their credit, the Dahlonega Mint personnel were for the most part very 
conscientious about their responsibilities in producing coins. 

One reason for the inferior coins which surfaced may have involved the use of cast off 
dies. There is evidence that when a die did not meet the exacting standards of the 
primary facility, the Philadelphia Mint personnel would assign the substandard die to 
one of the branch mints. 

There were also numerous complaints in correspondence from Dahlonega 
concerning dies cracking excessively, rolling mill rollers which were too soft (thus 
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producing bad planchets] and defective supplies such as bad copper. All things 

considered, the Dahlonega Mint personnel did a good job under very difficult 
circumstances. 

After a year or two, it was evident that the Dahlonega Mint was not going to be 

profitable nor was it going to have large amounts of local gold to work with. It could 

very easily have been closed by Congress except for the political lobbying of the 
southern states. 

DIFFICULT EARLY YEARS AT THE MINT 

Infighting among the leading personnel at the mint made the early years very difficult. 

One problem was that the mint personnel felt that their positions were in jeopardy 

from outside forces. As positions at the mint were coveted by the townspeople, there 

were frequent letter writing campaigns to members of Congress and others in 

positions of influence in an attempt to secure a desired position. Additionally, every 

change of administration in Washington brought about a wave of anxiety. In some 

cases this fear was well founded, as wholesale changes of mint personnel occurred 

after a new political party gained power in Washington. 

In 1840, the Senate passed a bill which allowed the Dahlonega Mint to coin silver. 

This was never done, probably because the mint seldom had significant quantities of 

parted silver and because their presses were not large enough to produce quarters, 

half dollars or silver dollars. In 1841, Joseph Singleton was replaced by Paul 

Rossignol. Coincidentally, the amount of bullion entering the mint increased almost 
overnight. 

In 1843, Rossignol was replaced by James Cooper, who ran the mint until 1849. The 

period 1843-1849 was a golden era at the mint. Cooper's tenure was marked by 

improved internal relations, prompt payments to depositors and cordial relations with 

the town of Dahlonega. 

During this period, mintage figures reached their highest point and the quality of the 

coins were better than they would ever be again. Almost 44% of the deposits 

received during the entire existence of the Dahlonega Mint took place in the six years 

and five months that Cooper was Superintendent. Cooper's time at the mint may not 

have been perfectly placid, however, as there were newspaper reports in 1844 that 

counterfeit Dahlonega quarter eagles had been found. 

In late 1849, Col. Anderson Redding was named as the new Superintendent. He was 

replaced in 1853 by Julius Patton who had the backing of the newly elected 

Democratic President Franklin Pierce. 
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THE DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN CALIFORNIA 

AND ITS AFFECT ON THE MINT 

The discovery of gold in California in 1848 had a profound effect on the Dahlonega 
Mint. Most of the miners in the area left for the California gold fields and production 
in the South decreased accordingly. By the time the United States Mint opened in San 
Francisco in 1854, the Dahlonega Mint was considered to be useless and calls were 

made for its closing. 

The Dahlonega Mint saw the first influx of California gold in 1850. The flow increased 
dramatically in 1851 and actually surpassed the amount of Georgia gold deposited. 
Gold deposits from California reached a zenith in 1853, when they accounted for 
almost $360,000 from a total deposit of just over $450,000. 

Although deposits in 1854 were down significantly from 1853, the Dahlonega Mint 
managed to coin four denominations (dollar, quarter eagle, three dollar and half 
eagle) for the first and only time in its history. 

By 1855, the California deposits had dropped to less than the Georgia deposits. Thus, 
the odds are good that a Dahlonega coin dated 1851-1854 actually contains gold 
from California. 

The use of California gold may have affected the composition and color of the coins 
struck at Dahlonega. Appalachian gold had very little silver in it; generally no more 
than 5%. California gold, on the other hand, contained an average of 15% silver. This 
meant it normally required parting (separating out the silver) in order to bring it to 
legal standards. 

Although there is not enough information to be certain, it is possible that the 
California gold, after it was parted, actually produced coins with less silver than the 
coins manufactured from the Appalachian gold, which usually did not have to be 
parted due to its relatively low silver content. If so, one might expect Dahlonega coins 
which were manufactured from California gold to exhibit a more orange-hued 
coloration (due to the higher copper and lower silver content) than do coins struck 
from the local metal. 

Production of gold dollars, quarter eagles and half eagles decreased dramatically 
during the mid to late 1850's. The quality of the coins struck at the mint deteriorated 
during the last years of the Patton superintendency. For reasons which can only be 
guessed at - old, worn-out machinery? inferior, cast off dies? - many of the worst 
manufactured coins from the mint were produced between 1854 and 1857. These 
include the 1854-1856 gold dollars, the 1854-1856 quarter eagles and the 1855 
half eagle. 
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THE FINAL YEARS: THE CIVIL WAR AND THE AFTERMATH 

George Kellogg assumed the Superintendency of the mint in I860. Georgia seceded 

from the Union in January, 1861. However, the issue of who owned the Mint was not 

addressed until April, 1861, when the Dahlonega Mint was seized by the 

Confederacy. It is believed that at the time the mint was seized it contained $13,345 

worth of uncoined gold, and that some of this gold was later used to strike gold dollars 

and half eagles dated 1861-D. The remainder was not converted into coins due to a 

lack of die making materials and qualified personnel. 

During the Civil War, the Dahlonega Mint served as a repository for the Confederate 

Treasury. There is evidence that the assay office was still operating in the summer of 

1865, after the end of hostilities. An inspection of the mint property was made on 

behalf of the United States Treasury Department in the Summer of 1865, with 

estimates provided for its continued use either as an assay office or a mint. It was 

decided not to pursue either course and the building was donated in April, 1871 to 

the state of Georgia to become an educational facility. 

The mint building was reopened as the principal building of North Georgia College in 

1873. It was destroyed by a fire in 1878. A new college building was constructed on 

the undamaged foundation and it was occupied in 1880. Today, with its steeple of 

gold mined from the area, it serves as Price Memorial Hall, the administrative building 

for North Georgia College. Visitors can view a full set of Dahlonega coins there. The 

hand-hewn granite foundation walls, which were part of the original mint, are visible 

from outside of the building and stand in silent testimony to its place in history. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

HOW TO COLLECT DAHLONEGA GOLD COINS 

One of the real pleasures to collecting Dahlonega gold coins is the variety of ways that 
the collector can pursue his avocation. Collecting these coins can range in levels of 
intensity from a mild flirtation to a complete obsession. As someone who has an 
abiding interest in these coins and who has helped many collectors with their 
purchases, I would like to present some suggestions on the ways to collect Dahlonega 

gold coins. 

THE INTRODUCTORY THREE COIN SET 

The most basic way to collect Dahlonega coins is to purchase a single example of the 
gold dollar, quarter eagle and half eagle. This makes sense for the collector who is on 
a limited budget or who is not certain how deep his interest in these coins lies. 

A basic three coin Dahlonega set should consist of nice, problem-free coins. It also 
makes sense to stick to the more common dates. The grade ranges for these coins 
will probably fall between Extremely Fine-40 and About Uncirculated-55. 

The 1849-D would be a logical choice for the gold dollar in this set, since it is the most 
common and the most affordable date in the series. A nice Extremely Fine coin can 
be purchased for $1,000-1,500 while About Uncirculated examples will range from 
$1,500 to $3,000, depending on quality. 

The best quarter eagles for this set would be the 1843-D, 1844-D, 1846-D or 1848- 
D. A nice Extremely Fine example of any of these dates should cost $1,000-1,500 
while an About Uncirculated should cost $2,000-$4,000+ (since no Dahlonega 
quarter eagle can be considered "common" in the higher About Uncirculated grades, 
the collector of more modest means should stick with a coin in the Extremely Fine-45 
to About Uncirculated-50 grade range). 

There are a number of dates in the half eagle series which would fit well in this set. 
These include the 1843-D, 1852-D, 1853-D and 1854-D. Any of these dates can be 
purchased in nice Extremely Fine for $1,000-1,500 while an About Uncirculated 
should be available in the $2,000-$4,000 range. 

An alternative to this set would be to buy all three denominations with the same date. 
This is feasible for the issues dated 1849-D, 1850-D and 1851 -D. Sets from 1852- 
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D, 1853-D, 1857-D and 1859-D could also be assembled, but at least one coin in 

each of these sets is a scarcer, somewhat more expensive issue. 

The basic three coin set can be further expanded by adding an 1854-D three dollar 

gold piece. Only 1,120 examples of this date were struck and 1854 is the only year 

in which a coin of this denomination was produced in Dahlonega. An acceptable Very 

Fine example of this popular and rare issue can be purchased for $6,000-8,□□□ 
while an Extremely Fine costs between $12,000 and $16,000. 

THE BASIC AND EXPANDED BASIC TYPE SETS 

A type set of Dahlonega gold coins includes one example of each major type struck at 

this mint. Such as set includes the following: 

-Type One gold dollar [1849-1854] 

-Type Two gold dollar [1855 only] 

-Type Three gold dollar (1856-1861 ] 

-Classic Head quarter eagle [1839 only] 

-Liberty Head quarter eagle [1840-1859] 

-Three dollar gold piece [1854 only] 

-Classic Head half eagle (1838 only] 

-Liberty Head, obverse mintmark half eagle [1839 only] 

-Liberty Head, reverse mintmark [1840-1861 ] 

A set such as this makes for an extremely interesting display. The various designs 

employed in striking these nine major types provide a graphic illustration of the 

artistic and historic record of the Dahlonega Mint. 

Most collectors who assemble a nine piece Dahlonega type set do so in grades that 

range from Extremely Fine-40 to About Uncirculated-55. It would be virtually 

impossible to complete this set in Mint State as two of these types - the Type Two 

gold dollar and the three dollar gold piece - are excessively rare in Uncirculated. 

The specific coins included in a Dahlonega type set are generally the more common 

dates. Some collectors, however, use better dates in order to make their sets more 

interesting and potentially more valuable. 

A nicely matched set of Extremely Fine-40 to Extremely Fine-45 coins should cost 

approximately $35,000-45,000. The two most expensive coins in this set would be 

the Type Two gold dollar and the three dollar gold piece. Together, these coins would 

account for at least half of the total cost. 

A set with all of the coins grading About Uncirculated-50 to About Uncirculated could 

be assembled for approximately $65,000-85,000. The cost of this set could be 
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significantly reduced if the Type Two gold dollar and the three dollar gold piece were 
nice Extremely Fine coins as opposed to About Uncirculated-50 or better. 

This set could be further expanded if the Liberty Head, reverse mintmark half eagle 
were represented by an example with Small Letters on the reverse [i.e., a coin struck 
from 1840 to 1842) and by an example with Large Letters on the reverse (i.e., a coin 
struck from 1843 to 1861). The addition of this one extra coin would increase the 
cost of an Extremely Fine set by approximately $1,500-2,500 and an About 
Uncirculated set by approximately $4,000-7,000. 

COLLECTING BY DENOMINATION 

Some collectors feel a certain affinity for a specific denomination. All three of the 
primary denominations struck at the Dahlonega Mint have their pros and cons. 

The size of the gold dollar is a major turn-off to many collectors. It is hard to justify 
paying thousands - or even tens of thousands - of dollars for a coin that is about the 
size of an average adult's thumbnail. 

Another negative about the Dahlonega gold dollar series is the fact that many of 
these coins are among the most crudely struck coins ever produced in this country. 
They are certainly not pretty enough that they can be shown to admiring friends and 
their crudeness puzzles most non-specialists. 

The very reasons that cause some people to dislike gold dollars are the same 
reasons that others like them. Like the runt of the litter, they are so small and can be 
so ugly that this gives them a certain charm. Their crudeness adds to their allure as 
well. Just like a classic New England folk art portrait from the 18th or early 19th 
century, a Dahlonega gold dollar paints an accurate picture of the harshness and 
uncertainty of life in North Georgia in the decade leading up to the Civil War. 

Another factor which attracts people to the gold dollar series is the small original 
mintage figures which many of these coins have. Only one of the thirteen issues has 
a mintage figure of over 1 □,□□□ coins and five have mintage figures of 3,000 or less. 

The Dahlonega gold dollar series is the most expensive of the three denominations to 
collect on a coin-by-coin basis. A complete set of thirteen coins in nice Extremely Fine 
grades should cost approximately $50,000-60,000+. 

Every Dahlonega gold dollar is reasonably available in About Uncirculated grades and 
the obstacles to completing such a set are available funds and the level of fussiness 
that a specific collector has. A complete set in grades ranging from About 

Uncirculated-50 to About Uncirculated-58 should cost approximately $105,000- 
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125,000+. A complete set in Mint State is a formidable but not impossible challenge 

if the collector is patient and he works with a knowledgeable specialized dealer who 

can assist him in locating such rare issues as the 1855-D, 1856-D, 18B0-D and 
1861-D. 

The Dahlonega quarter eagles are the most challenging of the three denominations. 

They can also be the most frustrating. Many collectors seek immediate gratification 

as they build a set. Assembling a high quality complete set of Dahlonega quarter 

eagles requires a great deal of patience. A number of dates in this series [such as the 

1840-D, 1842-D and the 1854-D through 185B-D) are quite rare in any grade and 

high quality examples are very challenging to locate. This is further compounded by 

the fact that many of these issues are found with crude strikes and poorly-prepared 
planchets. 

The extreme difficulty of putting together a Dahlonega quarter set is what attracts 

many collectors. They appreciate the fact that they can not assemble a set merely by 

making a few phone calls to dealers or attending an auction or two. They believe, 

correctly, that the best coins to buy are the ones that do not become available with 
any degree of frequency. 

It is a realistic goal to assemble the complete set of twenty quarter eagles in 

Extremely Fine-40 to Extremely Fine-45 grades. Such a set should cost approximately 

$75,000 to $100,000. In About Uncirculated grades, this set becomes very difficult 

to assemble. A number of dates [such as the 1840-D, 1841-D 1842-D, 1854-D, 

1855-D and 185B-D) are rare and costly in the upper ranges of About Uncirculated. 

The cost of such a set is approximately $150,000 to $200,000+. One Dahlonega 

quarter eagle [the 1842-D) is currently unknown in Uncirculated while a number of 

others [such as the 1840-D, 1854-D, 1855-D and 185B-D] are either unique or 

there are just a tiny number known in this grade range. 

The Dahlonega half eagle set is the most popular of the three denominations. One of 

the reasons is the relatively large size of these coins. Another is the fact that almost 

every date is fairly easy to obtain in medium grades. And finally, this is the most 

affordable of the three sets on a coin-by-coin basis. 

A complete set of Dahlonega half eagles includes all twenty-four of the dates struck 

from 1838 through 18B1 as well as the 1842-D Large Date and the 184B-D over 

D Mintmark [for a total of twenty-six coins). A set of nice Extremely Fine coins should 

cost approximately $55,000-75,000. 

A complete set of half eagles in About Uncirculated is much more challenging. The 

1842-D Large Date and the 1861-D are both very rare in any About Uncirculated 

grade. Other dates, such as the 1840-D, 184B-D Normal Mintmark and the 1850-D 
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are extremely scarce even in the lower About Uncirculated grades and years may 
pass before an especially choice piece may become available. A set of Dahlonega half 
eagles grading About Uncirculated-50 to About Uncirculated-55 should cost 

approximately $150,000 to 200,000+. 

ASSEMBLING A COMPLETE SET OF DAHLONEGA GOLD 

Once people start collecting Dahlonega gold coins, they often get bitten by the bug 

and decide to assemble a complete set. 

A complete set of Dahlonega gold is generally understood to contain the following: 

-Gold Dollars: A total of thirteen issues struck between 1849 -1861. 
-Quarter Eagles: A total of twenty issues struck between 1839 - 1859. 
Three Dollar Gold Pieces A total of one issue struck in 1854. 
-Half Eagles: A total of twenty-six issues struck between 1838 -1861. 

This includes both major varieties struck in 1842 [Large Date and Small Date] and 
both major varieties struck in 1846 (Normal Mintmark and D Over D Mintmark). 

This is a grand total of sixty different issues, covering four different denominations. 

Assembling a complete set of Dahlonega gold coins is challenging but very popular. 
Unlike many other mints, there is no single unobtainable issue that is either 

prohibitively rare or essentially unobtainable. 

I would make the following suggestions to any new collector who is considering 

putting together a complete set of Dahlonega gold coins: 

1. Be patient. You can complete a set in a few months but the chances are 
good that by rushing you will make a number of mistakes. Wait for the 

"right coin" to come along. 

2. Stretch for outstanding coins. Truly choice, high end Dahlonega gold coins 
are very hard to locate-regardless of date or denomination. Don't miss 
the chance to own an important coin merely because you think the price 
is a little too much. In the long run, the decision to buy high quality coins 
will pay for itself. 

3. Buy the best you can afford. If you are unable to spend $20,□□□+on an 
About Uncirculated 1842-D Large Date half eagle, then wait until you 
have the chance to purchase a nice quality $7,500 example in Extremely 
Fine-45. Figure out a budget for each coin and try to use this as a basis 
in making your collecting decisions. 
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4. Buy the rarest coins first. For each denomination, there are certain 

Dahlonega gold issues that are extremely hard to find. As an example, the 

1840-D and 1856-D are often the last two pieces collectors add to their 

Dahlonega quarter eagle sets. If the opportunity presents itself, try to 

purchase these coins before the more common issues - such as the 

1843-D or the 1848-D. You should always assume the following when 

assembling a complete set: your opportunities to purchase truly rare 

coins will be infrequent while your opportunities to purchase the relatively 

common issues should be more frequent. 

5. Buy with eye appeal in mind. The overall value of a set of coins is greatly 

enhanced when the individual pieces have good overall eye appeal. As an 

example, the finest known collection of Dahlonega gold coins was sold to 

a North Georgia collector in 1995 for a figure in excess of $1 million 

dollars. Every coin in this set was extremely choice and had lovely original 

coloration. This resulted in the collective value of the set being at least 15- 

20% greater than if the coins had been valued on an individual basis. 

The final cost of assembling a complete set of Dahlonega gold coins is within the 

reach of many collectors. A set which has coins ranging from Extremely Fine-40 to 

Extremely Fine-45 will cost somewhere in the area of $200,□00-250,□□□. A set 

which consists of coins grading from About Uncirculated-50 to About Uncirculated- 
58 will cost approximately $425,000-550,000. 

As stated above, it would be impossible to assemble a complete set of Dahlonega 

coins in Uncirculated grades. But a few people have managed to complete certain 
denominations in Uncirculated grades. 

In their May 1995 sale, the New York firm of Stack's auctioned a set of Uncirculated 

Dahlonega half eagles which had been assembled by the Chicago dealer Ed Milas. 

This set lacked an 1838-D and an 1846-D Normal Mintmark, but was otherwise 

complete, with the exception of the 1842-D Large Date which graded AU-50. The 24- 

coin set brought a total of $714,445 or an average of nearly $30,000 per coin. 

COLLECTING BY DIE VARIETY 

Certain types of United States coins, such as large cents struck from 1793 to 1814 

and half dollars produced from 1794 to 1836, are avidly collected by die variety. 

There are very few die variety collectors who focus on gold coins. This could possibly 

change in the future as more information about these varieties becomes available. 

There are already some significant die varieties from the Dahlonega Mint that have 

made their way into the mainstream. Two examples of these are the 1842-D Large 

Date half eagle and the 1846-D over D Mintmark half eagle. 
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There are a number of other Dahlonega varieties that have yet to become regarded 
as essential components of a set. Some are very important and will probably be 

accepted in the near future. They are as follows: 

1 1843-D Large Mintmark Quarter Eagle: Of the 36,209 quarter eagles 

struck at the Dahlonega Mint in 1843, only 3,537 used the Large 
Mintmark which was to be found on coins dated 1844 and later. This is 
a significant and easy to recognize variety which is many times rarer than 
the 1843-D Small Mintmark. PCGS now recognizes this variety. 

2. 1846 D Near □ Mintmark Quarter Eagle: A small number of 1 846-D 

quarter eagles were struck from a reverse which clearly shows traces of 
an errant mintmark to the left of the "regular" mintmark. This variety has 
recently been recognized by PCGS and is already included by most 

advanced Dahlonega collectors in their sets. 

3. 1841-D Medium Mintmark Half Eagle: Of the 29,392 half eagles struck 

at the Dahlonega Mint in 1841, only 4,105 used the Medium Mintmark 
which had been employed on coins dated 184D-D. This variety is quite 
rare and easy to recognize. It should sell for a significant premium over 
the 1841-D Small Mintmark. It has recently been recognized by PCGS. 

4. 1843-D Small Mintmark Half Eagle: This variety uses the same reverse 
as on the 1842-D Small Date half eagle. It is much scarcer than the 
1843-D Large Mintmark and may someday be recognized as such. This 
is another variety that PCGS has recently recognized. 

5. 1848 D Over Low D Mintmark Half Eagle: This variety is similar in origin 
to the better known 1846 D Over D Mintmark Half Eagle except that it is 
much rarer. On many examples, it is hard to see the first mintmark 
punch. Coins which clearly show the errant first punch are rare and 
desirable This variety has recently been recognized by PCGS and is 
already included by most advanced Dahlonega collectors in their sets. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

□IE VARIETIES OF DAHLONEGA GOLD COINAGE 

The work on die varieties in the first edition of this book book was based largely on the 

research of Dr. John W. McCloskey. He has done an extensive amount of research 

on Dahlonega quarter eagles and his results are included in this book. His work is not 

nearly as extensive in the gold dollar and half eagle series so we combined our 

experiences in order to provide as complete a list of varieties as was possible at that 

time for these two denominations. In the ensuing six years, a small number of gold 

dollar varieties were discovered by John Dannreuther who graciously shared his 
findings with me. 

Mr. Dannreuther was instrumental in the discovery of numerous new die varieties in 

the half eagle series. Many of these were first seen in the Bass collection and were 

probably discovered by Harry Bass. The new half eagle varieties known to current 

researchers are listed below. It is certainly possible that others exist. 

When it comes to die varieties, the Liberty Head gold coins remain one of the most 

under-researched fields in all of American numismatics. Walter Breen's monographs, 

which were published in the late 1960's, represented the first attempt to examine 

and discuss 19th century gold coin varieties. Breen's more recent Encyclopedia of 

United States and Colonial Coins provided some updated information on varieties. My 

books on Charlotte and New Orleans gold [published in 1987 and 1992, respectively) 

provided the most current information on the die varieties from these two mints. 

The publication of Gold Coins of the Old West by Dr. Lawrence Cutler and I in 1995 

proved to be the most significant research on Liberty Head gold coins ever 

undertaken. 

It is my hope that the inclusion of this new die variety research will continue to 

stimulate interest in this area. Collecting Dahlonega gold coins by die variety has 

become more popular in recent years and the availability of this information may help 

to spur further interest. At the present time, some of these varieties are beginning 

to command price premiums. As collectors become aware of the varieties which are 

legitimately important and/or rare, it is probable that some will sell for premiums 

above their more common counterparts. 
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To provide orderly descriptions of varieties, I have given each a designation such that 

a number represents an obverse die which can be paired with a letter representing 

a reverse die. For example, a date with varieties known as "1-A" and "1-B" has only 
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one obverse but two distinct reverses. A date with varieties known as "1-A" and "2-A" 
has two obverses paired with just one reverse. In other instances, an obverse or a 
reverse used in one year may be re-used in another year with another die. 

I encourage anyone with interest in varieties to begin checking his coins against the 
descriptions in this book. I would be very interested in hearing from you if you find any 
new varieties or if you feel that any of my present descriptions need clarification for 

accuracy. 

The presentation of die variety information is not given with the intention that a 
collector will necessarily become interested in collecting Dahlonega gold by variety. 
Rather, die variety information provides valuable information on the usage of coinage 
dies during the time that these coins were struck. Knowledge of the dies used for 
each issue and the characteristics of these dies can be extremely helpful in 
authenticating and/or grading individual coins from the Dahlonega Mint. Coins which 
do not match the dies of known specimens should be carefully studied before 

purchased as genuine specimens. 
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GOLD DOLLAR VARIETIES 

DATE_VARIETY_COMMENTS 

1 849-D 1-A Type One Reverse appears off center 

1849-D 1-B Reverse is well centered 

1850-D 2-C 

1851-D 3-D Heavy date and wreath 

1851-D 3-E Lighter date and wreath 

1 852-D 4-F Broken nose on Liberty 

1 853-D 5-G Obverse die file at 9:00 

1 854-D B-H Rev. file marks near mm. 

1 855-D 7-1 Type Two Narrow opening in mintmark 

7-J Type Two Wider opening in mintmark 

185B-D 8-K Type Three 

1857-D 9-L Reverse of 185B 

1858-D 10-M 

1859-D 11-N 

11-0 

1860-D 12-P 

1861-D 12-Q Obverse of 18BO 

New varieties of the 1855-D and 1859-D gold dollars were discovered by John 

Dannreuther in 1999 and have been added since the publication of the first edition 

of this book. 
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QUARTER EAGLE VARIETIES 

DATE_VARIETY_COMMENTS 

1839-D 1-A Classic Head Branch over D 
1839-D 1-B Classic Head Branch left of D 
1840-D 1-A 
1841-D 2-B 
1841-D 2-C 
1841-D 2-D 
1842-D 3-E 
1843-D 4-C 
1843-D 4-E 
1843-D 4-F 
1843-D 4-G 
1844-D 5-G 
1 844-D 5-H 
1845-D 6-H 
1846-D 7-G 
1846-D 7-1 
1846-D 7-J 
1 846-D 8-K 
1847-D 9-L 
1848-D 10-L 
1848-D 10-M 
1849-D 11-L 
1849-D 1 2-L 
1850-D 13-L 
1851-D 14-L 
1852-D 1 5-L 
1853-D 16-L 
1854-D 1 7-L 
1855-D 18-L 
1856-D 19-L 
1857-D 2 0-L 
1859-D 21-L 

Small mintmark 
Small mintmark 
Small mintmark 
Large mintmark 

Low date 
Low date 
"D near D" reverse 
High date 

High date 

Low date 
Rev. die scratches in shield 

The research on quarter eagles is largely the work of Dr. John McCloskey. He has 
studied the Dahlonega quarter eagle series for a number of years. While it is definitely 
possible that some new varieties exist, it is likely that this section will show the least 
amount of change over time. 
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HALF EAGLE VARIETIES 

□ATE VARIETY 

1838-0 1-A 

1839-D 1-A 

1839-D 2-A 

1840-D 3-B 

1 840-D 4-C 

1841-D 5-B 

1841-D 5-D 

1841-0 6-D 

1842-D 7-E 

1842-D 8-E 

1 842-D 9-G 

1 843-D 10-G 

1 843-D 10-H 
1844-D 11-H 

1845-D 12-1 

1845-D 13-1 

1846-D 14-1 
184B-0 1 5-J 
1846-D 16-K 
1 846-D 15-L 
1847-D 16-L 
1847-D 16-M 

1847-D 17-L 
1847-D 1 7-M 
1848-D 1 8-M 

1848-D 19-N 

1848-D 19-0 

1848-D 20-N 
1849-D 21-N 
1849-D 22-L 
1849-D 22-N 

1850-D 23-0 

1850-D 24-P 

1851-D 25-0 
1851-D 25-Q 
1851-D 25-R 
1851-D 26-R 
1851-D 26-0 

1852-D 27-S 

COMMENTS 

Classic Head 

Obverse mintmark over 3 in date 

Obverse mintmark over 39 in date 

Tall D 

Small D 

Tall D; reverse of 1840 

Small D 

Small D 

Small date; Small letters 

Small date; Small letters 

Large date, Large letters 

Small D; reverse of 1842 

Medium D 

Medium D; reverse of 1843 

□ate placed to left 

□ate placed further to right 

High date; normal D 

Low date; normal D 

Very low 1 in date; normal D 

Low date; 0 over D mintmark 

7 in date touches neck; reverse of 

7 in date touches neck; reverse of 

7 in date free of neck; reverse of 

7 in date free of neck; reverse of 

Normal 0 

D over D mintmark 

Reverse of 1848; no overmintmark 

Reverse of 1848 

Reverse of 1850 

First 1 free of denticles; mm over V 

Mintmark far to right 

Mintmark over VE in FIVE 

First 1 in date joins denticles 

1 touches truncation 
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HALF EAGLE VARIETIES (CONTINUED) 

DATE VARIETY 

1852-D 28-T 

1852-D 28-0 

1 853-D 29-T 

1853-D 29-U 

1853-D 29-V 

1853-D 29-W 

1854-D 30-W 

1854-D 31-T 

1854-D 31-X 

1854-D 31-Y 

1854-D 31-Z 

1855-D 3 2-A A 

1855-D 32-W 

1856-D 33-BB 

1857-D 34-CC 

1857-D 34-DD 

1858-D 35-CC 

1858-D 35-DD 

1859-D 36-CC 

1859-D 36-DD 

1859-D 37-EE 

1860-D 38-EE 

1860-D 38-FF 

1861-D 39-EE 

COMMENTS 

1 free of truncation 

Large D 
Medium D over E in FIVE 
Medium D over VE in FIVE 
High medium mm over VE in FIVE 
1 close to truncation; Medium D 
1 well below truncation; Large D 

Large □ 
Large D 
Large D 
Large D 
Medium D, reverse of 1854 
Medium □ 
Medium D 

Medium D, reverse of 1857 

Large D 
Medium D, reverse of 1857 
Medium D 
Large D 
Large D; reverse of 1859 
Medium D 

The research on Dahlonega half eagles is a combined effort of Dr. John McCloskey 
Doug Winter and John Dannreuther. Numerous new varieties have been listed in the 
second edition. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

DAHLONEGA GOLD DOLLARS 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Of the three primary denominations struck at the Dahlonega Mint, the gold dollars 

have the shortest duration. However, this is one of the most difficult sets to assemble. 

It is also the most expensive on a coin-by-coin basis. 

Dahlonega Gold Dollars were struck from 1849 through 1861. This denomination 

comprises only thirteen issues, as compared to twenty quarter eagles and twenty-six 

half eagles. 

Dahlonega gold dollars are very popular with collectors. Unlike the Philadelphia gold 

dollars, this is a relatively short-lived series. Unlike the Charlotte gold dollars, it is 

realistically completable [the Charlotte issues contain the 1849-C Open Wreath 

which is an extreme rarity]. Given sufficient resources, the collector can expect to 

finish a Dahlonega gold dollar set. 

The rarest Dahlonega gold dollar is the 1861-D which has an estimated surviving 

population of 55 to 65 coins. This means that only 55 to 65 completed sets of these 

coins could ever be assembled. If a collector desires to assemble a complete set in 

high grades (i.e. About Uncirculated-50 or higher], the number of completable sets is 

greatly reduced. The rarest Dahlonega gold dollar in high grades is the 1855-D of 

which just fourteen to sixteen examples are currently believed to exist. Therefore, only 

a very small number of high grade Dahlonega gold dollar sets could ever be 

assembled. 

For the collector who is used to more commercial coins, the Dahlonega gold dollar 

series will come as a surprise. These are legitimate collector coins. They tend to hold 

their value in bad markets and show strong, steady appreciation over time. There are 

numerous classifications of collectors who seek these coins: general collectors, type 

collectors, gold dollar specialists and Dahlonega specialists. 

At the present time, there are just two complete sets of Dahlonega gold dollars in 

Uncirculated [the Green Pond collection and the Duke's Creek collection]. The 1855- 

D is excessively rare in this grade range as is the 1856-D. Four other dates - the 

1850-D, 1853-D, 1857-D, and 1860-D - have surviving populations of between five 

and seven coins in Mint State. 
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Only one Dahlonega gold dollar, the 1849-D, is relatively obtainable in Uncirculated 
and it has a surviving population which is estimated at three dozen or so pieces. The 
next most common dates, the 1851-D, 1858-D, 1859-D and 1861-D, have fewer 

than a dozen Uncirculated pieces known. 

The great majority of Uncirculated Dahlonega gold dollars are no better than Mint 
State-60. Any accurately graded gold dollar from this mint in Mint State-62 is very 
rare and any piece grading Mint State-63 or Mint State-64 is extremely rare. Gem 
examples are excessively rare. At the present time there are no more than three to 
five Dahlonega gold dollars in existence which grade Mint State-65. It has been 
estimated that 120 to 154 Uncirculated pieces are known for all thirteen dates. 

Compared to quarter eagles and half eagles, Dahlonega gold dollars have survived in 
Mint State on a much higher percentage basis. There are a number of possible 
reasons for this. It seems probable that certain dates (like the 1849-D and the 1861- 

D] were saved as souvenirs. 

The small size and relatively low intrinsic value of the gold dollar allowed for many 
pieces to escape the melting pot. The existence of a few small Dahlonega gold dollar 
hoards seems probable as well. 

As a rule, Dahlonega gold dollars are more likely to be found in higher grades than 
quarter eagles or half eagles from this mint. Between one quarter and one third of all 
known Dahlonega gold dollars grade About Uncirculated-50 or better. But while the 
average grade for this denomination is likely to be higher than its larger-sized 
counterparts, the average level of quality is likely to be much lower. 

Taken as a group, the Dahlonega gold dollars form the single worst produced series 
of United States gold coins. The typical piece, regardless of date, shows a poor strike. 
Some issues, such as the 1855-D, 1856-D, and 1860-D, do not exist without 
irregular strikes. Other issues, such as the 1852-D, 1855-D, and 1857-D, are nearly 
always found on poorly prepared, inferior quality planchets. Even the finest known sets 
of these coins have at least a few pieces which show seriously uneven strikes and/or 
glaring planchet irregularities. The crudeness of these coins attracts many people but 
other collectors may have a hard time with Dahlonega gold dollars. These are not 
coins like Walking Liberty half dollars or Morgan dollars where virtually perfect 
examples exist in most dates. 

There are three types of gold dollars from Dahlonega. The first, known as the Liberty 
Head or Type One, was struck from 1849 through 1854. The Type Two or small 
Indian Head was produced only in 1855 while the Type Three or large Indian Head 
coinage lasted from 1856 to 1861. 
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The Type One issues are the most common Dahlonega gold dollars. Of the six dates, 

the 1849-D is by far the most available. Approximately twenty percent of the known 

Dahlonega gold dollars are dated 1849. The most obvious reason for this is that the 

original mintage figure is far greater than for any other issue. A less obvious but 

equally important reason is the fact that a number of 1849-D gold dollars appear to 

have been saved as souvenirs. This is why nearly half of the total population of 

Uncirculated Dahlonega gold dollars which exist are dated 1849-D. 

The two rarest Type One issues are the 1850-D and the 1854-D. Despite a 

comparably high mintage figure, the 1850-D is particularly rare in higher grades and 

it is doubtful if there are more than fifteen pieces known which grade About 

Uncirculated-55 or better. The 1854-D has been recognized as a rare issue for many 

years. It has the lowest mintage figure of any Type One Dahlonega gold dollar. Of the 

2,935 originally struck, only 85-95 exist. Most grade Very Fine to Extremely Fine and 

this is a very rare coin in About Uncirculated or Uncirculated grades. 

The only Type Two gold dollar struck at the Dahlonega Mint is dated 1855. The 1855- 

D is a very rare issue. It is the rarest Dahlonega gold dollar both in terms of its overall 

rarity and its rarity in high grades. Most have a weakly struck date with the 8 

indistinct. Examples which show a full date are extremely rare. 

The Type Three Dahlonega gold dollars include some of the more common and the 

rarest issues from this mint. The two most available dates are the 1858-D and the 

1859- D. 

Both can be found in higher grades with more regularity than most other gold dollars 

from this mint. The rarest Type Three issues include the 185B-D, 1857-D, and the 

1860- D. 

The rarity of the 1856-D and the 1860-D has been greatly overstated in the past. 

This is probably due to the small original mintage figures for both issues. The 1857- 

D is a rare and very underrated date which is actually as rare in high grades as its 

better known counterparts. 

The most famous Dahlonega gold dollar is the 1861 -D. All of the approximately 1000- 

1500 pieces issued were produced by the Confederacy after the Dahlonega Mint 

was seized by rebel forces in April, 1861. The actual rarity of this date has been 

overstated in the past but the desirability of this issue makes it the highest priced 

Dahlonega gold dollar. 

This is a group of coins about which much incorrect information has been written in 

the past. The publication of the first edition of this book cleared up much 

misinformation and increased the popularity of Dahlonega gold dollars. It is likely that 

collector demand will become even greater in the coming years. 
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MINTAGE FIGURES: GOLD DOLLARS 

Type One: Liberty Head, Sm. Planchet. Closed Wreath Only. 1849-1854 

1849 .21,588 
1850 .8,382 
1851 .9,882 
1852 .6,360 
1853 .6,583 
1854 .2,935 

Total Mintage.55,730 

Type Two: Small Indian Head. 1855 only 

1855.1,811 

Total Mintage.1,811 

Type Three: Large Indian Head. 1856-1861 

1856 .1,460 
1857 .3,533 
1858 .3,477 
1859 .4,952 
1860 .1,566 
1861 .Unknown [1,000-1,500+] 

Total Mintage.Approximately 15,988-16,488 

Total Mintage, All Types.Approximately 73,529-74,029 
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YEAR BY YEAR ANALYSIS: 1849 - 1861 

1849-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

21,588 

250-300+ 

1 3th of 13 

1 3th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 60-75 EF: 75-90 AU: 85-95 MS: 30-40 

The 1849-D gold 
dollar is most 
often seen in 
Extremely Fine 
and the lower 
About 
Uncirculated 
grades. It 
becomes 
moderately 
scarce in the 
higher About 
Uncirculated 
grades. It is rare 
in Mint State but 
it is much more 
readily available in 
Uncirculated than 
any other 
Dahlonega gold 
dollar. The 1849- 
D is very rare in 
Mint State-63 
and it is extremely 
rare in accurately 
graded Mint 
State-63. 

The 1849-D is the most common gold dollar struck at the Dahlonega Mint. Like most 

first-year-of-issue coins, a number were saved as souvenirs. As a result, it is also the 

most available Dahlonega gold dollar in high grades. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike is superior to the 1855-1861 issues as well as most 

other Type One Dahlonega gold dollars.. The obverse has a distinctive unusual semi¬ 

concave appearance which looks much different from the reverse. The hair of Liberty 

typically shows good overall detail with weakness sometimes seen on the curls below 

LIBERTY. The stars are broad and sharp at their tips but are most often seen with 

weak details at the centers. The milling is flat from 4:00 to 8:00. 

The reverse is often found with what appears to be poor centering and a resultant 

blurry look. The date is sometimes weak, as is the mintmark. It should be pointed out 

that a small number exist with sharper reverses (see below for more information). 

SURFACES: 1849-D gold dollars tend to have better quality surfaces than other 

Dahlonega gold dollars from this era. It is common for examples to show light to 

medium marks in the fields. On some, there may be raised die lines in the fields or 

what appears to be light rust. Occasionally, light clashmarks can be seen at the 

center of the obverse. 

LUSTER: This date is found with superior luster in comparison to other Type One 

Dahlonega gold dollars. Some have proof - like fields which change to a grainy texture 

towards the border. These have intense frosty luster with a well-defined texture. 

COLOR: Original, uncleaned pieces have coloration which ranges from orange-gold to 

green-gold to medium coppery-gold. Many high grade examples have very distinctive 
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coloration with medium hues in the fields changing to a deeper - hued inner ring at 
the border. This is one of the few Dahlonega gold dollars that can be found with some 
degree of frequency in its original state. But it is becoming harder to find 1849-D gold 

dollars that have not been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: As a rule, this is among the nicer appearing Dahlonega gold dollars. 
The collector who wants a coin with superior eye appeal can probably locate a 

suitable 1849-D without a great effort. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: At the 2001 American Numismatic Association 
convention held in Atlanta, an absolutely remarkable 1849-D gold dollar was shown 
to me by an older gentleman. According to him, the coin had been in his family for at 
least seventy-five years. This coin, which I graded Mint State-66 to Mint State-67, had 
superb multi-hued coloration and was housed in an old manila envelope on which was 
hand written "1849-D Dollar, Brilliant Uncirculated Gem, $35.00." I showed the coin 
to another dealer who was at my table and he agreed that it was the single most 
attractive Dahlonega gold coin that either of us had ever seen. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two varieties are known. Both share the same obverse. 

Variety 1-A: The reverse die appears slightly off center with the right edge of the 
mintmark below the far right knot of the bow. This was the first variety struck in 
1849. According to existing records, the first 1849-D gold dollars received by Mint 
Director Robert Patterson were unsatisfactory due to a blurry reverse. Another 
existing letter, this from Dahlonega Mint Superintendent James F. Cooper, states 
that in early August, this problem had been corrected [i.e„ another reverse die had 

been produced). 

It is believed that 6,593 examples using this reverse were struck in July, 1849. 
Surprisingly, it is considerably more common than variety 1-B; probably due to the 
fact that many were saved as souvenirs. 

Variety 1-B: The reverse die is well centered with the mintmark lower than on 
reverse A and farther to the right so that it is fairly well centered under the bow knots. 
The quality of strike is much better on this reverse as is the centering. Die states are 
known with no cracks and with extensive cracks. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Georgia collection, seen at the 2001 Atlanta ANA convention Mint State-BB to Mint State 
B7. 

2. Stack's Auction '84: 1295 ($9,350], ex Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, 
Paramount Auction '81: 1316 [$7,500], New England Rare Coin Auctions Amato 
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Collection (7/78): 1192. Mint State-65. The current location of this coin is unknown to 

me. 

3. Private collection, ex New York Gold Mart 12/98, Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2061 

[$19,550; as NGC MS-63], Graded Mint State-65 by NGC. 

4. [tie]. Green Pond collection ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Heritage 2/99: 6088 

[unsold; as NGC MS-64], Michigan collection, Superior 1/31-2/2/95: 1255 [$13,475] 

ex Superior 8/92: 527 [$13,200). Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. Identifiable by a small 

scratch to the right of the 1 in the value. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, various dealer intermediaries, Heritage 

1996 ANA: 8098 [$9,625], Casey Noxon/Texas Numismatic Investments Inc. inventory. 

Purchased from a Southern dealer at the 10/95 Las Vegas coin show. Graded Mint 

State-64 by PCGS. 

-Auraria collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Heritage 4/01: 7638 (unsold), Doug 

Winter/Lee Minshull, Spectrum Numismatics, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7616 [$11,500; as 

PCGS MS-63), Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and 

Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first 

edition of this book. 

-Another coin has been graded Mint State-64 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

-NGC has graded four coins Mint State-64 as of 10/02. 

5. Stack's 6/93: 1237. Later graded Mint State-63 by PCGS and very close to Mint State- 

64 in my opinion. 

There are approximately four to six nice Mint State-63 examples. These include the 

following: 

-Bowers and Merena 1/03: 571 [$9,775). Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Green Pond collection via Doug 

Winter, Superior 2/99:1655 [$7,763; as NGC MS-63], Far Rockaway collection. Graded 

Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 29 [$9,775], Harry Bass 

collection, Kosoff 10/71: 1597. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Kingswood 8/99: 836 [$7,073], Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Stack's/Akers/RARCOA Numisma '95 [11/95]: 1472 [$7,700). Graded Mint State-63 

by PCGS. 

-NGC had graded nine coins Mint State-63 as of 10/02. This number is significantly 

inflated by resubmissions. 
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1 850-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

8,382 
110-120 
7th of 13 [tied] 
5th of 1 3 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 30-32 EF: 46-50 AU: 28-31 MS: 6-7 

The 1850-D is one of the rarest Type One Dahlonega gold dollars. It is also among 
the most underrated and undervalued gold dollars struck at the Dahlonega Mint. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike on most 1850-D gold dollars is below average. The 
obverse is nearly always seen with a flat appearance. The hair above the eye of 
Liberty, the back of the hair and the stars show particular flatness and give the 
impression of wear, even on higher grade specimens. The reverse has a better 
overall strike. The wreath tends to be very well defined and both the date (except for 
the top of the 5] and the mintmark are often full and sharp. The one area which may 

show weakness is the LLA in DOLLAR. 

The milling on the reverse (as well as on the obverse] is rarely seen with much 

definition. 

SURFACES: 1850-D gold dollars nearly always have below average quality surfaces. 
It is hard to find an example which does not have excessive marks in the fields. Some 
show noticeable clashmarks at the center of the reverse. I have seen a number with 
serious mint-made planchet problems, such as laminations. 

LUSTER: This date does not usually come with good luster. Most are worn to the 
point that little luster shows. Those that do have luster tend to have a grainy, dull 
texture which is not especially appealing. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned examples show a range of coloration. The two 
most common hues are deep green-gold and medium to deep orange-gold. It has 
become very hard to locate original 1850-D gold dollars as most have been cleaned 
or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: I have seen very few pieces with good eye appeal. Most 1850-D gold 
dollars are softly struck and dull with heavily marked surfaces. Those with good eye 
appeal are worth a strong premium. 

The 7850-D gold 

dollar is a rare 

and very 

underrated coin. 

It is most often 

seen in Very Fine 

and Extremely 

Fine grades. It is 

legitimately rare 

in the lower About 

Uncirculated 

grades and very 

rare in About 

Uncirculated-55. 

In Mint State, the 

1850-D is 

extremely rare 

and it rivals such 

celebrated gold 

dollars as the 

1854-D and the 

185B-D. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: By far the nicest example that I have ever seen or 

owned is the piece currently in the Duke's Creek collection. I purchased this at a coin 

show in 1997. It had already been graded but it was in a holder that was excessively 

scratched as a result of poor handling. I decided to remove the coin from the holder 

but was worried that a few of the scratches on the plastic might be on the coin's 

surfaces as well. When the coin was "cracked out," I was pleasantly surprised to see 
that the surfaces were exceptional. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only a single die variety is known. 

Variety 2-C: On the obverse, the □ in the date is larger than the other digits. On the 

reverse, the mintmark is small and it is positioned high and slightly to the left. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Doug Winter. Graded Mint State-63 by 
PCGS. 

2. (tie). California collection, ex unknown dealer(s), Superior 1/31-2/2/93:125 [$19,250], 

ex Jeff Isaac [1992], Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Superior inventory 11/99. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. Possibly the same coin as the 
next. 

3. [tie]. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7617 [$14,375; as PCGS MS-62], ex Chestatee Collection 

[Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. 

Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Al Adams, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 40 ($12,650], Harry Bass collection, Fred 

Sweeney via private treaty, 9/18/72. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. Heritage 1/03: 4612, ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6093 (unsold], ex Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Lee Minshull, Superior 2/99: 1660 ($10,350], Far Rockaway 

collection, New York Gold Mart, 8/97. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., 12/98, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 11 /98. 
Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

5. Green Pond collection, 1/98, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 10/97, Virginia dealer. 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 
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1851-D 
Minted: 9,882 
Total Known: 150-175 
Overall Rarity: 11th of 13 
High Grade Rarity: 1 2th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 30-42 EF: 53-58 AU: 55-60 MS: 1 2-1 5 

The 1851-□ is the third most common Type One Dahlonega gold dollar. It is, as well, 

one of the more available gold dollars from this mint in high grades. 

STRIKE: This date is better struck than the 1849-D or 1850-D gold dollars. However, 
it is not uncommon to find examples that display weakness at the centers. On the 
obverse, the stars above the head of Liberty are generally sharp and well-formed 
while the stars below the head appear heavier and are flat at the centers. On the 
reverse, there is sometimes weakness on the LLA in DOLLAR and on the 85 in the 
date. Both sides show flat borders with the milling totally indistinct at the lower 

obverse and the corresponding areas on the reverse. 

SURFACES: The surfaces on the typical 1851-D gold dollar are of a higher quality 
than most other Dahlonega gold dollars. A number show laminations or other mint- 
made defects. Many have clashmarks. On the obverse, there are often clashmarks at 
the center and a raised mark before the throat and another below the bun. On the 
reverse there are heavier clashmarks at the center and many letters show doubling. 

LUSTER: Curiously, this date shows above-average luster. Higher grade, uncleaned 
pieces typically display rich, frosty luster. A few are seen with a slightly grainy texture. 

COLORATION: 1851-D gold dollars show an extensive range of coloration. Examples 
have been seen with intense coppery hues, orange-gold and deep green-gold 
shadings. Very few remain that have original coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: It is possible to locate an example that has good eye appeal. This makes 
the 1851-D a good possibility for inclusion in a type set, especially as it is much 
scarcer than the 1849-D yet it does not sell for a large premium over that date. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: Many connoisseurs believe that the Duke's 
Creek/Bareford example of this date is not only the finest known 1851-D gold dollar 
but it has the best color of any gold dollar from this mint. 

The 1851-D can 

be located in 

Extremely Fine 

and the lower 

About 

Uncirculated 

grades without 

difficulty. Choice 

About 

Uncirculated 

1851-D gold 

dollars are very 

scarce and this is 

a rare coin in 

Mint State. Nearly 

every 

Uncirculated 

example of this 

date grades Mint 

State-60 or 

slightly better and 

any accurately 

graded Mint 

State-68 (or 

better) piece is 

extremely rare. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

DIE VARIETIES: There are two die varieties known. 

Variety 3-D: The 1 and the 5 in the date show faint recutting. The date and the 

wreath appear heavily impressed. The R in DOLLAR is often flat. 

There is often a clashmark from the top of the left wreath to the D in DOLLAR. Many 
show die cracks which can be very extensive on late states. 

This is the scarcer of the two varieties and it may represent the 3,147 pieces struck 
in February, 1851. 

Variety 3-E: The date and the wreath are heavy but not as much so as on variety 3- 

D. This is probably the result of die lapping or die wear. The 1 in the date is lightly 

recut at its right foot. There is no recutting on the wreath or on the lettering. This 

variety is often seen with a die break from the rim to the left of AMERICA running 

through the wreath, the 51 in the date and the first L in DOLLAR. 

This is the more common of the two varieties and it may represent the 6,735 pieces 
struck in June, 1851. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction '84: 1297 ($9,900], 

Arthur Montgomery collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Bareford collection 

[12/78]: 15, Hollinbeck 11/47: 1418. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. The plate coin in 

the first edition of this book. 

2. [tie].Heritage Rare Coin Galleries inventory, 8/98. Graded Mint State-64 by NGC. Offered 

for sale at $16,250. 

-Heritage 6/01: 8780 [unsold], ex Martin Paul. Graded Mint State-64 by NGC. Probably 

the same as the Heritage 8/98 coin, described above. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7618 [$12,650; as PCGS MS-63], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's 

Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Paul Nugget/Spectrum Numismatics, 

October 1996. Graded Mint State-64 by NGC. 

3. Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. Mint State-63. Viewed by John Dannreuther and 

Jeff Garrett in October, 1997. 

4. [tie]. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage 2/99: 6100 [$8,050], Michigan collection. 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. First seen in the inventory of a Long Island dealer ca. 

1993. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-California collection, ex New York Gold Mart, 10/98. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 
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-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., 11/99, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 9/99. 

Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

5. [tie]. Private collection via Al Adams, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7607 ($7,475], North 
Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 52 [$10,350], Harry Bass 
collection, Stanley Kessleman, 8/71. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Superior 9/99: 1806 [unsold], ex New York collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Kingswood 10/98: 609 ($5,500], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-PCGS had graded two more coins Mint State-62 as of 1/03. 

-Heritage 2001 ANA: 7546 ($4,255). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 
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1852-D 
Minted: 6,360 

Total Known: 100-110 

Overall Rarity: 6th of 13 

High Grade Rarity: 8th of 1 3 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 20-24 EF: 33-34 AU: 40-43 MS: 7-9 

The 1852-D gold 
dollar is scarce in 
all grades. It is 
most often seen 
in Extremely Fine- 
40 to About 
Uncirculated-55. 
It becomes quite 
rare in the 
highest circulated 
grades and very 
rare in any Mint 
State grade. A 
majority of the 
Uncirculated 
pieces which exist 
are not choice 
and this date 
remains unknown 
above Mint State- 
82. 

The 1852-D is rarer than the 1849-D, 1851-D and 1853-D gold dollars and it trails 

only the 1850-D and the 1854-D for consideration as the rarest Type One gold dollar 

from this mint. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike varies greatly. It is possible to find an 1852-D gold dollar 

which is reasonably well struck, but most are weak in the centers as a result of heavily 

clashed dies. The stars are usually well defined and the hair shows surprisingly good 

detail in spite of the aforementioned clashmarks. The reverse is better struck than 

the obverse with a sharp wreath, full date and strong lettering. The rims are much 

sharper than on the previous issues from this mint with the milling fairly clear on both 

the obverse and the reverse. 

SURFACES: Due to a number of distinct striking characteristics, the surfaces of most 

1852-D gold dollar have a decidedly "busy" appearance. There are usually multiple 

clashmarks before the face of Liberty and the nose is always broken. This is the result 

of die lapping and is evidenced by a shiny area in front of the forehead. The obverse 

shows a number of raised die scratches which can be seen even on worn specimens. 

On the reverse there is always a die scratch from the base of the 1 in the value to the 

0 in DOLLAR and a raised die line to the right of the second A in AMERICA. Many also 

show a crack through the first A in AMERICA. 

LUSTER: The luster on the typical example is slightly above average. It is frosty with a 

somewhat grainy texture. On many, the clashmarks at the centers are strong enough 

to give the luster a somewhat impaired appearance. 

COLORATION: The range of colors seen on original, uncleaned pieces includes deep 

orange and coppery-gold to medium green shades. There are not many remaining 

1852-D gold dollars that have not been cleaned or dipped and such coins are worth 

a strong premium over the typical "washed-out" example. 

EYE APPEAL: This date usually shows below average eye appeal, primarily due to the 

clashmarks described above. Unless a piece was among the first struck, it will have 
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strong multiple clashmarks directly in front of the face of Liberty, a fact that many 

viewers will find detracting. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1852-D has the most distinctive appearance of 

any Type One gold dollar from this mint. Because of its strong clashmarks, this is an 

issue that can be easily recognized solely from viewing the obverse. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. However, there are a number of distinct 
die states for this issue. The variety collector should be able to locate at least four or 

five of these. 

Variety 4-F: Die lapping on the obverse causes the top of the nose to appear broken. 
Clashmarks are often seen on the obverse, especially in front of the nose. The stars 
are heavy. On the reverse, the date is heavy and even. The mintmark is large and 
placed closer to the left ribbon end than the right ribbon end. A die scratch is always 

seen past the second A in AMERICA. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, North Georgia collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Eliasberg: 16 ($1,430], John Clapp 
collection, M.H. Brown sale [Chapman Brothers, 4/1897], Graded Mint State-62 by 
PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. [tie]. New Jersey collection, ex Doug Winter, Superior 2/99: 1668 ($10,925], Far 
Rockaway collection, Heritage Numismatic Auctions 9/97: 7404 ($18,400] , Heritage 
Rare Coin Galleries, Dr. Juan Soros collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

3. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 
The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Three coins have been graded Mint State-62 by NGC as of 10/C2. 

4. Private collection via Al Adams, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7608 ($12,650], North Georgia 
collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Monex, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7609 ($8,510], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint 
State-61 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7619 ($6,900], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, New York dealer, ca. 3/97. Graded Mint State-61 by 
PCGS. 

- Stack's 7/87 sale. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Two other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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1853-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

6,583 

110-120 

7th of 13 [tie] 

9th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 17-19 EF: 39-43 AU: 48-51 MS: 6-7 

The 1853-D gold 
dollar is usually 
seen in grades 
ranging from 
Extremely Fine-40 
to About 
Uncirculated-50. 
It is rare in About 
Uncirculated-55, 
very rare in About 
Uncirculated-58 
and extremely 
rare in Mint 
State. Two superb 
gems are known 

The 1853-D is ranked fourth of the six Type One Dahlonega gold dollars from the 

standpoint of overall rarity. It is one of the rarest of all the Type One Dahlonega gold 

dollars in Mint State grades. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike is below average. The obverse always shows weakness 

on the hair of Liberty, especially above the eye and at the top of the bun. The obverse 

periphery is weak as well. The stars are large, flat and appear doubled while the 

milling is very blurry. The reverse is better detailed but it still shows pronounced 

weakness. The wreath and the lettering may be fairly well detailed, but it is common 

to see weakness on the AR in DOLLAR and on the 53 in the date. The milling is weak 

but it shows better detail than on the obverse. 

SURFACES: The planchets used to strike this issue are better quality than those used 

in 1850-1852. But it is not unusual to find an example with laminations or mint-made 

planchet cracks. The obverse fields always show scattered die scratches and these 

are sometimes mistaken for hairlines. Most show varying degrees of abrasions and 

it is hard to locate a coin with above average surfaces. 

LUSTER: High grade 1853-D gold dollars show above average luster. The luster is 

most often satiny in texture. A few semi-prooflike examples exist. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original pieces typically display orange-gold, medium green 

or rose-copper coloration. There are more 1853-D gold dollars that exist with original 

color than for other dates of this era but these are becoming harder to find as more 

and more are cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: This date generally shows average quality eye appeal for a Dahlonega 

gold dollar. While it is difficult to find a coin that is not weakly struck, it is possible to 

locate a piece with some color, nice surfaces and above average luster. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: There are two truly superb gem 1853-D gold dollars 
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known. It is believed that these coins - and scores of others - were originally stolen 
over 130 years ago from a local bank and then buried. This hoard was later found in 
Jackson, Tennessee during construction of a parking lot. A frenzy ensued and a 
number of workers stuffed their pockets with various coins, ranging from gold dollars 
to eagles. Unfortunately, no full inventory of this hoard was possible, but it is known 

that these coins primarily date from the 1850's. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one variety is known. 

Variety 5-G: This variety can be immediately identified by the presence of a die file 
mark on the obverse from the rim to the base of the star which is located at 9:00. 
The date is large and slants downward slightly to the right. The 3 is often weaker than 
the other numerals. The reverse shows a very large, bold mintmark which is placed 

somewhat low. 

Examples are known with perfect dies and with pronounced cracks on the obverse. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Private collection via National Coins/New York Gold Mart, ex William Cummings 
(Jackson, TN.], first seen 8/98. Graded Mint State-66 by NGC. Prooflike. 

2. Private collection via Blanchard & Co. 10/02, ex Spectrum Numismatics, William 
Cummings. First seen 1 /00. Graded Mint State-66 by NGC. This and coin #1 above are 
from the Jackson, TN. hoard. 

3. Stack's 10/94: 769 ($24,200), James Stack collection. Possibly later graded Mint State- 
65 by PCGS. 

4. California collection. Graded Mint State-64 by NGC. 

5. (tie). Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, North Georgia collection, Hancock 
and Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction '84: 1299 
($14,850), Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, Paramount Auction '81: 1332 
($8,200), NASCA 12/76: 2200, McNally collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The 
plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-National Gold Exchange, ex Heritage 1999 FUN Sale: 7611 ($22,425; as PCGS MS- 62), 
North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection, ex New York Gold Mart, 8/97. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 
The plate coin in the second edition of this book 
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The 1854-D gold 
dollar is most 
often found in 
Very Fine and 
Extremely Fine 
grades. It is quite 
rare in About 
Uncirculated and 
most of the 
examples in this 
grade range are 
not choice. This 
date is very rare 
in the higher 
About 
Uncirculated 
grades and it is 
very rare in full 
Mint State. 

1854-D 
Minted: 2,935 

Total Known: 85-95 

Overall Rarity: 4th of 13 

High Grade Rarity: 3rd of 1 3 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 1 7-19 EF: 40-45 AU: 1 9-21 MS: 9-10 

Due to its very small mintage figure, the rarity of the 1854-D has been greatly 

overstated. In his 19B5 monograph on gold dollars, Walter Breen estimated that only 

25-30 1854-D gold dollars existed. While the actual number known is considerably 

more, this is still a rare and desirable coin. 

STRIKE: The 1854-D issue has an irregular and distinctive quality of strike. The 

obverse is considerably sharper than the reverse and it should be considered the 

major determining factor when grading this issue. The stars are small and very sharp 

while the hair shows strong overall detail. The milling is nearly complete on most 

specimens and shows good detail. The reverse is always seen with weakness at the 

left side of the wreath, the bow, OLLA in DOLLAR, and on the 854 in the date. The 

milling is blurry and indistinct. 

SURFACES: A number of mint-made diagnostic marks can be seen on the surfaces 

of all 1854-D gold dollars. On the obverse, there are several raised die scratches 

around the stars. Large, raised die scratches can be seen on the reverse to the left 

of the mintmark and on up to the U in UNITED. Most show medium to heavy 

clashmarks at the center of the obverse. Since most 1854-D gold dollars were well 

circulated [and many have subsequently been cleaned or mishandled), it is hard to 

find an example which does not show either noticeable abrasions or hairlines. 

LUSTER: This date has below average luster. Most are worn to the point that little—if 

any-mint luster remains. Those that still retain luster have a subdued, grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned pieces most often show pale rose-gold or light 

green-gold coloration. The 1854-D gold dollar has become extremely hard to locate 

with original color as most have been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: While there are some attractive examples of this date, most have 

below average eye appeal. Many have been cleaned and the softly struck reverse 

makes this a difficult issue to accurately grade. 
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DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 6-H: The obverse shows the die characteristics described above. On the 
reverse, the date is very large and placed high in the field. The 1 nearly touches and 
leaf and it is positioned between the D and the 0 in DOLLAR. The mintmark is fairly 

small and well centered. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Paramount Auction '81: 1335 [$15,00D], ex: NASCA 12/76: 577, McNally collection. 
Mint State-63 or better. The plate coin in David Akers' work on gold dollars. 

2. Private collection, ex Lee Minshull, Avena Rare Coins, Stack's 10/93: 88D, Reed Hawn, 
Stack's Ward collection [4/64): 1593. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

3. [tie]. Private collection via Blanchard & Co., ex Lee Minshull, New Jersey dealer, New York 
Gold Mart [Ron Karp], Bowers and Merena 11/96: 1015 [$7,040], Graded Mint State- 
62 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4632 [$10,063], ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-62 by 
NGC. Probably one of the coins listed below. 

-Heritage 2001 ANA: 7555 ($9,200). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. Probably one of the 
coins listed below. 

-Heritage 1/00: 7557 [$11,500], ex Heritage 2/99: 6109 (unsold), Michigan collection. 
Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Spectrum East [Paul Nugget], ex Mid American Rare Coin Galleries, first seen at the 
1999 FUN show. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Two other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by NGC as of 10/02. 

4. [tie], Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock 
and Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, possibly ex Stack's Bareford 
[12/78]: 26. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this 
book. 

-Bowers and Merena 7/02: 668 [$8,050], ex Doug Winter 2/02, Spectrum, 
Stacks/Sotheby's Dallas Bank Collection 10/01: 237 [$7,475], Jeff Browning collection. 
Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Bowers and Merena 1/03: 575 [$12,650], ex Spectrum East (Paul Nugget] 6/00, 
various dealers, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7624 ($13,800), Chestatee collection (Duke's 
Creek collection duplicates]. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Western Michigan collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 6/00, Northern California 
collection, Al Adams, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 82 [$11,500], Harry Bass collection, 
Walter Matloff 2/29/72. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 
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-Superior 9/99: 1818 [unsold), ex New York collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection. 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Superior 2/99:1675 [$14,950], ex Far Rockaway collection, Doug Winter, Bowers and 

Merena 9/95: 1328. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-California Collection, ex New York Gold Mart, David Akers' John Jay Pittman collection 

Part One, 10/97: 862 [$13,200], Stack's 10/59: 743. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

5. [tie]. Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. Mint State-60. Graded and viewed by John 

Dannreuther and Jeff Garrett in October, 1997 

-Heritage 6/99: 6469 [unsold), ex Heritage 2/99: 6108 [unsold], Michigan collection. 

Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1999 FUN: 7860 (unsold], ex Lee Minshull, ex Heritage 1998 ANA: 7477 

($12,362). Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 
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1855-D 
Minted: 1,811 

Total Known: 70-80 

Overall Rarity: 2nd of 13 

High Grade Rarity: 1 st of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 31-36 EF: 25-28 AU: 11-13 MS: 3 

The 1855-D is the second rarest Dahlonega gold dollar and the rarest in high grades. 
It is very desirable as it combines genuine rarity in all grades with its status of being 

the only Type Two gold dollar produced at this mint. 

STRIKE: The 1855-D shows a below average quality strike. As with most Type Two 
gold dollars, regardless of the mint at which they were produced, the centers are 
weakly impressed. On the 1855-D the obverse center is very flat. The hair above the 
ear and eye of Liberty is especially weak and there are multiple clashmarks around 
the head of Liberty. Interestingly, the obverse border is sharply detailed with strong 
lettering and nearly complete milling. On the reverse, the wreath is sharp and the 
milling is complete except for the 11:00-1 area which is often flat. Virtually every 
known 1855-D gold dollar has a very weak 8 in the date. A few coins exist with full 
dates (I have seen around six to eight; less than a dozen exist] and these are rare and 
desirable. Among specialists, full date 1855-D gold dollars trade for a strong 
premium; in some cases as much as thirty to fifty percent above the price level for a 
coin with a typical weak date. 

1855-D Full Date Gold Dollar 

The 1855-D gold 

dollar is rare in all 

grades. It is most 

often seen in Very 

Fine and low end 

Extremely Fine. It 

is very rare in 

nice Extremely 

Fine-45 and 

extremely rare in 

any About 

Uncirculated 

grade. There are 

currently three 

examples known 

to exist in Mint 

State. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 -1861 

SURFACES: The typical 1855-D gold dollar has below average surfaces. This is due 

to a combination of factors. The foremost of these are the clashmarks which were 

described above. They can be seen plainly in the obverse fields and on the reverse 

around the value and the date. Some show mint-made defects while others have 

extensive marks from circulation. Most have been cleaned at some point and now 

show hairlines. 

LUSTER: Since most examples are well worn, they do not possess mint luster. Those 

which do retain luster have very rich frost with a slightly satiny texture. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1855-D gold dollars are most often seen with dull 

green-gold or coppery coloration. There are only a handful that exist with original 

coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: A high grade example of this issue with above average eye appeal is 

almost unheard of. It is possible to locate a pleasing middle grade piece with minimal 

defects, but one must expect ample clashmarks and weakness of strike at the 

centers. In About Uncirculated-50 or above, this is the hardest Dahlonega gold dollar 

to find with good eye appeal. Any piece that has a decent strike, clean surfaces and 

good luster trades for a very strong premium among collectors. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The Miles-Ullmer example (listed below in the 

Condition Census as coin #3] is an example of how difficult it is to grade an 1855-D 

gold dollar. Through the 1980's, this coin was offered for sale no less than four times 

at auction and each time it was graded (and described] differently. I personally owned 

this coin for a short time in the early 1990's. I sent it to PCGS for grading five or six 

times and every time it came back it was graded differently (and never as high as I 

had hoped!]. It was finally graded Mint State-62 by PCGS in January 1999, which is 

the grade it should have been all along. 

DIE VARIETIES: The entire mintage for this issue was produced in February, 1855. 

The fact that there are two varieties suggests that, after the first group was 

produced, problems with the quality of strike forced mint employees to use a second 

reverse. 

Variety 7-1: The date is the same size as seen on the Philadelphia and New Orleans 

gold dollars from this year. It is low and level with the final 5 located below the left side 

of the right foot of the A in DOLLAR. The uppermost portion of the right bow points to 

the right of the ball of the first 5. There is a small mintmark which is placed high in 

the field and it tilts slightly to the right and which is placed closer to the right ribbon 

end than to the left. The shape of the mintmark is slightly different than on the next 

variety with a longer, somewhat more narrow opening. Later die state pieces have a 

thin die crack at the right of the mintmark and on into the rim. 
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An example of Variety 7-1 is illustrated as Lot 7625 in the Heritage 1999 ANA sale. 

Variety 7-J: On this variety, the final 5 in the date ends under the right side of the A 
in DOLLAR. The uppermost portion of the right bow points to the left side of the ball 

of the 5. 

The mintmark is small and placed slightly lower than on reverse I and does not tilt as 
noticeably towards the right. The opening is larger and less narrow than on the other 

variety. 

An example of Variety 7-J is illustrated as Lot 7626 in the Heritage 1999 ANA sale. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 102 
($92,000], Harry Bass collection, MTB via private treaty, 12/74. Graded Mint State-62 
by PCGS. Full date. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Winthrop 
Carner, Ed Milas, Stack's Reed Hawn [10/93]: 885, Stack's Grant Pierce [5/65]: 1016. 
Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS and earlier graded Mint State-63 by NGC. The plate coin 
in the first edition of this book. 

3. Green Pond collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7627 (bought back 
at $43,700], Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek Collection duplicates], Hancock and 
Harwell, Michigan collection, Hancock and Harwell, Jeff Notrica, Doug Winter, Mid¬ 
American 1/91: 1727, Superior 10/89: 3899, Superior 1/89: 256, Dr. Philip 
Weinstein, Mid American 5/86: 1817, Paramount Auction '82: 1841, Stack's 11/74; 
473, Stack's Ullmer [5/74]: 340 and Stack's Miles [9/68]: 27. Graded Mint State-62 by 
PCGS. This coin had been graded About Uncirculated-50 to Mint State-63 in its numerous 
auction appearances. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

4. Green Pond collection via Doug Winter 2/00, ex Hancock and Harwell, Duke's Creek 
collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1301 [$10,450], Hancock and Harwell, Arthur 
Montgomery. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. Full date. 

5. [tie]. Georgia collection via John Hamrick, ex Heritage 1/03: 4634 ($24,150], Ashland 
City collection, unknown dealer [s], Brian Hendleson inventory 8/00. Graded Mint State- 
60 by NGC. Probably one of the following coins. Full date. 

-Tom Miles, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7626 ($19,550], Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek 
duplicates]. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-California Collection, ex Tom Miles, 1998, Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Juan Soros 
Collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. Full Date and designated as such by 
PCGS. 

A group of four to six examples exist that grade About Uncirculated-55 or so. These 
include the following: 
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-Larry Jackson inventory, first seen at the 2001 ANA. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by 
PCGS. Full date. 

-Missouri collection 10/00, ex Doug Winter, New York collection, Superior 3/00: 696 

($17,250], Tom Miles, Heritage 1/99: 7613 ($10,925; as PCGS AU-50], North Georgia 

collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Superior 3/00: 697 (unsold], ex Tom Miles, Heritage 2/99: 6113 [$14,100], Michigan 
Collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by NGC. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 103 ($19,550], ex Harry Bass collection, Stack’s 3/73: 
744. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Tom Miles, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7625 ($19,550], Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 

collection duplicates]. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. Full date. 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, North Carolina 

collection, Rarcoa Auction '82: 892. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Larry Jackson inventory, ex Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2067 ($19,550; as PCGS AU- 
50], Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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1856-D 

Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

1,460 

80-90 
3rd of 13 
2nd of 13 

VF: 9-11 EF: 44-49 AU: 23-25 MS: 4-5 

Like the 1855-D, the 1856-D is a date whose rarity has been wildly overstated. In his 
1965 gold dollar monograph, Breen estimated that "fewer than a dozen" examples 
existed. While the actual number is substantially greater, this is still a very scarce 

coin. 

STRIKE: None of the Type Three gold dollars from the Dahlonega Mint are well struck. 
The typical 1856-D does, however, show a fairly good strike compared to the 1857 
through 1861 issues. On the obverse, the high points of the hair and the plumes of 
Liberty's bonnet are somewhat flat, but the overall impression is rather sharp. The U 
in UNITED is weak on all known examples while the rest of the lettering is sharp. The 
milling is sharp with the exception of the 6:00-8:00 area. On the reverse, the wreath 
is sharp except for the bow, which may show weakness at the knot. The 0 in DOLLAR 
is filled and sometimes hard to distinguish while the 5 in the date is always weak. The 
milling is sharp. 

SURFACES: All known 1856-D gold dollars show unusual raised segments (which 
may be clashmarks from the obverse border) at the reverse border. Most were 
struck on acceptable planchets although some are known with mint-made defects. 
Many have been cleaned and show hairlines; others have noticeable marks from 
circulation. It is possible, nevertheless, to locate a coin which has above average 
surfaces with minimal marks. 

LUSTER: High grade examples show average to slightly above average mint luster. 
Most have a frosty texture with slight graininess. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned 1856-D gold dollars often possess orange-gold coloration. 
A few are also known with deeper greenish hues. There are not many pieces left that 
have not been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: While many are unappealing due to poor strikes and past cleanings, it 
is possible to locate an attractive Extremely Fine or About Uncirculated 1856-D gold 

The 185B-D gold 

dollar is a scarce 

coin. It Is most 

often seen in Very 

Fine and lower 

end Extremely 

Fine. It is rare in 

Extremely Fine-45 

and very rare in 

the lower About 

Uncirculated 

grades. In About 

Uncirculated-55 

and About 

Uncirculated-58, 

it is extremely 

rare. In properly 

graded Mint 

State, this 

remains one of 

the rarest 

Dahlonega gold 

issues. 
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dollar. This is one issue where the collector should be patient, as pleasing, well- 

detailed examples carry a surprisingly low premium over typical quality pieces. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: I have seen more damaged examples of the 1856-D 

than any other Dahlonega gold dollar. This includes a number that have been holed or 

used in jewelry. These often have traces of solder on the edges and the surfaces have 

a smoothed appearance. The novice collector should be careful of low grade, holed 
pieces that have been plugged and are offered for sale as undamaged. 

DIE VARIETIES: One die variety is known. All 1,460 examples were struck from a 
single pair of dies in May, 1856. 

Variety 8-K: On the obverse, the U in UNITED is always weak. On the reverse, the 0 

in DOLLAR is always filled. The date is well spaced and shows an Upright 5. This digit 
is often weakly impressed. The mintmark is large and well centered. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Green Pond collection 10/01 ex Doug Winter, Colorado dealer. Graded Mint State-62 by 

PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

2. Michigan collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Superior 1/89: 261 ($11,000], Dr. Philip 

Weinstein, Mid American 5/86:1819 ($15,500], Stack's Auction '84:1702 ($11,500], 

Hancock and Harwell, Arthur Montgomery, Paramount Auction '81: 1343 ($11,000], 
Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

3. Stack's Reed Hawn [10/93]: 890, ex Stack's 10/64: 1605. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

4. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 

State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of my book. 

5. [tie]. Bowers and Merena 1/03: 585 ($23,000], ex Don Hosier, first seen August 2002. 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-California collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7628 [$27,600], 

Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Tangible 

Investments of America, Sotheby's 6/96: 12 [$7,975], Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-A fourth coin had been graded Mint State-60 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4636 ($19,550), ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

A group of approximately six to eight examples grade About Uncirculated-58. These 
include the following: 

-New Jersey collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection. 

Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 
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-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 2/99: 6117 [$14,375], Michigan Collection. Graded 

About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Private collection via Al Adams, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7615 [$1 5,525], North Georgia 
collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 9/97: 7411 ($11,500]. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Blakely Family collection, ex Doug Winter 6/96. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Stack's 10/94: 782 [$11,000], Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Ten other coins had been graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS as of 1/03. This figure 
is significantly inflated by resubmissions. 

-Bill House collection, ex Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 (Eliasberg collection]: 33. Graded 
About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS, but an About Uncirculated-58 coin in my opinion. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Michigan Collection, Heritage 2/99: 6116 [$14,950]. Graded 
About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS but better than this in my opinion. 
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1857-D 
Minted: 3,533 

Total Known: 120-130 

Overall Rarity: 9th of 13 

High Grade Rarity: 7th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 18-20 EF: 63-67 AU: 34-36 MS: 5-7 

The 1857-D gold 
dollar is most 
often seen in Very 
Fine and 
Extremely Fine 
grades. This is a 
rare date in 
About 
Uncirculated and 
most About 
Uncirculated 

Even though the 1857-D is valued comparably to the 1858-D and 1859-D gold 

dollars, it is much rarer. Along with the 1850-D it is the most underrated Dahlonega 

gold dollar, especially in higher grades. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike on this issue is below average. The obverse is the better 

struck of the two sides, but is still weakly impressed. The border is the sharpest 

portion with nearly full milling and mostly sharp letters. The top of Liberty's bonnet is 

weak as is the hair, especially around the eye and ear of Liberty. 
coins are not very 
choice for the 
grade. It becomes 
very rare in About 
Uncirculated-55 
and About 
Uncirculated-58 
and it is extremely 
rare in full Mint 
State with just 
half a dozen or so 

currently known. 

The reverse is very weakly struck from 8:00 to 1:00 at the border, the bow and knot 

and the lower right side of the wreath. The 85 in the date is always weak as is the OLL 

in DOLLAR. The milling at the lower reverse is surprisingly sharp. 

SURFACES: Raised segments on the reverse, as seen on all 1856-D gold dollars, are 

present on examples of this date as well. This was not a carefully manufactured issue 

and some show mint-made planchet problems which range from minor to severe. It 

is unusual to find an 1857-D gold dollar without medium to severe surface problems 

as well. Many show serious marks while others have scratches or signs of abuse. 

LUSTER: It is not easy to locate examples which retain luster. But those that do have 

surprisingly good luster. It is bright and frosty with an almost pillowy texture. 

COLORATION: The natural coloration is most often a rich orange-gold coloration. 

Other shades seen include bright yellow-gold and light green-gold. Totally original coins 

are almost never seen as most have been dipped or cleaned. 

EYE APPEAL: Due to its poor strike and frequent planchet problems, this is an issue 

that can be best appreciated by knowledgeable dealers and collectors. Very few 

1857-D gold dollars have even average quality eye appeal and most are decidedly 

below average. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: Nearly all of the Uncirculated examples of this date 

that exist have been graded by the major services in the past few years. 

This is the result of a combination of factors that include a loosening of grading 
standards from the ultra-conservative early years of third party encapsulation and a 
greater understanding by the services about the strike and surfaces characteristics 

of the 1S57-D gold dollar. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 9-L: The lettering on the obverse is very heavy with the A and the second S 
in STATES both filled. The reverse has a number of similarities to that found on the 
1856-D, including the same mintmark punch, a filled □ in DOLLAR and raised 

segments from 2:00 to 5:00. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 [Eliasberg 
collection): 3B, John Clapp collection [1942], B. Max Mehl Rawson sale (11/22). Graded 
Mint State-62 by PCGS. Identifiable by a small planchet chip, as made, at the top of the 
right side of the wreath. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. (tie). Heritage 1/03: 4638 ($11,500), ex Ashland City collection, Heritage 1999 ANA: 
7629 ($10,063), Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates), Hancock and 
Harwell, 6/97. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Superior 2/99: 1685 ($12,075; as NGC MS- 
61), Far Rockaway collection, Doug Winter, 11 /96. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The 
plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1 /03. One of these is 
probably the Superior 2/99 coin, listed below. 

3. California collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 12/98. Graded Mint State-61 by 
PCGS. 

4. Two examples have been graded Mint State-62 by NGC as of 10/02. The current location 
and pedigree of these coins are not known to me. 

5. (tie). Delaware Valley Rare Coins, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, North Carolina collection. 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Kingswood 8/99: 846 ($8,287). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-One other coin has been graded Mint state-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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Four other coins have been encapsulated as Uncirculated as of 1/03. They are as 

follows: 

-The example graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. This coin was owned by a New York dealer 

ca. 1993-94 and it is not choice. Its current location and pedigree are not known to the 

author. 

-Three examples have been graded Mint State-60 by NGC as of 11 /02. One was Lot 701 

in Superior's 3/00 sale; the location and pedigree of the others are unknown to me. 
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1858-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

3,477 
125-150 
10th of 13 
10th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 20-25 EF: 50-60 AU: 45-50 MS: 1 0-1 5 

The 1858-D is one of the more available Type Three gold dollars from this mint. 
Enough higher grade examples exist that it is a good date for the type collector 
seeking a single example of a Dahlonega Type Three gold dollar. 

The 7858-D gold 

dollar is 

reasonably easy 

to locate in Very 

Fine and 

STRIKE: This issue is found with a much better strike than the 1857-D. In fact, it is 
Extremely Fine 

grades. It 

one of only two Type Three gold dollars from Dahlonega which can be regularly becomes scarce 

located with an average quality of strike. This is not to say that it is a well produced 
issue. The obverse is always weak on the tips of the bonnet, the hair near Liberty's ear grades and rare 

and eye and the lower portion of the hair. The lettering is thick and doubled and the in choice About 

second S in STATES and the R in AMERICA are often weak. The milling is fairly strong XXdtea^Mht 

and distinguishable at most of the border areas. The reverse is more sharply struck, state 1858-d 

The upper part of the wreath is bold while the lower area, especially around the bow, gold dollars are 

tends to be weak. The first 8 and the 5 in the date are always weak and are 7ewexceptional 

sometimes nearly illegible. The DO in DOLLAR are filled and heavy and are faint as examples are 

well. The milling is not as clear as on the obverse and is blurry. On the upper reverse, known- 

the denticles appear rusted. 

SURFACES: Many examples are found with mint-made surface problems including 
laminations, lintmarks, planchet chips, and areas of roughness. On most, there is an 
incuse mark near the ED in UNITED which is the result of foreign matter adhering to 
the die during the striking process. Many have strong clashmarks at the centers. The 
poor quality of planchets used to strike 1858-D gold dollars, coupled with the fact that 
many show severe marks from circulation, makes it difficult to find a coin which does 
not have below average surfaces. 

LUSTER: High grade examples show above average luster with a pleasing frosty 
texture. Many of the lower to medium grade pieces have impaired luster as a result 
of having been cleaned or dipped. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1858-D gold dollars show coloration which ranges 
from bright yellow-gold to rich medium orange-gold. This is the easiest Type Three 
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gold dollar from Dahlonega to locate with original color. However, such coins are 

becoming harder to locate and it will soon be nearly impossible to find an 1858-D 

dollar that has not been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: Of the three relatively obtainable Type Three Dahlonega gold dollars 

[1857-D, 1 858-D and 1 859-D], the 1 858-D is the most likely to be found with good 

eye appeal. Pleasing higher grade examples exist although many of these possess 

some surface problems. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: There are enough very high grade [Mint State-62 and 

above] pieces known to suggest that a small hoard of 1858-D gold dollars may have 

existed at one time. Many of these have a similar appearance, with golden-orange 

coloration, a strong quality of strike and billowing luster. 

DIE VARIETIES: A single variety is known. 

Variety 10-M: On the obverse, the lettering is thick. The second S in STATES is joined 

solid. The date is well centered and evenly placed. The mintmark is large and well 

centered. Early die states show repunching on the mintmark; this eventually fades. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Gene Sanders, 1996. Graded Mint 

State-65 by PCGS and earlier graded Mint State-65 by NGC. Previously graded Mint 

State-64 by PCGS and sold as such in the following two sales: David Akers' session of 

Auction '90: 1825 [$33,000] and David Akers' session of Auction '89: 1345 ($15,400], 

2. Private collection via unknown dealer(s), ex New York Gold Mart, Heritage 2/99: 6121 

($46,000; as NGC MS-65], Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-65 by PCGS. This coin, 

which was not as choice as #1 above, was earlier owned by Casey Noxon and was on the 

market as the same time as the other gem 1858-D. 

3. (tie). Heritage 3/00: 454 [as PCGS MS-63), ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Bowers and 

Merena 10/99: 126 [$17,250; as PCGS MS-62), Harry Bass collection, Mid American 

8, 91. 618 [$10,175; as NGC MS-62], Stack's Auction '84: 1304 [$5,775], Arthur 

Montgomery, Paramount Auction '81: 1347 ($4,070), NASCA 12/76: 581, McNally 

collection. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second 

edition of this book. 

-Heritage 7/02: 8867 [unsold], ex Heritage 2/02: 6676 [unsold], ex "A Financial 

Institution", Mark Chrans, Tangible Investments of America, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7617 

($16,675; as PCGS MS-61], North Georgia Collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Kingswood 2/28/02: 940 ($13,800), ex unknown dealers], Superior 9/99: 1829 

[unsold], Monex, Superior 2/99: 1688 ($21,850; as NGC MS-62], Far Rockaway 
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collection, Superior 10/95: 918, Winthrop Carner. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Four other coins have been graded Mint State-63 by PCGS as of 1/03. This number is 
inflated by resubmissions. 

4. (tie). Bowers and Merena 3/02: 73 ($8,050). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7862 (unsold). Graded Mint State- 
62 by PCGS. 

-Gold Rush collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7630 ($12,075), ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates), Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 
The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Heritage 3/98: 6326 ($12,650), ex Heritage 9/97: 7415 ($11,213), Heritage Rare 
Coin Galleries, California collector. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS 

5. (tie). A group of approximately four or five coins exist that grade Mint State-61 or slightly 
better. These include the following: 

-Heritage 1/03: 4639 ($6,950), ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

-Martin Paul, ex Bowers and Merena 11 /OO: 56 ($12,075), Harry Bass collection, Rowe 
and Brownlee 2/67. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, 1 /99. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Spectrum Numismatics, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 11/98. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

-Spectrum Numismatics, 10/97. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-National Gold Exchange inventory, 3/97, ex Mid American Coin Galleries (Jeff Garrett). 
Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Superior 1/89: 265, ex Stack's 5/71: 265. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Two other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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1859-D 
Minted: 4,952 

Total Known: 150-175+ 

Overall Rarity: 1 2th of 13 

High Grade Rarity: 11th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 20-22 EF: 70-76 AU: 48-60 MS: 1 2-17 

The 1859-D is 
the most 
common Type 
Three Dahlonega 
gold dollar and it 
can easily be 
found in the lower 
circulated grades. 
It is relatively 
available in the 
lowest About 
Uncirculated 
grades but it 
becomes rare in 
the higher About 
Uncirculated 
grades. Mint 
State 1859-D 
gold dollars are 
rare but this is 
the most available 
Type Three 
Dahlonega gold 
dollar in 
Uncirculated. 

The 1859-D is the most common Dahlonega Type Three gold dollar. It is one of the 

more readily available gold dollars from this mint, although it is much scarcer than 

the 1849-D. 

STRIKE: The 1859-D is probably the best struck of the six Type Three Dahlonega gold 

dollars. This is not saying much as these are among the worst struck group of coins 

in all of American numismatics. The obverse shows slightly above average detail. 

There is weakness on the plumes and the hair of Liberty but some are comparably 

well detailed in these areas. The lettering is thick and shows pronounced doubling. 

The individual letters are usually sharp although some coins show weakness on the 

1C in AMERICA. The date is rarely full and examples exist on which the 5 is very faint. 

On others, the first three digits are weakly impressed. The OLL in DOLLAR is heavily 

filled and some show blurriness on these letters. The weakest area on the reverse is 

usually the bow and the knot and this can be very faint. The milling is distinct and well 

detailed although it is weak below the head. 

SURFACES: This date comes with better surfaces than the 1857-D or 1858-D gold 

dollars. However, it is very common to find an 1859-D which shows mint-made 

planchet defects. Others have planchet chips, areas of roughness or lintmarks. There 

are centrally located clashmarks on many as well. 

LUSTER: The quality of luster on high grade 1859-D gold dollars is generally below 

average. This luster is dull and somewhat grainy. A few are known which show good, 

frosty luster. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original examples have coloration ranging from orange- 

gold to green-gold. Most are at the lighter end of the spectrum. It is much more 

difficult to find an 1859-D gold dollar with original color than is commonly realized, 

due to the large number that have been cleaned or dipped in recent years. 

EYE APPEAL: The level of eye appeal is generally below average. This is primarily the 
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result of strike but it is also due to the fact that many have been cleaned and others 

were struck on inferior quality planchets. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The PCGS and NGC population figures for this date 
have greatly distorted its true rarity. As an example, in Uncirculated grades PCGS 
lists twenty-three coins graded as of January 2003 while NGC lists nineteen as of 
October 2002. These figures are absurdly inflated as a result of resubmissions and, 
in fact, the 1859-D remains very rare in properly graded Mint State-60 or better. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

Variety 11-N: The lettering on the obverse is not as thick as on the 1857-D and 
1858-D gold dollars and none of the letters are totally filled or closed. The date is low 
and level and positioned somewhat to the left with the 9 under the left foot of the A 
in DOLLAR. The mintmark is large and placed high with its location somewhat to the 
right. It tilts slightly upwards and it nearly touches the right ribbon end. There are 
noticeable die file lines to the left of the wreath. 

Variety 11-0: The date is lower than on Variety 11-N and it slants slightly up to the 
right. The 9 is centered under the A in DOLLAR. The mintmark is large and high but 
a bit better centered than on the other variety. There are very heavy extra outlines on 

the upper portion of the wreath. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. (tie). Green Pond collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Bowers and Merena 5/98: 
1011 [$33,000]. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of 
this book. 

-Heritage 1 /03: 4641 ($21,850], ex Ashland City collection, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7631 
($14,950; as PCGS MS-63], Chestatee Collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates), 
Hancock and Harwell. Graded Mint State-64 by NGC. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Superior 1 /93: 
1272, Heritage 11/92, Dr. Richard Appel, Steve Contursi, Stack's 10/90: 1010 
[$6,325], Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. Identifiable by a small planchet defect on the 
cheek of Liberty. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

3. (tie). Bowers and Merena 1/03: 590 ($13,800], Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. Probably 
one of the coins listed below. 

-Bowers and Merena 6/01: 1191 ($11,500], Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. Probably 
one of the coins listed below. 

-Bowers and Merena 1/03: 591 ($8,625). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 
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-Jeff Garrett inventory, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 131 [$16,100], Harry Bass 

collection, Joe Flynn Sr., 7/73. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Jason Carter inventory, ex Heritage 2/99:6124 [$25,300], Michigan collection. Graded 

Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Hancock and Harwell inventory, 1996-99, ex Stack's 1/B4: 490, Amon Carter. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Michigan collection, ex Superior 1/B9: 269 ($7,150), Bareford [Stack's 12/78]: 38 

($5,500), Neil [Mehl, 6/47] 2358. Possibly later graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. Heritage 1997 ANA: 7449 (unsold). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Superior 2/99: 1692 [$10,350], ex Far Rockaway collection, Doug Winter/Lee 

Minshull, 5/97. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Private collection via Al Adams, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7619 ($13,225], North Georgia 

collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

5. Mid American 1/91: 1732 ($7,700). Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS; probably closer to 

Mint State-62 by today's standards. 

The following coins grade Mint State-60 or better. 

-Goldberg 5/01: 1213 [$8,338], Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Goldberg 10/00: 644 (unsold], ex Gary Tancer, 1999-2000. Graded Mint State-62 by 

PCGS. 

-Spectrum Numismatics 11 /98. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Avena Numismatics, ex Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2071 ($9,200; as PCGS AU-58). 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1998 FUN sale: 7458 ($6,325], ex Donald Carter collection. Graded Mint 

State-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1996 ANA: 8090 ($12,650). Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1994 ANA: 7291 ($6,600], Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Superior 10/89: 3909 ($5,060). Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Superior 1/89: 268 [$3,080], ex NASCA McNally collection (12/76): 582, Pine Tree 

Breen I (9/73): 29. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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1860-D 
Minted: 1,566 

Total Known: 90-100 

Overall Rarity: 5th of 13 

High Grade Rarity: 4th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 10-11 EF: 49-54 AU: 25-28 MS: 6-7 

The rarity of this date has been overstated. The 1860-D gold dollar is definitely not as 
rare as its tiny mintage figure would suggest. However, it is still legitimately scarce 

and it is very rare in higher grades. 

STRIKE: The 1860-D is the worst struck Dahlonega gold dollar. The obverse has a 
generally flat appearance with considerable weakness on the plumes and hair. The 
legend is thick and heavy with strong doubling on each letter. On all known examples 
the U in UNITED is weak and on many this letter is illegible; other pieces show 
weakness on the N as well. The border is very weak and the milling is indistinct except 
from 12:00 to 4:00. The wreath is always weak at the bow and the lower part of the 
right side and it may show weakness in other areas. The 0 in DOLLAR is filled and 
blurry while the 86 in the date ranges from weak to nearly illegible. The border is weak 
with virtually no milling and the area from 9:00 to 11 appears irregular and flat. 

SURFACES: The surfaces on nearly all 1860-D gold dollars show mint-made 
roughness or other irregularities. The quality of the planchets used to strike this date 
are among the poorest for any Dahlonega issue. As a result, it is very hard to find a 

coin that is not granular or porous. 

LUSTER: This date shows below average luster. High grade pieces typically have 

grainy, slightly dull surfaces which appear lifeless. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1860-D gold dollars most often show pleasing 
coppery-orange coloration. Only a small number exist that have fully original coloration 

as most have been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: When discussing eye appeal, certain allowances must be made to all 
Dahlonega gold dollars. But even by the standards of this series, the 1860-D has well 
below average eye appeal. There are just a small handful known which are 

comparatively attractive. 

When available, 

the typical 1860- 

D gold dollar 

grades Very Fine 

to Extremely Fine. 

This is a rare 

date in About 

Uncirculated and 

it is very rare in 

the higher About 

Uncirculated 

grades. The 

1860-D is 

extremely rare in 

Mint State with 

just a half dozen 

or so currently 

known. 
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DIE VARIETIES: One die variety is known. 

Variety 12-P: The lettering on the obverse is as described above. The date is 

extremely small, as on the Philadelphia and San Francisco gold dollars dated I860. 

The date is positioned further to the left than on the 1860 Philadelphia and San 

Francisco dollars with the left edge of the 1 under the right side of the 0 in DOLLAR. 

The mintmark is large and high and it nearly touches the wreath, but is free of the 

ribbon ends. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell via New York Gold Mart, 9/97. Graded 

Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

2. [tie]. California collection, ex New York Gold Mart, possibly ex Heritage 1997 ANA: 5044. 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection 10/98, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries via New York Gold Mart 

inventory, 10/98. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of 

this book. 

3. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7634 [$17,250], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, unknown dealers], Stack's Reed Hawn collection 

10/93]: 903, probably ex Stack's Scanlon collection [10/73]: 1960, Stack's Dines 

collection [3/69): 798 and Stack's Jay collection [10/67]: 232. Graded Mint State-61 

by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, January 1997. Graded Mint State- 

61 by NGC. 

-Al Adams, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99:138 ($19,550) Harry Bass collection, Stack's 

Lloyd Myers collection [12/72): 507. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS identifiable by 

scratches on the obverse. 

5. [tie]. Heritage 1/03: 4642 [$13,800], ex Heritage 1/00: 7568 ($16,100], Heritage 

2/99: 6126 ($18,500), Michigan collection, Lee Minshull, 1996. Graded Mint State-61 

by NGC and identifiable by a small scratch in the right obverse field. 

-Bowers and Merena 1/03: 592 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Superior 2/01: 4518 [$12,075). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-New Jersey collection 7/00, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Hancock and Harwell. 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Hancock and Harwell, 2/99. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-One other coin has been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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-Superior 1/89: 270 ($8,250), Dr. Philip Weinstein, Mid American 5/86: 1825 
($16,500), Stack's Auction '84: 1306 ($19,800), Arthur Montgomery, Paramount 
Auction ’81:1353 ($11,500), Stanley Kesselman, Stack's Ullmer collection (1/74): 342 
($8,500), Stack's Miles collection (10/68): 46, Stack's Pierce collection (6/65): 1034. 

Mint State-60. Probably one of the coins listed above. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

This is a rare coin 
in all grades. The 
number of high 
grade specimens 
is greater than 
normal for an 
issue with this 
small a mintage, 
suggesting the 
existence of a 
small hoard. 
While sometimes 
available in Mint 
State, any 
Uncirculated 
1861-D gold 
dollar must be 
considered 
among the most 
important and 
desirable 
Dahlonega issues 
imaginable. 

1861-D 

Minted: Unknown (Approximately 1,000-1,500] 
Total Known: 55-65 
Overall Rarity: 1 st of 13 
High Grade Rarity: 6th of 13 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 9-10 EF: 14-18 AU: 22-25 MS: 10-12 

The 1861-D is the rarest Dahlonega gold dollar. It is also the best known and most 
famous issue from this mint because its entire mintage was produced by the 
Confederate States of America. 

The Dahlonega Mint was seized by the Confederacy in April, 18B1. Shortly thereafter, 

a small quantity of gold dollars was struck by the rebel forces. The number of 

surviving examples (coupled with the assumption that a number of coins were almost 

certainly saved as souvenirs] has led experts to guess that the mintage figure was 
somewhere in the area of 1,000-1,500 coins. 

STRIKE: The 1861-D gold dollar was struck using a leftover 1860-D obverse. This 

crude die and the rebels lack of minting expertise made for a poorly produced issue. 

On all known examples the U in UNITED is very faint and the N is quite weak. The rest 

of the letters are bolder, although the 1C in AMERICA is sometimes weak. Liberty's 

hair always shows weakness as do the plumes, but they tend to be a bit better 

detailed than on the 1860-D. The milling is sharp from 12:00 to 6:00 and weak at 

the left side. On the reverse, the wreath is sharp except for the outside portions which 

have been polished away and the bow is somewhat thin but sharp. The milling is only 

slightly visible at 2:00 to 6:00. The left ribbon end is separated due to die polishing. 

The date is small but sharp while the mintmark is small and high. Both the obverse 

and the reverse sometimes show clashmarks at the center. 

SURFACES: Most 1861-D gold dollars have below average quality surfaces. The 

quality of the planchets used to strike these coins was not very high and the fact that 

they were produced by amateur minters makes it easy to see why many have splits, 

cracks or other defects. Most are grainy below and around the head of Liberty. 

LUSTER: The quality of the luster is much better than one might imagine, given the 

circumstances of the minting process. Higher grade pieces tend to display thick, 
frosty luster. 
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COLORATION: The coloration observed on uncleaned, original 1861-D gold dollars 
ranges from rich yellow-gold to orange-gold to deep green-gold. As with most rare, 
popular issues, the majority of the survivors have been cleaned or dipped. The few 
totally original pieces that exist are much coveted by collectors and are valued at a 

substantial premium. 

EYE APPEAL: The concept of ‘eye appeal’ is essentially meaningless when describing 
this issue. While some are much more ‘appealing’ than others, they are crude and 

primitive in comparison to a Philadelphia product of this era. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: Most Dahlonega gold coins become progressively 
rarer based on their grade. In other words, the typical issue is more likely to be seen 
in Very Fine to Extremely Fine than in About Uncirculated to Mint State. The opposite 
is true with the 1861-D dollar. It appears that more than half of the known specimens 
grade About Uncirculated-50 or better and as many as a dozen different 
Uncirculated pieces exist. Clearly, the 1861-D was saved as a souvenir by locals who, 

even then, knew it was a special issue. 

DIE VARIETIES: All 1861-D gold dollars were struck from a single pair of dies in May, 

1861. 

Variety 12-0: The obverse is the same as described above for the 1860-D gold 
dollar. The U in UNITED is faint and the N in this word is weak. On the reverse, the 
date is small and is positioned somewhat to the left. The first 1 is under the left side 
of the first L in DOLLAR. The mintmark is small and it is placed high. The mintmark 
tilts plainly to the right and is very close to the right ribbon end. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Alabama collection, ex Stack's 3/00: 455 ($86,250], George Elliot collection, Mid 
American 1/87: 1810 [unsold], George Elliott collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's 
Auction '84: 1307 [$44,000], Arthur Montgomery, Stanley Kesselman, Stack's Ullmer 
[5/74]: 343, Stack's Miles [10/68], Stack's Pierce [5/65]. Graded Mint State-64 by 
PCGS. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter 8/00, Bob Harwell/Jeff Garrett, Duke's Creek 
collection, Hancock and Harwell, Tangible Investments of America [Silvano Di Genova], 
Sotheby's 6/96:14, ($38,500], Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 (Eliasberg collection]: 49, 
John Clapp [1942] and obtained by Clapp at the I.M. Bates sale in June, 1895. Graded 
Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. [tie]. Duke's Creek collection, ex Leon Farmer collection, Stack's 1/90: 1594 [$31,900], 
Tony Terranova, Superior 1 /89: 274 ($24,200], Dr. Philip Weinstein. Graded Mint State- 
63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 
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-Private collection, ex Monex, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7622 [$31,050; as NGC MS-61), 

North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Private collection 5/01 via Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, ex Heritage 4/01: 7648 

[unsold), Michigan collection, Hancock and Harwell, Tony Terranova, Superior 1/89: 273 

[$35,200], Dr. Philip Weinstein, Stack's Lloyd Myers [12/72): 510. Incorrectly attributed 

in the catalog as being the Eliasberg coin. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

4. [tie). Rare Coin Wholesalers [Steve Contursi], ex Bowers and Merena 3/02: 86 

$32,200; as PCGS MS-62], Heritage 2/00: 6614 [$33,350], Lee Minshull, Bowers and 

Merena 10/99: 149 [$39,100], Harry Bass collection, John Rowe/Mike Brownlee, 

2/67. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Georgia collection via John Hamrick, ex Bowers and Merena 7/02: 680 [$46,000], 

Bowers and Merena 6/00: 1151 [$39,100], Ohio collection, Monex. Graded Mint State- 
63 by NGC. 

5. Private collector via Tony Terranova, ex Stack's 5/00: 1164 ($23,000), Stack's 12/94: 

1181 [$38,500], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

Other examples that qualify as Mint State include the following: 

-Auraria collection, ex Lee Minshull/Doug Winter, Bowers and Merena 3/02: 87 

($23,000), Northern California collection 10/99, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, 

North Carolina collection, Stack's Auction '86: 342 [$11,550], Stack's 1/84:496, Amon 

Carter collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Rare Coin Enterprises 4/01, Doug Winter, New York collection, 

Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Heritage 3/98: 6329 [$23,500], Donald Carter collection. 
Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-Stack's 3/01: 981 [$32,200], ex David Akers Auction '88: 853 [$28,600], Mint State- 
60 or better. 

-California collection, ex New York Gold Mart, 3/98. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Paul Nugget, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 (11/95): 

1488 ($26,400), ex Stack's 1/86: 54. Mint State-60 or better. 

-Stack's Reed Hawn (10/93): 906. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

There have been other coins that have been certified as Uncirculated by the two major 

grading services. This almost certainly includes coins which are mentioned above or are 

resubmissions/crossovers. 
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RARITY CHARTS: DAHLONEGA GOLD DOLLARS 

RARITY SUMMARY 

□ATE VF EF AU MS TOTAL 

1849-D 60-75 75-90 85-95 30-40 250-300+ 

1 850-D 30-32 46-50 28-31 6-7 110-120 

1851-D 30-42 53-58 55-60 12-15 150-175 

1852-D 20-24 33-34 40-43 7-9 100-110 

1853-D 17-19 39-43 48-51 6-7 110-120 

1854-D 17-19 40-45 19-21 9-10 85-95 

1855-D 31-36 25-28 11-13 3 70-80 

1856-D 9-11 44-49 23-25 4-5 80-90 

1857-D 18-20 63-67 34-66 5-7 120-130 

1 858-D 20-25 50-60 45-50 10-15 125-150+ 

1 859-D 20-22 70-76 48-60 12-17 150-175+ 

1 8B0-D 10-11 49-54 25-28 6-7 90-100 

18B1-D 9-10 14-18 22-25 10-12 55-65 

RARITY RANKINGS BY DATE 

TOTAL 

RANK DATE KNOWN 

HIGH GRADE RARITY RANKINGS 

TOTAL 

RANK DATE KNOWN 

1 St 1861-D 55-65 1 St 1855-D 14-16 

2nd 1855-D 70-80 2nd 1856-D 27-30 

3rd 1856-D 80-90 3rd 1854-D 28-31 

4th 1854-D 85-95 4th 1860-D 31-35 

5th 1860-D 90-100 5th 1850-D 34-38 

6th 1852-D 100-110 6th 1861-D 32-37 

7th 1850-D 110-120 7th 1857-D 39-43 

7th(tie] 1853-D 110-1 20 8th 1852-D 47-52 

9th 1857-D 120-130 9th 1853-D 54-58 

10th 1858-D 125-150+ 10th 1858-D 55-65 

11th 1851-D 150-175 11th 1859-D 60-77 

12th 1859-D 150-175+ 12th 1851-D 67-75 
13th 1849-D 250-300+ 13th 1849-D 115-135 

High Grade Rarity rankings are for coins graded About Uncirculated-50 or better for each date. 
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CHAPTER 7: 

DAHLONEGA QUARTER EAGLES 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Quarter eagles were struck at the Dahlonega Mint from 1839 through 1857 and in 

1859. The twenty issues which constitute this group of coins have a combined 

original mintage of just 197,850 - an average of under 1 □,□□□ pieces per year. 

Quarter eagles are the hardest Dahlonega coins to locate, especially in higher 

grades. Unlike the gold dollars and the half eagles, where there are a few dates which 

can be located in choice condition with relative ease, none of the quarter eagles can 

be easily located in About Uncirculated-50 or better grades. The most common 

Dahlonega quarter eagle in higher grades is the 1843-D which has an estimated 

population of 64-80 pieces in this grade range. The next three most common issues, 

the 1844-D, 1848-D and 1857-D, have slightly more than five dozen higher grade 

pieces known. 

Mint State Dahlonega quarter eagles are extremely rare. It is estimated that a total 

of only 90-100 pieces exist. There are no individual issues with populations of more 

than a dozen Uncirculated examples, and only four issues, the 1844-D, 1847-D, 

1848-D and 1877-D, are thought to have as many as eight to eleven Mint State 

survivors. 

There are a number of Dahlonega quarter eagles which are rare in any grade. The 

two rarest are the 1855-D and the 1856-D. Both have surviving populations in the 

range of 40 to 55 coins. This means that no more than three dozen or so complete 

sets can be assembled. 

The number of sets which can be assembled in higher grades [i.e. About 

Uncirculated-50 and higher] are even fewer. Four dates — the 1840-D, 1841-D, 

1842-D, and 1856-D — have high grade populations which are estimated at fewer 

than a dozen coins. Most of the choice examples of these dates are off the market 

and many years may pass before an About Uncirculated example is made available. 

Why are Dahlonega quarter eagles so rare in higher grades? The primary reason is 

the very low mintage figures for most dates. Viewed as a series, the availability of 

quarter eagles in About Uncirculated and Uncirculated grades is actually greater 

than for half eagles (approximately 28-29% of all surviving quarter eagles grade AU 

or better while 24-25% of all surviving half eagles grade AU or better]. But the 
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original mintage figure for the entire quarter eagles series is fewer than 200,□□□ 
while over 1 million half eagles were originally struck. 

Unlike the gold dollars from this mint, there appear to have been very few hoards of 
Dahlonega quarter eagles. A few more 1839-D quarter eagles exist in high grades 
than one might expect but this is due to some being saved as first-year-of-issue 
souvenirs. The 1857-D and the 1859-D are the only issues which are more plentiful 

in high grades than their original mintage figures suggest. 

Nearly half of the surviving 1857-D quarter eagles grade About Uncirculated-50 or 
better. And many of these coins have a similar look. This suggests that a hoard of 
approximately two dozen attractive examples may have existed at one time. 

The 1859-D has a very low original mintage figure [2,244 coins] but it has a greater 
number of high grade survivors than other dates with similar mintages. It appears 
likely that a hoard of approximately a dozen or so attractive examples may have 
existed at one time. As with the 1857-D, these higher grade 1859-D quarter eagles 
have a similar appearance which is consistent with the theory that a hoard was 

known. 

The quarter eagle is the only denomination struck at this mint [other than the three 
dollar gold piece which was produced for just one year) which has fewer than three 
distinct types. Two quarter eagle types exist: the Classic Head [struck only in 1839] 

and the Liberty Head (struck from 1840 to 1859]. 

The 1839-D quarter eagle is somewhat overvalued in relation to other Dahlonega 
quarter eagles. Approximately 150-175 pieces exist including a fairly high 
percentage of choice pieces. Prices for this issue remain high due to its status as a 

one year type and a first-year-of-issue. 

The first three Liberty Head issues are all rare. Each has a mintage figure of fewer 
than 5,000 and a surviving population of between 65 and 85 coins. It appears that 
these issues were well-received since most pieces display very extensive wear. The 
1840-D, 1841-D and 1842-D are also notorious for showing poor strikes and 
inferior workmanship. 

The issues struck during the latter part of the 1840's have somewhat higher 
mintages and are more available. None of these are what could be called common 
but they are fairly available in lower grades. All of the 1843-D through 1849-D issues 
are quite rare in the higher About Uncirculated grades and they are very rare in any 
level of Mint State. These dates are generally the best produced Dahlonega quarter 
eagles. They frequently show above-average strikes and good workmanship. Because 
of this, they are very popular with type collectors. 
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The Dahlonega quarter eagles from the 1850's include some of the rarest issues 

from this mint. The 1850-D and the 1851-D are not overly rare but the 1852-D and 

the 1853-D are very scarce. The issues struck from 1854 through 1856 have 

extremely low mintages and each of these are very rare in any grade. The 1857-D 

and the 1859-D also have low mintage figures but they are more available in high 

grades (see above]. 

Most of the Dahlonega quarter eagles from the 1850's are very poorly struck and 

were prepared on inferior quality planchets. The single worst issue is the 1856-D. 

This is probably the worst struck United States gold coin of any denomination with 

every known example showing poor overall detail. 

This is a challenging and very exciting series to collect. It is my belief that Dahlonega 

quarter eagles remain undervalued in comparison to other 19th century American 

gold coins. 
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MINTAGE FIGURES: QUARTER EAGLES 

Classic Head, Obverse Mintmark (1839 only).13,674 

Total Mintage.13,674 

Coronet Liberty Head, Reverse Mintmark (1840-1859, 0 struck in 

1858) 

1840 .3,532 
1841 .4,164 
1842 .4,643 
1843 .36,209 
1844 .17,332 
1845 .19,460 
1846 .19,303 
1847 .15,784 
1848 .13,771 
1849 .10,945 
1850 .12,148 
1851 . 11,264 
1852 .4,078 
1853 .3,178 
1854 .1,760 
1855 .1,123 
1856 .874 
1857 .2,364 
1859.2,244 

Total Mintage.184,176 

Total Mintage, All Types. 197,850 
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YEAR BY YEAR ANALYSIS: 1 839 - 1 859 

1839-D 

Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

13,674 

150-175 

14th of 20 (tie) 

14th of 20 

VF: 70-83 EF: 39-47 AU: 34-36 MS: 7-9 

The 1S39-D 
quarter eagle is 
generally seen in 
Very Fine and 
Extremely Fine 
grades. About 
Uncirculated 
examples are 
scarce but are 
more plentiful 
than once 
believed. This date 
is rare in the 
higher About 
Uncirculated 
grades and it is 
very rare in Mint 
State. One superb 
Uncirculated coin 
is known. 

The 1839-D is popular due to its status as the only Classic Head quarter eagle struck 

at the Dahlonega Mint. It is also the only Dahlonega mint issue of this denomination 

with the mintmark located on the obverse. 

STRIKE: In comparison to the other mintmarked issues of this design, the 1839-D 

quarter eagle shows a relatively sharp strike. The obverse border is unusually broad 

and configured unlike any other Classic Head quarter eagle. The denticles are long 

and sharp and have a unique shape. The central details on the obverse are fairly bold, 

including the hair over the ear, which is mostly full. The stars are somewhat flat at the 

centers but sharp at the points. The strike on the reverse is not as full as on the 

obverse. The feathers are weak near the shield and on the left wing tip. The shield is 

fairly well detailed with the exception of the horizontal lines. The arrow shafts are 

weak and the heads of the arrows are sometimes faint. 

SURFACES: Most 1839-D quarter eagles are noticeably abraded in the fields. It is 

not unusual for higher grade examples to display conspicuous marks or scratches. 

Mint-made planchet problems are not uncommon. All examples show light 

clashmarks within the ear of Liberty. The first star is repunched. 

LUSTER: This date usually shows bright, frosty luster. Some have slightly subdued 

grainy luster. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1839-D quarter eagles exhibit an attractive 

orange-gold color. Some show coppery overtones as well. It has become increasingly 

difficult to locate a piece with natural color as more and more are being cleaned or 

dipped. 
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EYE APPEAL: It is still possible to find an example with above-average eye appeal. This 
date comes better struck than other Classic Head issues [including some of the 
Philadelphia dates] and has nice luster and color. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1839-D quarter eagle is one of five one year only 
issues from the Dahlonega mint [the others are the 1855-D gold dollar, the 1854-D 
three dollar gold piece, the 1838-D half eagle and the 1839-D half eagle]. This has 
always made it an immensely popular coin. The James Stack coin, now owned by a 
prominent western collector, is by far the best I have seen. It brought a then- 
remarkable $55,000 when auctioned in 1994. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known, employing one obverse and two 

reverses. 

The obverse has the mintmark located below the bust and over the 3 in the date. The 
3 is doubled inside the upper loop while the 9 touches the curl and is far from the 
denticles. This digit was improperly cut and it looks as if the date were 1839/8. This 
is incorrect and this has been improperly labeled as an "1839/8" overdate for many 
years. 

All 1839-D quarter eagles have a wide gauge reading that distinguish them from 
their Philadelphia, Charlotte and New Orleans counterparts. 

Variety 1-A. The obverse is as described above. The reverse is identifiable by a weak 
branch stem that extends over to the upright of the D in the denomination. This is the 
more common of the two varieties. 

It is estimated that approximately 8,000 examples were struck using this reverse. 

Variety 1-B. The obverse is the same as on Variety 1-A. The reverse is identifiable by 
a bold branch stem located entirely to the left of the D in the denomination. This 
reverse develops a crack that runs from the rim through the upright of the second T 
in STATES and through the field to the eagle's head. A second crack runs through the 
base of the letters in UNITED and then out into the field to the right of the D in this 
word. A third crack can be seen from the tip of the left wing up into the denticles and 
the rim. 

This is the rarer of the two varieties. It is estimated that approximately 5,500 were 
struck using this reverse. 
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CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Private collection, ex Spectrum Numismatics, Stack's 10/94 [James Stack): 859 

($55,000). Graded Mint State-64 by both NGC and PCGS. 

2. (tie). Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, dealer intermediaries, Superior 

2/98: 3334 ($31,900). Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Alabama collection, ex Heritage 1/01: 8073 ($36,800), Mark Hurst collection via 

Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 314 ($37,950), Harry Bass 

collection, Merkin 4/70: 658. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

3. (tie). Gold Rush collection, ex Sotheby's 6/96: 23 ($25,300). Graded Mint State-62 by 

PCGS. 

-Kansas collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4649 ($27,600), Ashland City 

collection, Royalty Coins (Jack Copeland], Heritage 1999 ANA: 7637 ($24,150; as PCGS 

MS-62], Chestatee collection, Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 

State-63 by NGC. 

4. Private collection, ex California dealer, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 [11/95): 

1508 ($20,900). Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

5. (tie). Louisiana collection, ex Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/94: 634 ($11,825), New 

Netherlands 11/56: 214. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. Identifiable by a light scratch 

in the left obverse field. 

-Goldberg 9/99: 1672 ($16,100), ex National Gold Exchange, Heritage 1999 FUN: 

7625 ($17,250; as PCGS AU-58], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 

NGC. 

-Superior 6/99: 3310 (unsold), ex Monex, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7624 ($20,700; as 

PCGS AU-58). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

There are four or five coins which grade Mint State-60 or slightly better. These include the 

following: 

-Bowers and Merena 5/01: 174 (unsold). Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. Probably one of 

the above. 

-Heritage 5/01: 8837 ($12,075). Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex National Gold Exchange, Heritage 2/99: 6139 ($20,700), 

Michigan collection; Julian Leidman inventory ca. 1992, Jerome Kern (Mehl, 5/50). 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The obverse shows some light scratches. 

-Private collection, ex Lee Minshull/National Gold Exchange, Heritage 1998 FUN Sale: 

7526 ($13,800], Donald Carter collection, Merkin 9/67: 297. Graded Mint State-60 by 

NGC. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter, Spectrum Numismatics, US Coins. Graded Mint 

State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the revised edition of this book. 
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-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7636 ($19,550], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates]. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Goldberg 9/99: 1673 ($12,075], ex Monex inventory, 12/98. Graded Mint State-60 by 

PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 1 /99: 1367 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 

-Mid American 5/92: 1610 [unsold], ex: Mid American 5/91: 331 [$17,050]. Graded 
Mint State-61 by PCGS. Identifiable by a mark outside the eye of Liberty. 

-PCGS had graded another coin Mint State-60 as of 1/03. 
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1840-D 
3,532 

65-70 

3rd of 20 [tie] 

1 st of 20 

VF: 40-45 EF: 19-21 AU: 5-8 MS: 1 

Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade: 

Rarity By Grade: 

The 1840-D 
quarter eagle is 
rare in all grades. 
It is typically found 
well worn and a 
properly graded 
choice Extremely 
Fine coin is very 
rare. It is 
extremely rare in 
About 
Uncirculated and 
it is currently 
unique in Mint 
State. 

The 1840-D is the first Liberty Head quarter eagle struck at the Dahlonega Mint. As 

its small mintage would suggest, it is a rare coin. In fact, in properly graded About 

Uncirculated-50 or better, it is probably the rarest issue from this mint. 

STRIKE: This is among the most poorly struck Dahlonega quarter eagles. The 

obverse always shows better detail than the reverse. A few are known with nearly full 

detail on the hair of Liberty, but most show some weakness. On all examples, the 

stars are flat. The obverse milling is clear and sharp while the date, although small, is 

sharp as well. The reverse is weaker with the shield and the right leg of the eagle 

nearly always blurry. The lettering is sharp and the milling is clear. 

SURFACES: The 1840-D quarter eagle is characterized by below average surfaces. 

Many pieces are rough and show heavy marks in the fields and on the devices. These 

marks are often compounded by the presence of heavy die cracks. Any example with 

clean surfaces is very rare and commands a strong premium over a typical coin. 

LUSTER: Most are worn to the point of having no remaining luster. Higher grade 

pieces show poor quality luster with a dull, grainy texture. A few semi-Prooflike pieces 

exist and are very rare. I have only seen a very few examples that have original luster. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned 1840-D quarter eagles possess coloration which 

ranges from medium green-gold to deeper coppery - orange. Only a few remain that 

have not been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: This is one of the most difficult Dahlonega quarter eagles to locate with 

any degree of eye appeal. A piece which is well struck, lustrous and original is 

extremely rare. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: As discussed below, the 1840-D quarter eagle is 

almost always seen with very extensive die cracks. Clearly, both the obverse and 

reverse dies cracked very early on but somehow managed to hold up well enough to 
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produce slightly over 3,500 coins. I have always found this to be a very charming 
issue as I can well imagine the Chief Coiner's look of horror when, early into the 
process of producing these quarter eagles, the dies suffered potentially fatal cracks. 
Despite this hardship, the mint continued to crank out 1840-D quarter eagles; an apt 
metaphor, if you think about it, for the history and the struggle of the Dahlonega mint. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

Variety 1-A On this obverse, the 1 in the date in fairly close to the bust and the 0 
in the date is fairly close to the denticles. Most have a sharp obverse crack from the 
rim into the field between the fourth and the fifth stars. This crack continues into the 
forehead and curls out into the field between the twelfth and thirteenth stars and 
terminates at the rim. A few exist with a perfect obverse die and they are extremely 

rare. 

The reverse was used only in 1840. The shaft of the arrow ends over the upright of 
the mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the right side of the opening in the 
mintmark. The feathers enter only through the upper edge of the opening of the 
mintmark. The 1 in the fraction is entirely to the left of the mintmark. Most have a 
sharp crack from the rim through the second T in STATES, through the eagle's head, 
down through the left side of the shield, the arrow shaft and olive stem, through the 
upright of the mintmark and fraction bar and into the rim. A second crack can be 
seen from the rim through the left edge of the N in UNITED to the leaves and feathers 
joining the first crack. Other cracks can be seen through the left side of the M in 
AMERICA, to the wing and from the rim through the right side of the C in AMERICA 
to the tip of the lowest arrowhead. 

An early die state example of this variety, without cracks, was illustrated in the first 
edition of this book. Such pieces are extremely rare. 

Variety 1-B: On this reverse, the mintmark is positioned slightly lower in the field but 
the top is still mostly covered by the arrow feathers. The fraction bar points further 
to the left than on Reverse A. The most notable difference on this reverse is a heavy 
die crack through the left side of the E in AMERICA, which does not seem to exist on 
the other reverse. The discovery coin was sold as Lot 7480 in the 1997 ANA auction 
and I am not aware of any other examples, although a few may exist. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1309 [$9,350], Arthur Montgomery, 
Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Bareford [12/78]: 86 New Netherlands 11 /56: 219. 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 
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2. Kansas collection, ex Superior/Martin Paul, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 329 [$23,000] 

Harry W. Bass collection, Mike Brownlee, Bowers and Ruddy Fairfield sale (10/77): 

1479, Harry Lamborn. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. Illustrated in the Akers 

book on Quarter Eagles. 

3. Private collection ex National Coin Exchange via New York Gold Mart, Bowers and Merena 

Montgomery collection [5/98]: 1015 ($22,000). Graded About Uncirculated- 58 by 

PCGS. Rim mark at 2:00 on the obverse. 

4. [tie). New Jersey dealer, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7B2B [$20,125], North Georgia 

collection, Winthrop Carner, Nevada collection (as PCGS EF-45], Superior 5/89: 1750. 

Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGCTbe plate coin the second edition of 

this book. 

5. Bill House collection, ex Heritage 1980 ANA: 74. Graded About Uncirculated-50 by PCGS. 

I grade this coin About Uncirculated-53 to About Uncirculated-55. 

A group of four to six examples grade About Uncirculated-50. This includes twelve graded 

as such by PCGS as of 1 /03, a figure that is significantly inflated by resubmissions. They 

include: 

-Heritage 1/03: 4653, ex Ashland City collection, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 330 

($14,375), Harry Bass collection, Stanley Kesselman 4/67. 

-Georgia collection, ex Bowers and Merena 11/00: 134 ($12,650), Harry Bass 

collection, Julian Leidman 2/72. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6142 (unsold), ex Michigan collection. 

-Nevada collection via Doug Winter, ex Mark Hurst collection, Doug Winter/Hancock and 

Harwell, North Georgia collection, Stack's 10/94: 863 ($11,000], James Stack. 

-Gold Rush collection. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7638 ($8,913), ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates). 
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1841-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

4,164 
75-85 
5th of 20 [tie] 
5th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 36-41 EF: 28-31 AU: 7-9 MS: 4 

The 1841-D is the most easily obtained of the three rare Dahlonega quarter eagles 
struck from 1840 through 1842 but it is a very scarce issue, comparing favorably to 
some of the higher-priced low mintage Dahlonega issues from the mid-1850's. 

STRIKE: This date is much better struck than the 1840-D. The obverse shows good 
detail at the center. There is usually weakness noted on the hair around the eye of 
Liberty and on the bun. The stars are sharp with most showing full radial lines at the 
centers. The border is thick and squared with full, distinct milling. The reverse is as 
sharp as the obverse. The feathers are well-formed with the exception of those on the 
right leg, which can be weak. The lettering is sharp as is the milling. 

SURFACES: The 1841-D quarter eagle usually has below average surfaces. With 
very few exceptions, examples show heavy abrasions and/or hairlines. For some 
reason, many have rim nicks as well. Noticeable die cracks are visible on the obverse 
and the reverse, further adding to the rough appearance of the typical example. 

The 1841-D 

quarter eagle is 

scarce in all 

grades and it is 

most often seen 

in Very Fine and 

low end Extremely 

Fine grades. It is 

rare in Extremely 

Fine-45 and very 

rare in About 

Uncirculated. 

Four Mint State 

examples are 

currently known 

to exist. 

LUSTER: The quality of luster is about average for a Dahlonega quarter eagle 
produced during the early 1840's. High grade, uncleaned pieces usually have frosty 
luster. A few are known with semi-prooflike fields and these are very rare. 

COLORATION: Original uncleaned 1841-D quarter eagles do not usually show 
appealing coloration. Many have a somewhat washed-out appearance with light yellow 
or pale green-gold hues. In addition, the majority have been cleaned or dipped at some 
time. 

EYE APPEAL: It is very difficult to locate an attractive example of this date. 1841-D 
quarter eagles with good overall eye appeal are rare and in demand. 

DIE VARIETIES: Three die varieties are known. 

Variety 2-C: On the obverse, the first 1 in the date is spaced equally between the 
bust and the denticles while the second 1 is closer to the denticles. Late die states 
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show a bisecting crack from the third star through the bust to the eleventh star. On 

this reverse, which was used only in 1841, the shaft of the arrow joins the mintmark 

over the right edge of the opening in the D. The fraction bar extends to the right edge 

of the mintmark. The feather extends into the opening of the mintmark from the right 

center. The 1 in the fraction is below the lower serif of the mintmark. The mintmark 

is high and left and very close to the eagle's talon. 

On late die states, a crack can be seen from the rim through the left side of the A in 

STATES to the eagle's head, from the feathers of the wing to the tip of the middle 

arrowhead and through the I in AMERICA to the rim. The vast majority of the known 

1841-D quarter eagles are from this die pair. 

Variety 2-D: This variety uses the same obverse as on Variety 2-B. On the reverse, 

which was used in 1841 and possibly again in 1843, the shaft of the arrow ends over 

the left edge of the upright of the mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the left side 

of the opening in the D. The 1 in the fraction is entirely to the left of the mintmark. No 

die breaks are seen on this use of Reverse D. 

Only two examples of this die pair has been seen on the 1841-D quarter eagle 

(Heritage 1/03: 4657 and Heritage 1993 ANA: 5508] and it appears to be 
extremely rare. 

Variety 2-E: The shaft of the arrow ends over the left edge of the upright of the 

mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the center of the opening in the mintmark while 

no feathers enter the opening. The 1 in the fraction is entirely to the left of the 

mintmark. The lower serif of the mintmark is close to the 1 in the fraction. This 

reverse is illustrated in the Akers book on quarter eagles. 

An example of this variety was first identified in the Pittman collection. It appears to 
be very rare. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Bowers and Merena 11 /98: 2076 ($46,000; 

as PCGS MS-62), Heritage 2/90: 1264 ($15,000], Vintage Auctions 8/89: 286, David 

Akers Auction '88: 859 ($22,000). Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the 

second edition of this book. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Michigan collection, Heritage 1993 ANA: 5508 ($25,300). 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. Prooflike and identifiable by a light diagonal scratch 

through the eagle's neck. Said to have been discovered in Europe in early 1993. 

3. Georgia collection via Larry Jackson, ex David Akers Numismatics' John Jay Pittman 

collection, Part Two, 5/98: 1735 ($35,200), Stack's Milton Holmes collection, 10/60: 

3192 ($270). Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 
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4. Kansas collection, ex Doug Winter 4/00, Mark Hurst collection via Doug Winter, 
Heritage 1999 FUN: 7627 [$21,850; as PCGS AU-5B], North Georgia collection, Stack's 
10/94 (James Stack): 867 ($22,000). Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 

5. (tie). Heritage 1999 ANA: 7639 ($10,063), ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 
collection duplicates), Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1310 ($5,775), Hancock and Harwell, 
Arthur Montgomery. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first 

edition of this book. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 337 ($12,650), ex Harry Bass collection, Stack's 5/68: 
685. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 1/01: 434 [unsold), ex Kansas collection, Heritage 1998 FUN: 
7529 ($14,375), Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Heritage 8/97: 7482 ($10,350). 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 
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1842-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

4,643 

75-85 

5th of 20 (tie) 

2nd of 20 [tie] 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 45-52 EF: 22-23 AU: 8-10 MS: 0 

The f842-D 
quarter eagle is 
rare in all grades. 
It is usually found 
well worn and 
nice Extremely 
Fine specimens 
are very hard to 
find. This date is 
extremely rare in 

Uncirculated and 
it is unknown in 
Mint State. 

The 1842-D quarter eagle is rare in all grades. It narrowly trails the 1840-D as the 

rarest Dahlonega quarter eagle struck prior to 1853. 

STRIKE: This date does not come with as good a strike as the 1841-D quarter eagle. 

The obverse is strongest at the center where the hair is well-defined. The curls and 

the bun are also sharp but the letters RTY in LIBERTY are sometimes weak. The stars 

are flat and few of them show their radial lines at the centers. The reverse is always 

weak at the center with softness noted on the neck of the eagle, the shield and the 

right leg. On both sides, the borders are sharp and the milling is complete. 

SURFACES: A number of examples display small mint-made imperfections on their 

surfaces. Others suffer from an overabundance of abrasions. I have seen some 

pieces with a mint-made depression on the cheek of Liberty [cf. Stack's 10/94: 870]. 

This flaw can make the cheek appear as if it has been repaired but it should not be 

viewed as such. 

LUSTER: Many are worn to the point that they retain little if any mint luster. The few 

higher grade 1842-D quarter eagles which exist have inferior dull, grainy luster. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned 1842-D quarter eagles have color which ranges 

from green-gold to orange-gold. As recently as a few years ago, it was not that hard 

to find one that had original color. Today, most have been cleaned or dipped and 

original pieces are now very rare. 

EYE APPEAL: There are just a handful which have good eye appeal. An 1842-D 

quarter eagle with a good strike, clean surfaces and evident luster is almost 

impossible to find. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: As mentioned above, there are some 1842-D quarter 

eagles with a mint-made depression on the cheek. It appears that a foreign object 

[possibly a piece of wood or metal] adhered to the obverse die and was struck into 
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the planchet. This is really only visible on higher grade coins, although certain lower 
grade pieces may have this feature as well. Interestingly, most 1842-D quarter 
eagles lack this depression, which means that during the minting process this foreign 

object was discovered and subsequently removed. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 3-F On the obverse, the 1 in the date is somewhat close to the bust while 
the 2 is equally spaced between the bust and the denticles. Early die states show 
sharply doubled bases of the 18 in the date and lighter doubling on the crossbar of 
the 4. On later die states, this doubling can be seen only at the base of the 8. On the 
reverse, which was used in 1842 and again in 1843, the shaft of the arrow is joined 
to the upper serif of the mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the left of the opening 
in the mintmark. The feather enters only through the upper edge of the opening of the 

mintmark. The 1 in the fraction is entirely to the left of the mintmark. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Green Pond collection 7/00, ex Doug Winter, Mark Hurst collection, Hancock and 
Harwell 11 /98. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second 

edition of this book. 

2. Kansas collection, ex Doug Winter 4/00, Mark Hurst collection via Hancock and Harwell, 
Bowers and Merena 10/99: 342 ($18,400], Harry Bass collection, Stanley Kesselman 
4/67. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

3. (tie]. RCJ collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4660 ($15,525), Ashland City 
collection, New York Gold Mart, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7630 ($23,000; as PCGS AU-53], 
North Georgia collection, Stack's James Stack collection (10/94): 870 ($14,300). 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 9/02: 7967 (withdrawn], New York Gold Mart, Bowers and Merena 11/98: 
2077 ($20,700; as NGC AU-53). Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 

4. (tie). Gold Rush Collection via Al Adams, ex Heritage 1998 FUN sale: 7531 ($21,850; as 
NGC AU-58], Donald Carter collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Bowers and 
Merena Norweb III (3/88): 1974, B. Max Mehl 4/27/37: 145. Graded About 
Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Private collection via Phillip Compton (North Georgia Coins], ex Bowers and Merena 
5/00: 107 ($18,400), Harry Bass collection, Kosoff 10/68: 735. Graded About 
Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

5. Private collection via Al Adams 9/00, ex Doug Winter, New York collection, Doug 
Winter/Lee Minshull 1997 ANA: 7485 ($10,063), Paul Dingier collection. Graded About 
Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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-Goldberg 5/01: 1240 [$9,775], Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-One other coin has been graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

The following coins all grade About Uncirculated-53 or thereabouts: 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7640 [$7,188], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Spink America/Christie's 10/96: 52 ($11,550], 

Omaha City Library, Byron Reed. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Tony Terranova, ex David Akers' John Jay Pittman collection, 5/98: 1738 [$14,300], 

Melish [Kosoff 4/56]: 1147. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by NGC. 

-Monex inventory, ex Bowers and Ruddy 5/98 Montgomery Collection sale: 1017 

[$13,200], Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Bill House collection, ex Stack's 2/80: 90, Dr. Dexter Seymour collection. Graded About 
Uncirculated-50 by PCGS. 
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1843-D 
Minted: 36,209 
Total Known: 250-300 
Overall Rarity: 20th of 20 
High Grade Rarity: 20th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 78-97 EF: 108-123 AU: 60-75 MS: 4-5 

In 1843, the number of quarter eagles struck at the Dahlonega Mint exceeded the 
combined production of all four of the previous issues. In fact, the 36,209 pieces 
produced represents the highest mintage figure for any Dahlonega quarter eagle. 
Not surprisingly, this is the most common quarter eagle from this mint. 

STRIKE: The 1843-D is the best struck of the early Dahlonega quarter eagles. It 
generally shows detail which is superior to most coins from this mint. On the typical 
example, the obverse is quite sharp. There may be some weakness on the curls 
around the eye of Liberty but most are very bold at the center. The stars are sharp 
and most show full radial lines. The milling is complete although it may sometimes be 
a bit blurry at the 5:DD-7:D0 area. The reverse is also well struck. Most examples are 
weak on the eagle's right leg but the other details on the legs, neck and wing tips are 
full. The milling is bold with the exception of the 11:00-1:00 area which is sometimes 

weak. 

SURFACES: Many show detracting abrasions or other signs of mishandling. This is a 
frequently cleaned issue and the surfaces often show deep, obtrusive hairlines. It is 
possible to locate an 1843-D which has choice surfaces but it may prove more 
difficult than a coin of this relatively high availability would suggest. 

LUSTER: The luster on high grade 1843-D quarter eagles is above average. Many 
show rich, frosty luster. Some are known with semi-prooflike to almost fully prooflike 
fields. 

COLORATION: A broad range of colors have been observed on original, high grade 
examples. Medium to deep orange-gold and medium coppery-green hues are most 
frequently seen. Locating original 1843-D quarter eagles has become harder in 
recent years as many have been cleaned or dipped. 

The 1843-D is an 

easily obtainable 

coin in the lower 

circulated grades 

and average 

quality About 

Uncirculated 

examples can be 

located with 

minimal effort. It 

is much rarer 

than generally 

realized in the 

highest About 

Uncirculated 

grades and it is 

extremely rare in 

full Mint State. 

EYE APPEAL: The level of eye appeal for the 1843-D quarter eagle is above average. 
In fact, this date is very good for use as a type coin since it can sometimes be found 
with a good strike, acceptable surfaces, nice luster and pleasing color. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1843-D was clearly a workhorse issue among 

Dahlonega quarter eagles. When available, the typical piece is well worn. Moreover, 

this is an extremely rare coin in full Mint State. This is atypical of many of the issues 

from the 1850's, which tend to be rare by virtue of their low mintage figures, show 

less wear from commercial usage when compared to counterparts from the early 

1840's, and can be found in higher grades on a proportionally greater basis. 

DIE VARIETIES: There are a total of four die varieties known. Three of these use the 

Small D mintmark [as on the 1840-1842 issues] while one uses the Large □ 
mintmark (as on the 1844-1859 issues]. These are two major varieties which should 

be recognized by collectors and one of each reverse needs to be included in a quarter 

eagle set to make it truly complete. 

Variety 4-D. Small Mintmark. All four varieties of the 1843-D quarter eagle employ 

the same obverse die. Only a Small Date was used with the 1 positioned equally 

between the bust and the denticles and the 3 positioned fairly close to the denticles. 

Early die states show the 1 lightly repunched at its left base. The reverse is possibly 

the same die described above under 1841 Variety 2-D. This is the second most 

common variety. Late die states show a crack which develops from the rim through 

the right side of the first S in STATES, through the field to the feathers in the wing. 

Another crack develops at the D in the denomination and extends on to the rim. 

Variety 4-F. Small Mintmark. This variety uses the reverse described above under 

1842 Variety 3-F. On late die state coins, a die crack runs from the rim through the 

F in OF and into the field toward the neck of the eagle. 

This is the most common variety of this year. 

Variety 4-G. Small Mintmark. The reverse was used only in 1843. The shaft of the 

arrow is joined to the mintmark at the right edge of the upright. The fraction bar 

extends to the right side of the opening in the mintmark. The feather enters the 

opening of the mintmark from the upper right side. The right edge of the upright of 

the 1 in the fraction is below the left edge of the lower serif of the mintmark. 

This variety is extremely rare with only one coin currently known to exist. 

Variety 4-H. Large Mintmark. It is believed that 3,537 1843-D quarter eagles using 

this reverse were struck on October 7, 1843. This reverse was used in 1843, 1844 

and 1846. The shaft of the arrow is joined to the mintmark at the right edge of its 

upright. The fraction bar extends to the left side of the opening in the mintmark. 

Feathers fill the upper part of the opening in the mintmark and extend down to near 

the center of the opening. The mintmark is slightly rotated counterclockwise from the 

upright towards the eagle's talon. The right edge of the upright of the 1 in the fraction 

is a little to the left of the lower serif of the mintmark. 
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This variety is quite rare and it should sell for a substantial premium over the common 

4-D and 4-F varieties. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Green Pond collection 8/00, ex Doug Winter, Bob Harwell/Jeff Garrett, Heritage 1999 
ANA: 7641 (bought back at $20,700], Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates), Hancock and Harwell, Michigan collection Stack's 10/91: 1830. Graded Mint 
State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

2. Spectrum Numismatics, ex Avena Numismatics inventory, 10/98. Graded Mint State-63 

by PCGS. 

3. [tie]. Kansas collection 5/99, ex Doug Winter, Mark Hurst collection, Heritage 1999 
FUN: 7632 [$14,950], North Georgia collection, Stack's James Stack 10/94: 875 
($8,800). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Massachusetts collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 2/02, Casey Noxon, Private 
collection via Austin Rare Coins, Spectrum Numismatics, first seen 1/00. Graded Mint 
State-62 by PCGS. 

-A second coin has been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1/03. 

4. Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 349 ($10,350; as PCGS AU-58), 
Harry Bass collection, Bowers and Ruddy Eliasberg sale (10/82): 127, Mehl's Wilhamn 
sale (2/21). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The finest known example of the Large 
Mintmark variety. 

5. (tie). Dave Steine, ex Heritage 1/03: 4665 ($7,188), Ashland City collection. Graded Mint 
State-60 by PCGS. Possibly the same coin as the next. 

-Private collection via Rare Coin Enterprises 4/01, ex Doug Winter, Green Pond 
collection, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Legend Numismatics. Graded Mint State-60 by 
PCGS. 

-Lee Minshull inventory, 10/98. Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 

-Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 
State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-New York Gold Mart (Ron Karp) inventory, 12/96, ex Spink's/Christie's 10/96: 53 
($3,300), Byron Reed collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. Identifiable by some light 
scratches on the obverse. 
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1844-D 
17,332 

175-200 

16th of 20 [tie] 

18th of 20 

VF: 58-65 EF: 57-70 AU: 51-55 MS: 9-10 

Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

The 1844-D 
quarter eagle is 

in Extremely Fine 
grades. It is only 
moderately 
scarce in the 
lower About 
Uncirculated 

becomes rare in 
About 
Uncirculated-55 
and better. It is 
very rare in Mint 
State, as are all 
Dahlonega 
quarter eagles. 

The 1844-D is among the more common Dahlonega quarter eagles, both in terms of 

the total number known to exist and in high grades [i.e., About Uncirculated and Mint 

State]. 

STRIKE: This date is found with extreme variations of strike. Most are very weakly 

struck at the center of the obverse. The hair below LIBERTY and at the ear is very 

faint and may not even be visible on certain pieces. The border is much sharper and 

examples which have what appear to be a sunken center are still fully detailed on the 

stars and milling. The reverse is often very weak on the lower part of the eagle's neck, 

the shield, the right leg and the claws. Not all 1844-D quarter eagles, however, are 

poorly struck. Approximately 15-20% are very well struck and show sharp details at 

the centers. These commonly sell for substantial premiums over their weakly struck 

counterparts. 

SURFACES: 1844-D quarter eagles are invariably found with clashmarks. These can 

be seen on the obverse at the throat of Liberty and at the back of the neck. On the 

reverse, these clashmarks are at the beak and around the wings. There is often 

planchet roughness on the obverse from the final two stars through the date and out 

towards the first star. Many exhibit serious, detracting marks in the fields. The overall 

quality of the surfaces is below average. 

LUSTER: This date shows very good luster with a thick, frosty texture. It can be seen 

even on higher grade coins which are poorly struck. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1844-D quarter eagles have a wide range of 

coloration. Pieces exist which are bright yellow gold, light orange gold or dark coppery- 

orange. This is yet another issue that until recently could be found with original color 

but is now mostly seen with bright, unnatural hues as a result of cleaning or dipping. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: In many modern series, strike rarities [such as Full 
Split Band Mercury Dimes or Full Head Standing Liberty Quarters] are accorded 
tremendous premiums by collectors. Curiously, very sharply struck 1844-D quarter 
eagles, which are many times rarer than typical weakly struck pieces, currently sell 
for little premium. It would not surprise me if future generations of Dahlonega 
collectors become more sensitive to such issues and begin to accord significant 

premiums to fully struck 1844-D quarter eagles. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

Variety 5-H. Both varieties of 1844-D quarter eagle share the same obverse. This 
die can be distinguished by a very large date. The 1 touches the bust and is close to 
the denticles while the second 4 is also close to the denticles. The reverse is the 
same as described above for 1843 Variety 4-H. 

This is easily the most common variety of this year. 

Variety 5-1. This reverse was used in 1844 and 1845. The shaft of the arrow ends 
over the left side of the opening in the mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the right 
side of the opening in the mintmark. There are no feathers which enter the opening 
in the mintmark. The mintmark itself is low and very close to the fraction bar. Its lower 
serif is joined to the right side of the upright of the 1 in the fraction. 

This is considerably rarer than 1844 Variety 5-H. In fact, for every example seen of 
5-1, at least four are seen of 5-H. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction '84: 1313 ($4,400), 
Hancock and Harwell, Arthur Montgomery. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. Very sharply 
struck. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Lee Minshull inventory 3/02, ex Casey Noxon, private collection via Austin Rare Coins, 
unknown dealer(s), New York Gold Mart, David Akers' John Jay Pittman collection sale, 
Part Two [5/98]: 1748 [$30,800], Abe Kosoff Melish sale, 4/56: 1164 ($21). Graded 
Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-New York Gold Mart ex Bowers and Merena 5/98 Montgomery collection: 1019 
[$5,280], Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Goldberg 6/02: 3492 [$14,375], Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 
3. [tie],Heritage 1/03: 4671 [$12,075], ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-62 

by PCGS. Probably one of the coins listed below. 
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-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7642 [$11,213], Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Hancock and Harwell inventory, ex Sotheby's 7/97: 188 [$8,250]. Graded Mint State- 

62 by PCGS. Sharp strike. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 366 [$17,250], ex Harry Bass collection, Stanley 

Kesselman 2/72. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Massachusetts collection 3/02, ex Doug Winter, Green Pond collection, Heritage 2001 

ANA: 7608 (unsold], Green Pond collection, Bowers and Merena 11/00: 150 

($11,500], Harry Bass collection, Superior 2/75: 1004. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. National Gold Exchange, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7635 [$17,250], North Georgia 

collection, Winthrop Camer, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull (1994], Graded Mint State-62 by 

PCGS. Weakly struck at the centers. 

5. (tie). Five coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1/03. These include the 

following: 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., 9/99, ex Doug Winter, New York collection, Doug 

Winter/Lee Minshull, 3/98, extremely sharp strike for the issue. 

-Superior 1/89: 303, Dr. Philip Weinstein, Bowers and Ruddy 11/72: 998. 

-Al Adams, ex Colorado collection, 4/98, Doug Winter, Hancock and Harwell, Duke's 

Creek collection, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull. Typical strike. 

-Goldberg 10/00: 671 ($7,187), ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 367 ($12,075; as 

PCGS MS-61 ], ex Harry Bass collection, Joe Flynn 2/73, Superior. Graded Mint State-61 

by NGC. 

-Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 5/00: 122 [$12,075], Harry Bass 

collection, Superior 3/78. 

At least four other coins are known that grade Mint State-61. These include the following: 

-Kansas collection 3/00, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection, 

Stack's 3/86: 72. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-National Gold Exchange (Mark Yaffe], 8/97, ex Heritage 1997 ANA: 7495 [$5290], 

Paul Dingier collection, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 1995. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

Sharply struck. 

-Nevada collection, ex Bowers and Merena 11/93:1260 ($7,700), Bowers and Merena 

1/92: 1358 ($11,550), Bowers and Ruddy Eliasberg (10/82): 132. Graded Mint State- 

61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, ex National Gold Exchange, Heritage 

1999 FUN: 7634 ($10,925), North Georgia Collection. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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1845-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

19,460 
150-175 
"14th of 20 [tie] 
11th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 60-68 EF: 59-72 AU: 28-32 MS: 3 

The 1845-D quarter eagle is very similar to the 1844-D in terms of its overall rarity. 
However, the 1845-D is significantly rarer in high grades. 

STRIKE: This date generally shows an average quality strike for a Dahlonega quarter 
eagle produced during the 1840's. On the obverse, the curls near the ear and eye of 
Liberty are mostly full, though they show some weakness. The border is sharp with 
many of the stars displaying full radial lines. The milling is completely defined with no 
weakness. The reverse is a bit less well struck. The eagle's neck and right leg are 
nearly always weak as are the top of the shield and the base of the claws. The border 
is sharp and the milling is full. 

SURFACES: The 1845-D quarter eagle is often found with noticeable marks on the 
surfaces. These are usually very detracting. Interestingly, most of the higher grade 
examples of this date I have seen have very obvious marks which significantly reduce 
their eye appeal (and subsequent value]. 

The 1845-D 

quarter eagle is 

usually seen in 

Very Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It is very 

scarce in About 

Uncirculated and 

it becomes rare is 

strictly graded 

About 

Uncirculated-55. 

This date is very 

rare in properly 

graded About 

Uncirculated-58 

and it is extremely 

rare in 

Uncirculated. 

LUSTER: The luster on high grade examples is slightly subdued and it shows a 
somewhat grainy texture. It is not as good as that seen on the 1843-D or 1844-D 
quarter eagles. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1845-D quarter eagles have light to medium 
green-gold coloration. This is among the hardest issues from the 1840's to locate 
with original color. This was even true before the current mania for bright and shiny 
branch mint gold coins began in the 1990's. 

EYE APPEAL: Most 1845-D quarter eagles show poor eye appeal. This is primarily 
due to the fact that so many have serious marks and subdued luster. Locating a high 
grade example with good eye appeal is extremely difficult. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 
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Variety B-l On the obverse, the 18 in the date shows light repunching. The 1 is very 

close to the bust and the denticles while the 5 is equally spaced between the bust and 

the denticles. The reverse is the same as described for 1844 Variety 5-H. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 37B 

($26,450), Harry Bass collection, Superior 1975 ANA: 376. Graded Mint State-63 by 

PCGS. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection, 

Winthrop Carner, Superior 1/89: 304 ($2,530), Kevin Lipton/Sil DiGenova, Dr. Phillip 

Weinstein, Stack's 12/72: 304. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin the 

second edition of this book. 

3. Kansas collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7643 ($12,650], 

Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Steve 

Contursi, 12/ 96. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

4. New York Gold Mart, possibly ex Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2080. Graded Mint State- 

61 by NGC. 

5. (tie). Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock 

and Harwell, Georgia collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1314 ($3,080), Hancock and 

Harwell, Arthur Montgomery. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS but a high end 

About Oncirculated-58 in my opinion. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Nevada collection, ex Stack's 5/89: 59 ($5,060), Bowers and Merena Norweb II (3/88): 

1988 ($4,840). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

Other About Uncirculated 58 examples include the following: 

-Stack's 6/99: 1037 ($14,375), ex Oyster Bay Rarities, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7637 

($8,913), North Georgia collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Private collection via Doug Winter, ex New York collector, Heritage 1997 ANA: 7499 

($3,960). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Gold Rush collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Mark Hurst, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7636 

($8,338; as PCGS AU-55], North Georgia collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by 

PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter 8/01, Spectrum Numismatics. Graded About 

Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Eight other examples have been graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS as of 1 /03. This 

number is significantly inflated by resubmissions. 
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1846-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

19,303 
1 75-200 
16th of 20 [tie] 
1 5th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 70-83 EF: 58-67 AU: 43-45 MS: 4-5 

The 1846-D quarter eagle has nearly the same mintage as the 1845-D. But the 
1846-D is more common from the standpoint of overall rarity and the number known 

to exist in higher grades. 

STRIKE: 1846-D quarter eagles are usually fairly well struck. The obverse is well 
defined with just a bit of the weakness on the curls near the ear and eye. The stars 
are sharp although a few may be missing their radial lines. The milling is sharp. The 
reverse is not as bold as the obverse. The eagle shows some weakness on its neck 
and wings and the right leg is invariably weak. The lettering is full but many are weak 
on the denticles. On late die state coins, the centers become weaker and show 
clashmarks while there are a number of cracks on the reverse (see below] which 

weaken the overall appearance. 

SURFACES: This date is generally found with numerous marks scattered about the 
surfaces. Many have been cleaned and show hairlines. This was an issue that appears 
to have seen heavy commercial use and any piece with clean, problem-free surfaces 
is very rare. 

LUSTER: High grade examples have bright, frosty luster with an appealing texture. I 
have seen a small number of slightly reflective pieces as well. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1846-D quarter eagles have colors which range 
from intense orange-gold to lighter yellow gold and medium green-gold. There are 
more original pieces available than for the 1844-D and the 1845-D but an increasing 
number show signs of having been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: Some very pleasing pieces exist but the typical example shows below 
average eye appeal. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: In the late 1990's, the 1846-D/Near D quarter eagle 
[Variety 7-K; see below] was accorded a high premium by specialists. Since then, the 

The 184B-D 

quarter eagle is 

most often seen 

in Very Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It is 

scarce in the 

lower About 

Uncirculated 

grades and rare 

in the higher 

About 

Uncirculated 

grades. This is an 

extremely rare 

issue in Mint 

State. Only one 

example of the "D 

Near D" reverse 

exist in Mint 

State. 
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interest factor for this variety has remained high but its price premium has 

decreased. In my opinion, an early date die state example that grades About 

Uncirculated-50 or better is worth at least a 30-40% premium. In Uncirculated, this 

premium would be even greater, given the extreme rarity of very high grade 1846- 

D/Near D quarter eagles. 

□IE VARIETIES: A total of four die varieties are known. One of these (Variety 7-K] is a 

spectacular and important naked eye variety which trades for a significant premium 

among specialists. 

Variety 7-H. Three of the four varieties share the same obverse die. On this obverse, 

which has a lower date position than on Obverse 8, the triangle of the 4 is lightly 

repunched and the 6 shows light repunching at its base. The 1 and the 6 are both 

close to the denticles. There is extra metal between the crossbar and the base of the 

4 and within the upper loop of the 6, due to a defective die punch. 1846 quarter 

eagles from all four of the mints which produced coins show this feature; it has been 

mistaken for an 1846/44 overdate in the past. The reverse is the same as 

described above for 1843-D Variety 4-G. 

This variety is rare. 

Variety 7-J. This reverse die was used only in 1846. The shaft of the arrow ends over 

the left side of the upright of the mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the left side 

of the opening of the mintmark. No feathers enter the opening of the mintmark. The 

right edge of the 1 in the fraction is placed to the left of the lower serif of the 

mintmark. Many examples show a die break which begins at the rim at the right side 

of the E in AMERICA and runs through the field and into the feathers. A second crack 

runs from the first S in STATES through to the rim. 

This variety is scarce. 

Variety 7-K. "D Near D Reverse." This reverse was used only in 1846. The mintmark 

is placed far to the right and it is joined to the branch stem. The shaft of the arrow 

extends far to the left of the entire mintmark. The fraction bar extends only to the 

lower serif of the mintmark. Early die states show the remains of another mintmark 

over the 1 in the fraction. Later die states show only the lower serif of the earlier 

mintmark and this fades with die use. ONLY COINS WHICH PLAINLY SHOW SHARP 

TRACES OF THE FIRST MINTMARK PUNCH QUALIFY AS EXAMPLES OF THE " D 

NEARD" VARIETY. 

Die cracks can be seen on most examples using this reverse. A heavy crack can be 

seen on the lower right side of the second S in STATES. Another crack develops along 

the base of the second S in STATES and OF and it continues to the wing. Yet another 
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crack runs from the right side of the D in UNITED through the wing and on to the base 
of the first S in STATES. A final crack can be seen at the rim through the E in 

AMERICA to the wing. 

Early die state coins which plainly show the first mintmark are rare and generally 
command a strong premium. Later die state examples are common and sell for little 

or no premium. 

1846-D NEAR □ QUARTER EAGLE: 

VARIETY 7-K 

In order to qualify as an 1846-D Near D quarter eagle, a coin much show as much 
of the misplaced first mintmark punch as on the example illustrated here. 

Variety 8-L: This variety has a high date which is not close to the denticles. The 6 is 
equally spaced between the bust and the denticles. The same defects within the 4 
and 6 in the date on Obverse 7 can be seen on this obverse as well. On the reverse, 
the fraction bar extends to the center of the upright of the mintmark. The mintmark 
is high and close to the stem. The feather extends into the upper left corner of the 
opening of the mintmark and the tip of the feather extends out from the left side of 

the upright of the mintmark. 

An example of this variety was discovered in the Pittman collection and sold as Lot 
1753 in May 1998. It appears to be very rare. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1315 [$8,250], Hancock and Harwell, 
Arthur Montgomery. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of 
this book. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter, Bruce Kutcher 1/00. Graded Mint State-62 by 
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PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. Smithsonian Institution/National Numismatic Collection. Described by David Akers as 

being an Mint State-60+ coin. Unseen by the author. 

4. [tie). Kansas collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4676 [$8,913], Ashland City 

collection, Jeff Garrett/Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Merena 11/00: 157 

[$10,925], Harry Bass collection, Quality Sales 9/73: 1037. Graded Mint State-61 by 
PCGS. 

-Heritage 2001 ANA: 7611 [unsold), ex New York collection, Delaware Valley Rare Coin, 
5/99. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 6/01: 1203 ($8,625). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-NGC had graded three examples Mint State-61 as of 10/02. 

5. [tie). Heritage 1999 ANA: 7644 [$4,485), ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 

collection duplicates). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7838 ($5,750), ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries. Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Spectrum Numismatics inventory, 12/98. PCGS graded About Uncirculated-58. 

-Nevada collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection, Mid 

American Rare Coin Auctions 5/85: 1244, Jasper Robertson collection. Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

The finest known examples of the "D Near D" variety are as follows: 

-Nevada collection via Doug Winter, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 383 [$12,650; as 

PCGS AU-58], Harry Bass collection, Stanley Kesselman 5/71. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7646 [$4,715], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Heritage's 1999 FUN Sale: 7640 [$7,475], North Georgia collection. Graded 

About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2081 ($2,760). Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Kansas Collection 5/99, ex Doug Winter, Mark Hurst collection, Jack Hancock, Doug 

Winter. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 384 [$6,325], ex Harry Bass collection, Stack's 12/78: 

91, Harold Bareford collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 385 [$4,140], ex Harry Bass collection, Mike Brownlee 

2/67. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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1847-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

15,784 
175-200 
16th of 20 [tie] 
16th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 60-70 EF: 68-73 AU: 39-47 MS: 8-10 

The 1847-D is among the most common Dahlonega quarter eagles. It is a good type 
coin since it can be located in high grades with relative ease. 

STRIKE: This date is found with an average quality strike. The obverse typically 
appears softer than the reverse. At the central obverse, there is weakness on the 
eyebrow, the curls near the ear and eye, the back of the hair and the edge of the bun. 
The border shows sharper detail with the stars nearly fully defined at their radial lines. 
The denticles are mostly sharp although they sometimes appear weaker at the lower 
right side than at the left side. The reverse is usually very sharply detailed. All of the 
feather detail is bold with the exception of the eagle's right leg which may not be fully 
struck. The lettering and the denticles are both very sharp as well. 

SURFACES: The 1847-D quarter eagle can be found with relatively clean, smooth 
surfaces. But the typical example shows scattered marks in the fields. Clashmarks 
are sometimes visible at the upper reverse and mint-made die scratches (which 
might be confused with scratches not of mint origin] can be seen at the D in UNITED 
and through the right wing tip to the ST in STATES. 

LUSTER: On high grade, uncleaned pieces, there is often average quality frosty luster. 
A few are known which show exceptional luster and these are highly coveted by date 
and type collectors. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned examples show a range of coloration which 
includes orange-gold to deep coppery-orange hues. Some of the prettiest Dahlonega 
quarter eagles I have ever seen are dated 1847-D but the typical piece is bright as a 
result of having been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: The level of eye appeal is slightly above average. A pleasing coin with 
sharp details, clean surfaces and decent color can be located with patience. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: There are currently no Dahlonega quarter eagles that 

The 1847-D is 

one of the more 

common 

Dahlonega 

quarter eagles. It 

can be located 

with relative ease 

in Very Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades. Low end 

About 

Uncirculated 

pieces are 

available but this 

issue is rare in 

the higher range 

of this grade. Like 

all quarter eagles 

from the 

Dahlonega Mint, 

the 1847-D is 

very rare in Mint 

State. 
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have been graded Mint State-65 by PCGS or NGC. If one ever does achieve this 

coveted level, it will probably be the 1847-D in the Duke's Creek collection. This is the 

single best Dahlonega quarter eagle that I have ever seen and I have long regarded 

it as a Gem. In the Green Pond collection, there is an 1847-D quarter eagle that is 

only graded Mint State-60 by PCGS but it is the single prettiest Dahlonega quarter 

eagle I have seen. It has truly superb deep reddish-gold and orange-green color. 

□IE VARIETIES: Dne die variety is currently known. It seems likely that a second 
variety exists but it has not yet been identified. 

Variety 9-M. On the obverse, the top of the 1 is joined to the bust and the base of this 

numeral is close to the denticles. The upper right tip of the 7 is joined to the bust and 

the base of this numeral is far from the denticles. Remains of earlier digits show at 

the left base of the 1, 4 and 7. The reverse die was used from 1847 all the way 

through to the termination of Dahlonega quarter eagle coinage in 1859. The 

mintmark is high and it touches the branch stem. Feathers fill the upper half of the 

opening in the mintmark. The fraction bar extends to the left side of the opening in the 
mintmark. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 

State-64 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage 1/01: 8082 [$32,200], Mark Hurst collection via 

Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 405 ($34,500), Harry Bass 

collection, Stanley Kesselman, Stack's DiBello sale (5/70): 139. Graded Mint State-64 

by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. Mid American Rare Coins, ex Superior 5/01: 3996 [unsold], Mid American Rare Coins, 

Bowers and Merena 6/00:1160 [$23,000], Ohio collector, Monex, 2/99. Graded Mint 
State-64 by NGC. 

4. [tie). New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1/03: 4680 [$17,250], Ashland City collection 

5/01 via Brad Karoloff, Doug Winter, Green Pond collection, Lee Minshull/Heritage Rare 

Coin Galleries, Heritage 2/99: 6160 [$17,250; as PCGS MS-62], Michigan collection, 

Heritage Rare Coin Galleries inventory, 8/98. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4679 ($10,925] ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-62 by 
PCGS. 

-Kansas collection 3/00, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7647 

($11,213], Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection duplicates), Hancock and 

Harwell. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Private collection via Blanchard S. Co., 8/99, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 6/99, 

Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, New York collection 10/98, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 
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8/98, Stack's 5/89: 61 ($4,290], Herman Halpern collection, Bowers and Merena 
Norweb II [3/88]: 1996 [$5,720], B. Max Mehl, 4/28/37: 150. Graded Mint State-62 
by PCGS. 

-NSI/MSG [Gary Adkins] inventory, first seen 9/97. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Sotheby's 6/96: 29 [$15,400], Graded Mint State 62 by PCGS. 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., 8/99, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Carolina 
collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Two other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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1848-D 
13,771 

175-200 

1 Bth of 20 [tie] 
1 7th of 20 

VF: 53-67 EF: 65-68 AU: 48-54 MS: 9-11 

Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

The 1848-D 
quarter eagle is 
typically available 
in Extremely Fine 
grades. It is 
scarce but 
obtainable in the 
lower About 
Uncirculated 
grades. It 
becomes rare in 
the higher About 
Uncirculated 
grades and it is 
very rare in Mint 
State. 

In recent years, the 1848-D has earned the reputation as being one of the most 

common Dahlonega quarter eagles. While it is not a great rarity, it is actually much 
scarcer than believed, especially in high grades. 

STRIKE: This is one of the final Dahlonega quarter eagles that can be found with a 

good strike. The obverse is very boldly impressed. The hair detail is sharp with just a 

bit of weakness on the curls and the bun. The stars are well-formed and sharp 

although the fourth through the eighth are sometimes a bit lighter than the others 

and appear a bit more delicate. The denticles are very bold as well. The reverse is a 

bit less sharp than the obverse. The eagle shows good detail with the exception of the 

right leg which is weak. The reverse has moderate to pronounced weakness on the 

denticles. A number of 1848-D quarter eagles have light clashmarks at the throat of 
Liberty. 

SURFACES: The typical example has much nicer surfaces than many other 

Dahlonega quarter eagles produced in the 1840's. There are enough higher grade 

pieces with relatively few marks around to strongly suggest the one-time existence of 

a small hoard. This is not to say that this date is commonly found with clean surfaces 

as many have deep, detracting abrasions or hairlines from having been cleaned. 

Others show raised mint-made die scratches on the reverse. These should not be 
mistaken for hairlines. 

LUSTER: The quality of luster seen on higher grade 1848-D quarter eagles is above 

average. Most have very frosty mint luster with a slightly grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original examples have been observed with color which 

ranges from bright yellow-gold to rose to deep coppery-orange. It is very hard to 

locate an 1848-D quarter eagle that has not been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: It is still possible to find an attractive 1848-D quarter eagle. There are 

some known which combine very good strikes and clean surfaces with outstanding 
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color and luster. These are always in demand among type or date collectors. 
However, most have had their surfaces stripped in recent years. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: For many collectors, the 1848-D quarter eagle makes 
an ideal type coin. This is among the best prepared issues from this mint with many 
displaying a good strike and good luster. This issue remains relatively available in the 
lower to middle About Uncirculated grades but it has become very hard to locate in 

the higher About Uncirculated grades. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

Variety 10-M: This variety uses Reverse M which is described above under the 
1847-D quarter eagle. Some examples are known with the reverse rotated 45 

degrees or more. 

This is the more common of the two varieties. 

Variety 10-N: Both varieties share the same obverse. On this obverse, the 1 in the 
date touches the bust while its base is very close to the denticles. The second 8 in the 
date is much closer to the denticles than the bust. The reverse was used only in 
1848. The shaft of the arrow is joined to the mintmark at the right edge of its upright. 
The fraction bar extends to the center of the opening in the mintmark. Feathers fill 
the upper part of the opening in the mintmark and extend down to near the center of 
this opening. This reverse is very similar in appearance to Reverse H. The major 
differences are that on Reverse N the feathers within the opening of the mintmark 
are bolder, the lower serif of the mintmark is closer to the upright of the 1 in the 
fraction and none of the vertical stripes in the reverse shield extend up into the 
horizontal shield stripes. 

This is the scarcer of the two varieties of the year. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Green Pond collection 8/00, ex Doug Winter, Bob Harwell/Jeff Garrett, Heritage 1999 
ANA: 7648 (bought back at $28,750], Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Mid American 5/86: 1863, 
George Elliott, Stack's Auction '84: 1317, Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, 
RARCOA Auction '80: 1936. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in both 
editions of this book. 

2.. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Merena 1/92: 1359 
($13,200], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

3. (tie]. Goldberg 5/01: 1250 [$10,350], ex Kingswood 6/00 sale (unsold], Monex, 
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Superior 9/99: 1875 [unsold; as NGC MS-62], Heritage 1999 FUN sale: 7643 

($15,525; as NGC MS-62], North Georgia collection, Heritage 1994 ANA: 7331. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Superior 1 /G3: 1207. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. Possibly the same coin as the 

last. 

4. [tie). Kansas collection, ex Doug Winter 8/00, New York collection, Steve 

Contursi,Bowers and Merena Montgomery collection, 5/98: 1023 [$8,800], Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Superior 3/00: 733 (unsold), ex Goldberg 9/99: 1682 (unsold), Monex inventory. 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Another coin had been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 11 /02. 

-New World Rarities, ex Heritage 2/99: 6164 [$14,375], Michigan collection, Heritage 

Rare Coin Galleries inventory, 7/97. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Goldberg 6/02: 3497 [$24,275], ex unknown dealer [s], Lee Minshull inventory, 6/99. 

Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

5. [tie]. PCGS had graded three examples Mint State-61 as of 1/03. The pedigree and 

location of these is not known to me. 

A small group of pieces grade Mint State-60 or thereabouts. These include the following: 

-RCJ collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4684 ($8,913], Ashland City 

collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. Probably one of the coins listed below. 

-Stack's 3/00:471 [$8,050], ex George Elliot collection, Stack's 10/97:1007 [$9,900], 

ex Stack's inventory. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-Royalty Coins (Jack Copeland] inventory, ex Heritage 10/4/97: 461. Graded Mint State- 

61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6163 [$9,775] ex Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 
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1849-D 
Minted: 10,945 

Total Known: 115-135 

Overall Rarity: 11th of 20 

High Grade Rarity: 10th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 38-48 EF: 48-52 AU: 25-31 MS: 4 

The 1849-D is one of the rarest Dahlonega quarter eagles from the 1840's in high 

grade, eclipsed only by the very rare 1840-1842 trio. 

STRIKE: Beginning with this issue, the quality of strike for Dahlonega quarter eagles 
goes steadily downhill. The strike for the 1849-D is much better than many of the 
1850's issues, but it is not as good as the 1846-1848 date run. The obverse shows 
a better impression at the center than at the border. The hair and curls are well 
detailed although the curls near the eye are often weak. The stars are mostly sharp 
but the denticles are always very weak from 11:00 to 2:00. The reverse shows the 
same pattern of strike. The eagle is well detailed [except for the right leg and the 
arrow feather above the mintmark] while the denticles are very weak from 5:00 to 
7:00. On some coins, the denticles at the left reverse become weak as well. 

SURFACES: The 1849-D quarter eagle is almost always found with significant marks 
in the fields. These marks are frequently deep and obtrusive. Pieces are known which 
show mint-made roughness around the date and in the obverse fields. Many have 
been cleaned and show hairlines. This is a very difficult issue to locate with acceptable 
surfaces. 

The 1849-D 

quarter eagle is 

most often seen 

in Very Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It is very 

scarce in the 

lower About 

Uncirculated 

grades and it 

becomes quite 

rare in properly 

graded About 

Uncirculated-55 

and About 

Uncirculated-58. 

In Mint State, this 

issue is extremely 

rare. 

LUSTER: This date typically possesses inferior luster. Many are dull and have no 
luster at all. On some uncleaned, high grade 1849-D quarter eagles, the luster is very 
good with a rich, frosty texture. Such coins are the exception to the rule for this date 
and they tend to command a premium among specialists. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned 1849-D quarter eagles have been seen with 
coloration ranging from orange-gold to dark coppery-gold. The coloration is often 
deep and intense. This is yet another date that has been ravaged by dipping and 
cleaning in recent years. Today, the only completely original examples that one is likely 
to find are from collections that have been off the market for many years. 

EYE APPEAL: There are possibly as many as a dozen examples known which have 
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very good eye appeal. The great majority are unappealing with no eye appeal. 

□IE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

Variety 11-M: High Date. On the obverse, the 1 in the date is close to the bust. The 

reverse is the same as described for 1847-D Variety 9-M. 

This is the more common of the two varieties. 

Variety 12-M: Low Date. On the obverse, the 1 in the date nearly touches the 

denticles. The reverse is the same as described for 1847-D Variety 9-M. 

This is the rarer of the two varieties. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1318 [$5,500], Hancock and Harwell, 

Arthur Montgomery, Stack's Bareford sale [12/78]: 97 [$3,800], B. Max Mehl's Renz 

sale [3/48]: 3581. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of 
this book. 

2 [tie]. Heritage 9/02: 7980, ex New York Gold Mart, David Akers' John Jay Pittman 

collection, 5/98: 1764 [$30,800], Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co 10/02, ex Doug Winter 8/02, Pennsylvania dealer. 

Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. Kansas collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/01: 8086 [$13,800], Mark Hurst 

collection, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7645 [$21,900], North Georgia collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, 1994, Mid American 8/91: 653 [$7,150; as NGC AU-58). Graded Mint State- 
60 by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, 2/00, ex Spectrum Numismatics, Bowers 

and Merena 10/99: 423 ($16,100), Harry Bass collection, Mike Brownlee, Bowers and 

Ruddy 10/77: 1518 ($1,350], Arthur Lamborn collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 
PCGS. 

-NGC had graded a coin Mint State-61 as of 10/02. 

-Superior 6/02: 4756, ex Lee Minshull inventory 2002. Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 

5. (tie). Bill House collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. Superb original 

coloration. 

-Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, ex Doug Winter, South Carolina collection, Doug Winter, 

Mississippi collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. Superb original coloration. 

A group of four to six nice About Uncirculated-58 coins exist and include the following: 
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-Spectrum Numismatics 3/00, ex Doug Winter, New York collection, Doug Winter/Lee 
Minshull, Heritage 1997 ANA: 7514 [$5,175], Paul Dingier collection, Winthrop Carner. 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 424 [$5,520], ex Harry Bass collection, Superior 3/78, 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7849 [$5,175], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates]. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS, 

-Monex inventory, ex Heritage 2/99 [$10,925], Michigan collection, Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1998 FUN sale: 7553 ($5,980], ex Donald Carter collection. Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Florida collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Nevada collection, ex Superior 1/96: 2209. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 
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1850-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

12,148 

125-150 

1 3th of 20 

1 2th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 35-48 EF: 50-57 AU: 38-43 MS: 2 

The 1850-D 
quarter eagle is 

in Very Fine and 
Extremely Fine 
grades. It is 
scarce in About 
Uncirculated and 
nearly every piece 
in this grade 
range is no better 
than About 
Uncirculated-50. 

accurately graded 
About 
Uncirculated-55 
and About 
Uncirculated-58's 
are extremely 
rare. No more 
than two Mint 
State 1850-D 
quarter eagle are 
currently known 

The 1850-D is the most available Dahlonega quarter eagle struck during the 1850's. 

It is still much scarcer than the comparably common issues from the 1840's such 

as the 1845-D, 184B-D and the 1847-D. 

STRIKE: The 1850-D quarter eagle is usually not very well struck. The typical example 

has an obverse which is more sharply impressed than the reverse. On the obverse, 

the center shows weakness on the brow of Liberty and the curls near the eye, the 

curls on the neck and, sometimes, on the bun. Some of the stars are sharp while 

others [usually those at the top] are flat at the centers. The border is weakly struck 

with most of the denticles either very weak or indistinct. The reverse center is weak 

on the eagle's right leg, the arrow feathers and the top portion of the shield. The 

denticles are weak at the top and the bottom and may be only partially visible at the 

sides. 

SURFACES: This date is typically found with average quality surfaces. The 1850-D 

does not come with obtrusive marks as frequently as the 1849-D does. Many show 

signs of having been cleaned. 

LUSTER: The quality of luster is below average. It is not common for an example to 

show luster and those which do have a grainy, subdued texture. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned pieces have been seen with coloration which 

ranges from orange-gold to deep green-gold. There are not more than a handful left 

with totally original color. 

EYE APPEAL: There are very few legitimately attractive examples of this date 

available to collectors. An 1850-D quarter eagle which is well struck, lustrous and 

minimally abraded trades for a substantial premium over a typical piece. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The finest known example of this date, a PCGS Mint 

State-62, has an interesting story. The coin was in the personal collection of Jack 
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Hancock. Jack, who passed away a few years ago, was a dear friend of mine and a 
true connoisseur of fine, original Dahlonega gold coinage. He bought this coin from 
George Elliot, another deceased Georgia connoisseur, who is remembered both as a 
great collector and the father of the famed NASCAR driver Bill Elliott. After Jack died, 
this 1850-D was passed on to his two sons and, hopefully, it will remain a cherished 

rememberence of a truly good person in the rare coin business. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 13-M: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is joined to the bust and the base of 
this numeral is not close to the denticles. The □ is equally spaced between the bust 
and the denticles. The reverse is the same as that described above for the 1847-D 
Variety 9-M. However, beginning in 1850, a series of shallow die scratches appear 
between the vertical stripes in the shield. These scratches run in an upward direction 
from left to right. They can be seen on all quarter eagles struck at the Dahlonega Mint 

from 1850 through 1859. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Will and Matt Hancock collection, ex Jack Hancock, Stack's Auction '87: 880 [$2,200], 
Mid American 1 /87: 1811, George Elliott, Stack's 3/85: 885. Graded Mint State-62 by 
PCGS. 

2. Private collection; in the possession of a Michigan dealer at the 1997 ANA convention. 
Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

3. [tie],Private collection via Tangible Investments of America [$18,500], ex Doug 
Winter/Lee Minshull 8/98, Stack's 5/89: 64, Auction '84: 1319. Graded Mint State-61 
by NGC. 

-New Jersey dealer, ex Doug Winter, Bowers and Merena 6/01: 1206 [unsold], Heritage 
2/01: 6864, Florida collection 8/00, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Spectrum 
Numismatics, 5/00. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. The plate coin in the second edition 
of this book. 

4. [tie],Heritage 1 /03: 4689 [$8,625], ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-60 by 
PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7650, [$7,763] ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Superior 1/96: 2212 [$3,960; as NGC AU-58]. Graded Mint State-60 by 
PCGS. 

-PCGS had graded one other coin Mint State-60 as of 1 /03. 

-Kansas collection via Doug Winter 3/00, ex Mark Hurst collection, Hancock and Harwell. 
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Graded Mint State-GO by NGC. 

-NGC had graded two other coins Mint State-GO as of 10/02. 

5. [tie]. Twelve coins have been graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS as of 1/03. This 

figure is substantially inflated by resubmissions. These include the following: 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99:432 [$9,200], ex Harry Bass collection, Arizona Stamp and 

Coin 11/69. 

-Superior 6/99: 3330 [$6,612], 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter, New York collection, purchased from Doug Winter at 

the 1998 FUN show and earlier ex Sotheby's 7/27/97: 207 [$6,050], 

-New York Gold Mart inventory, Summer 1998. 

-Another About Uncirculated-58 is located in the Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. 
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1851-D 
Minted: 11,264 
Total Known: 100-11 □ 
Overall Rarity: 9th of 20th 
Condition Rarity: 8th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 40-42 EF: 37-40 AU: 1 8-23 MS: 5 

In my opinion, the 1851-D is one of the more undervalued Dahlonega quarter eagles. 
It usually trades in the same price range as the 1849-D and the 1850-D but it is 
scarcer, especially in high grades (i.e., in About Uncirculated and better). 

STRIKE: The 1851-D quarter eagle is found with a better strike than the 1849-D or 
the 1850-D. In fact, it is the last Dahlonega quarter eagle until 1857 which is not 
hard to locate with an average to above average quality strike. The obverse center 
shows good detail with the exception of the hair below IBERT in LIBERTY which is 
sometimes very flat. The stars are usually flat but there are a few known which show 
full radial lines. The denticles are much sharper than on the 1850-D although the 
area from 5:00 to 7:00 is often weak and appears rusted. The reverse has sharp 
feathers on the neck and the wings of the eagle but both legs are often weak as is the 
arrow feather and the left claw. The denticles are not as sharp as on the obverse and 
they are sometimes very weak from 2:00 to 7:00. 

SURFACES: This date is almost always found with liberally abraded surfaces. For 
some reason, these marks are often heaviest in the obverse fields. 1851-D quarter 
eagles show mint-made die rust on the obverse [this is most often seen on the cheek 
of Liberty, her brow and forehead and near the date] and less often on the reverse. 
There are two diagnostic mint-made die scratches on the obverse which are 
sometimes mistaken for defects. The first extends from the denticles through an 
upper point of star twelve and out into the field between stars eleven and twelve. The 
second extends from the denticles out into the field between stars twelve and 
thirteen. 

LUSTER: High grade examples have good luster. This luster is bright and frosty with 
a somewhat satiny texture. 

COLORATION: Original uncleaned pieces have coloration which ranges from rich 
rose-gold to light green-gold to even yellow. There are not many original 1851-D 
quarter eagles remaining as most have been cleaned or dipped. 

The 1851-D 

quarter eagle Is 

usually seen in 

Very Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It is rare 

in About 

Uncirculated with 

fewer than two 

dozen pieces 

believed to exist. 

In full Mint State, 

it is an extremely 

rare coin with five 

different 

specimens 

currently known. 
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EYE APPEAL: There are a small number of extremely attractive examples which exist. 

It is easier to locate an acceptable 1851-D than most of the other dates from this 

decade due to the fact that many show a good strike and have pleasing luster. Finding 

a piece that is free of defects and which has fully original color is another story. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 14-M: On the obverse, the top of the first 1 in the date is joined to the bust 

while the base of this numeral nearly touches a denticle. The right base of the second 

1 also nearly touches a denticle and the top of this numeral is not close to the bust. 

There is an extra segment which extends from the center of the lower loop of the 5 

out towards the upright of the second 1. This fades on later die states. The reverse 

is the same as described above for 1847-D Variety 9-M. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Mid American 1/87: 1812, George Elliott, Hancock and 

Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy Eliasberg [10/82): 158 ($6,325), B. Max Mehl's Belden 

Roach sale, 2/44. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this 

book. 

2. Private collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex Mark Hurst collection, Heritage 1999 FUN: 

7648 [$28,800), North Georgia collection, Mid American Jasper Robertson sale [1/85): 

1267. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

3. (tie). Kansas collection, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7651 ($12,075), Chestatee collection 

[Duke's Creek collection duplicates), Hancock and Harwell inventory, ca. 1996. Earlier in 

a Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-New Jersey collection 10/99, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina 

collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

4. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, David Akers' John Jay Pittman 

collection, 5/98: 1771 ($8,250), Abe Kosoff's Melish sale [4/56): 1201. Graded Mint 

State-61 by NGC. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

5. (tie). New Jersey collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 4/97. Graded About 

Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 3/99: 2347 ($8,050), ex New York Gold Mart inventory, 1997. 

Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 
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-Heritage 1/03: 4692, ex Ashland City collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Monex inventory 12/98, ex Bowers and Merena 11 /98: 2087 [$5,290; as PCGS About 
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Uncirculated-50). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Nevada collection, ex Superior 1/96: 2214 [$3,960]. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by 

NGC. 
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1 852-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

4,078 

75-85 

5th of 20 [tie] 

7th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 23-25 EF: 32-36 AU: 15-18 MS: 5-6 

The 1852-D 
quarter eagle is a 
scarce date in all 
grades. It is most 
often seen in low 
end Extremely 
Fine. It is very 
rare in About 
Uncirculated, 
although there 

very nice About 
Uncirculated 
coins in existence 
than is generally 
believed. In Mint 
State, this is an 
extremely rare 
coin with only five 
or six currently 
known to exist. 

Starting with this issue, the mintage figures for Dahlonega quarter eagles become 

substantial lower than for those struck from 1839 through 1851. The 1852-D is 

among the hardest Dahlonega quarter eagles to locate and is exceeded in rarity 

among the issues from the 1850's only by the famous 1854-1856 issues. 

STRIKE: The 1852-D quarter eagle has a strike which is fairly similar to that seen on 

the 1850-D. On the 1852-D, the central obverse is very sharp. A few may show 

weakness on the curls near the eye and ear but many have virtually complete 

definition on the hair. The stars are mostly sharp with all but the fifth through the 

ninth showing full radial lines. The denticles are weak with the greatest amount of 

weakness visible at 11 to 2:00 and from 5:00 to 8:00. The reverse shows a 

similar pattern of strike. The center is much sharper than the border. The feathers 

on the neck and wings are bold while some weakness is almost always seen on the 

eagle's right leg and both of the claws. The denticles on the reverse are very weak and 

they have a rusted appearance. 

SURFACES: Most examples have very heavily abraded surfaces. There are usually 

conspicuous marks located in the fields. It is not uncommon for 1852-D quarter 

eagles to also show mint-made planchet problems. I have seen a number with black 

grease stains or copper-colored discoloration. On all known examples, there is a die 

scratch which runs from the denticles through the lower points of the third star out 

into the field between the second and third stars. 

LUSTER: High grade, uncleaned 1852-D quarter eagles often have excellent luster. It 

is bright and vibrant with a very frosty texture. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned pieces are seen with coloration ranging from light 

rose-gold to deep orange-gold. Most have been cleaned or dipped at one time. 

EYE APPEAL: This date generally has better eye appeal than one might imagine. It is 

possible to locate an example with a good strike and very good luster. It is hard to find 
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one which does not have considerable marks and which has original color. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 15-M: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is close to the bust while the 2 in 
the date is equally spaced between the bust and the denticles. The reverse is the 

same as described above for 1847-D Variety 9-M. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Superior 5/90: 
5429 ($27,500; as NGC MS-62], Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the 

first edition of this book. 

2. [tie]. Kansas collection 6/00, ex Doug Winter, Monex, Superior 6/00: 2101 (unsold], 
Monex inventory, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7651 ($28,750; as PCGS MS-61], North Georgia 
collection, Stack's James Stack [10/94]: 910 [$15,400]. Graded Mint State-62 by 

PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection, 
Stack's 1/93:1650. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition 

of this book. 

3. Nevada collector, ex Richard Appel via private treaty 10/89. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

4. Robert Leece, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 454 ($25,300; as PCGS MS-61], Harry 
Bass collection, Stack's Miles collection [10/68]: 1 58. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

5. (tie). Bowers and Merena 3/02: 148 [$12,650], ex Bowers and Merena 1/01: 444 
(unsold], Bowers and Merena 5/00: 164 ($10,925; as PCGS AU-58), Harry Bass 
collection, Jack Klausen via private treaty, 6/19/68. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1/03: 4696 ($20,700], Ashland City collection, 
Heritage Rare Coin Galleries 5/00, Royalty Coins (Jack Copeland], Heritage 1999 ANA: 
7653 ($18,400], Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and 
Harwell, 4/97, Eastern dealer. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-One other coin has been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02. 

Coins that grade About Uncirculated-58 coins include the following: 

-Bowers and Merena 1/01: 445 (unsold). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Hancock and Harwell inventory, 6/97, obtained from a Tennessee dealer.-Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Mark Hurst collection, 2/97, Lee Minshull/Heritage Rare Coin 
Galleries inventory, Heritage 1997 ANA: 7519 ($8,280; as NGC AU-55], Paul Dingier 
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collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Five other examples have been graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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1853-D 

Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

3,178 
85-95 
8th of 20 
9th of 20 

VF: 29-32 EF: 32-35 AU: 1 9-32 MS: 5-6 

The 1853-D quarter eagle is just a bit less rare than the 1852-D in terms of its 
overall rarity. It is similar in rarity to this date in higher grades (i.e. About Uncirculated 

and better] but the typical 1853-D is likely to be more worn. 

STRIKE: The strike seen on the 1853-D quarter eagle is similar to that seen on the 
1852-D. The obverse is sharper at the center than at the border. The hair is generally 
sharp except for the curls below LIBER which are often weak. The stars are softly 
impressed and appear poorly formed with very few showing their radial lines. The 
denticles are very weak from 7:00 to 1:00 but they are sharp on the remainder of 
the obverse. The collar used appears poorly matched to the obverse die and it is 
more narrow at the left than it is at the right. On the reverse, the wing and neck 
feathers are sharp while the right leg, the shield and the left claw are weak. The 
denticles are sharp from 12:00 to 6:00 and are very weak at the remainder of the 

reverse. 

SURFACES: The surfaces are very heavily abraded and they have a scuffy 
appearance. Some show mint-made planchet problems such as laminations or 
grease stains. Many others have been severely hairlined from overzealous cleanings. 
There are two prominent die scratches on all 1853-D quarter eagles which should 
not be confused with scratches of non-mint origin. The first runs from the denticles 
and through the field to Liberty's hair between the seventh and the eighth stars. The 
second runs from the denticles through the field to the hair between the ninth and 
tenth stars. These fade slightly on later die states but can be seen on all known 
examples. 

LUSTER: Most are worn to the point that they have no remaining luster. High grade, 
uncleaned pieces have below average luster with a soft, frosty texture. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned 1853-D quarter eagles have been seen with 
coloration ranging from dark green-gold to pleasing coppery-orange. As with most 
quarter eagle issues from this mint, it is very hard to locate an 1853-D that has most 
of its original coloration intact. 

The 1853-D 

quarter eagle is a 

very scarce coin 

which is most 

often seen in Very 

Fine and low end 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It is rare 

in choice 

Extremely Fine 

and it is very rare 

in About 

Uncirculated. This 

date is extremely 

hard to find in any 

grade above 

About 

Uncircuiated-53 

and only five or six 

fully Uncirculated 

pieces are 

currently known 

to exist. 
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EYE APPEAL: This is a date which is very rarely seen with good eye appeal. This is due 

to the fact that most are heavily abraded, show inferior luster and are not well struck. 

An 1853-D quarter eagle with any degree of eye appeal trades for a significant 

premium over a typical example. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: I have seen a small number of 1 853-D quarter eagles 

with semi-reflective surfaces. This texture is completely different in appearance to the 

surfaces usually seen on Dahlonega quarter eagles from this era. These coins may 

have been struck immediately after the dies were (re]polished to remove rust. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety T6-M: On the obverse, the top of the 1 in the date nearly touches the bust 

while the left base of this numeral nearly touches the denticles. The bottom of the 3 

is fairly close to the denticles as well. The reverse is the same as described above for 

1847-D Variety 9-M. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Mid American 

Jasper Robertson [5/85]: 1275 [$18,150], Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate 

coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Monex inventory, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7653 [$36,800; as PCGS MS-61], North 

Georgia collection, Stack's James Stack [10/94]: 913 [$24,200], Graded Mint State-62 

by NGC. 

3. Jack Copeland [Royalty Coins], ex Heritage 1/03: 4699 [$12,650], Ashland City 

collection, Jack Copeland (Royalty Coins], Heritage 1/01: 8091 ($13,225], Mark Hurst 

collection via Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 461 ($20,700; as 

PCGS MS-60], Harry Bass collection, Stack's 5/68:727. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second 

edition of this book. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1/03. This figure is 

inflated by resubmissions. 

4. Kansas collection, ex Doug Winter 10/99, New York collection, Doug Winter/Lee 

Minshull, 11/98. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-5. (tie). Monex inventory, ex David Akers Numismatic Auctions John Jay Pittman collection 

sale, Part Two, 5/98, Lot 1778 [$12,100], Abe Kosoff Melish sale, 4/56: 1213 ($75], 

Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex eastern dealer. First seen by me at the 9/97 Long Beach 

convention. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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Five examples have been graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS as of 1/03. They 

include the following: 

-Private collection via Doug Winter, ex Mark Hurst collection, Bowers and Merena 

11 /98: 2089 ($9,775; as PCGS AU-50]. 

-Duke's Creek collection; obtained from Hancock and Harwell in the summer of 1997. 

-Nevada collection; earlier owned by a New York collector who purchased it through Doug 
Winter in the Heritage 1998 FUN sale Donald Carter collection. It is believed to have 
earlier been Lot 154 in RARCOA's Bell Collection sale, 2/B3. 
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1854-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

1,760 

65-75 

3rd of 20 [tie] 

6th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 30-32 EF: 20-24 AU: 10-13 MS: 5-6 

The 1854-D 
quarter eagle is 
rare in all grades. 
It is most often 
seen in Very Fine 

Extremely Fine 
examples are very 
rare. Accurately 
graded About 
Uncirculated 
pieces are very 
rare and most in 
this grade range 
are no better 
than About 
Uncirculated-50. 
Any 1854-D 
quarter eagle 
which grades 
higher than About 
Uncirculated-50 
is extremely rare 
and only five or six 
Mint State coins 
currently exist 

Due to its very low mintage figure, the rarity of the 1854-D quarter eagle has been 

somewhat overstated in the past. It is more available in lower grades than is generally 
believed but it is extremely rare in higher grades. 

STRIKE: The 1854-D quarter eagle is always seen with a below average strike. The 

sharpest area on the obverse is the center. There is often weakness on the curls 

below LIBER but the overall hair detail is quite bold. The stars are weakly struck and 

flat with just a few showing any radial line definition. The border has a very flat and 

mushy appearance but the denticles are mostly visible with the exception of the 

10:00-1:00 area. The reverse is not as sharp as the obverse. The eagle is weak on 

the neck feathers, the right leg and the claws. The shield is often weak as well. The 

denticles are weaker than on the obverse and the area from 5:00 to 12:00 is 
especially weak. 

SURFACES: Many have decidedly below average surfaces. This is a result of heavy 

concentrations of abrasions in the fields and mint-made defects such as laminations 

and roughness. On the obverse, there are raised die lumps and scratches below and 

to the left of the date. Other die scratches can be seen extending from the denticles 

out towards the upper point of the third star, at the inside of the fourth star, to the 

left of the ninth star, over the tenth star and inside of the twelfth star. 

LUSTER: There are very few examples which show any luster. The few high grade 

pieces which do retain their original surfaces show dull, inferior luster with an 
unappealing grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Most high grade, uncleaned 1854-D quarter eagles possess a deep 

green-gold coloration. A few show a light to medium coppery-orange overtone. There 

are not more than a handful of surviving pieces that have rich original coloration. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The finest known 1854-D quarter eagle is in the 
Duke's Creek collection. This coin was discovered by dealer Winthrop Carner in 1996 
at a small show in northern Georgia. It was previously unknown to collectors and 
literally came out of nowhere. This is another example of the exciting discoveries that 

await Dahlonega gold collectors. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 17-M: On the obverse, the top of the 1 is joined to the bust while the left base 
of this numeral does not touch the denticles. The right bottom of the 4 is close to the 
denticles. The reverse is the same as described above for 1847 Variety 9-M. 
Beginning in 1854, the reverse die shows a crack between the lower right side of the 
0 to the left base of the F in OF. This break is visible on all coins struck from this 

reverse from 1854 through 1859. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Heritage 2/99: 6177 [$63,250], Michigan collection, 
Spectrum Numismatics, 10/96, Winthrop Carner. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

2. Kansas collection via Doug Winter, ex Bob Harwell/Jeff Garrett, Heritage 1/01: 8092 
[unsold], Mark Hurst collection via Doug Winter, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7655 ($34,500; 
as PCGS AU-58], North Georgia collection, Mid American 1/87: 1813. Graded Mint 
State-61 by PCGS. 

3. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7656 [bought back at $25,300], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's 
Creek duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint State-60 by 
PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

4. [tie]. Private collection ex Blanchard & Co. via New York Gold Mart, David Akers' John Jay 
Pittman collection, 5/98: 1781 [$28,600], Abe Kosoff via private treaty on 8/25/56 
[$220], Kosoff's Melish sale, 4/56: 1218 [$200], Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1 /03: 4702 (unsold], ex Ashland City collection, Martin Paul, Heritage 5/00: 
7567 [$23,500], Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 467 
($20,700; as PCGS AU-58], Harry Bass collection, Tom Werner 11 /66. Graded Mint 
State-61 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, North Carolina collection. Graded 
Mint State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

5. [tie],Heritage 1999 ANA: 7655 ($14,375], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 
collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1/03: 4701 ($9,775], Ashland City collection, 
Heritage 2001 ANA: 7629 ($10,638], Richard Genaitis collection, New York dealer. 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 
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-Two other coins have been graded AU-58 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

The following coins grade About Uncirculated-55: 

-Private collection via New York dealer, ex Doug Winter 1/00, Superior 9/99: 1886 

[unsold], New York collection, 8/97, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull. Graded About 

Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Goldberg 9/99: 1689 [$18,975], Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Private collection 4/99 ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Spectrum Numismatics, 10/98. 
Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55. 

-Mid American 1/91: 1761 [$6,600], ex Stack's Auction '84: 1323, Arthur 

Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy Fairfield 10/77: 1541. About 
Uncirculated-55. 
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1855-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

1,123 
45-55 
1 st of 20 [tie] 
1 st of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 1 5-1 8 EF: 19-24 AU: 1 0-1 2 MS: 1 

The 1855-D quarter eagle is the second rarest coin struck at the Dahlonega Mint. In 
most advanced collections, it is among the final pieces to be purchased due to the 
extreme difficulty of locating a nice example. 

STRIKE: The 1855-D is one of the more poorly struck Dahlonega quarter eagles. As 
with most of the issues from this era, it is much sharper at the centers than at the 
border. At the obverse center, the detail is relatively bold with the exception of the curl 
above the ear and the hair in back of the ear. The stars are sharp and well-formed 
with many having complete radial line detail. The denticles are very weak with few of 
the individual segments being plainly recognizable. The reverse shows good definition 
at the center with the exception of the eagle's right leg, the left claw and the top part 
of the shield. The denticles are very weak and, as on the obverse, only a few individual 
segments can be seen. 

SURFACES: Most examples have below average surfaces. The few 1855-D quarter 
eagles that exist appear to have stayed in circulation for many years and were not 
carefully handled. As a result, it is common to see pieces with very heavily marked 
surfaces. A number are known which show mint-made planchet faults such as 
laminations. There are two small raised die lumps on the reverse above the middle 
olive leaves which can be seen on all genuine 1855-D quarter eagles. 

LUSTER: With the average grade for this date probably no higher than Very Fine-30 
to Very Fine-35, most 1855-D quarter eagles show no mint luster. On the few known 
higher grade coins, the luster is not very good. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned 1855-D quarter eagles are mostly seen with 

medium to deep green-gold coloration. Some show coppery-orange shadings. I have 
not seen more than four or five that had fully original color. 

The 1855-D is 

the second rarest 

Dahlonega 

quarter eagle. It is 

also the second 

rarest coin struck 

at this mint in 

terms of the total 

number of pieces 

which exist. When 

available, it is 

most often seen 

in Very Fine and a 

nice Extremely 

Fine is very rare. 

It is doubtful if 

more than a 

dozen About 

Uncirculated 

1855-D quarter 

eagles are known 

and this date is 

currently unique 

in Mint State. 

EYE APPEAL: This is a very hard coin to find with good eye appeal. Most are not well 
struck and at least three-quarters of the pieces which survive have been cleaned at 
one time. Any 1855-D quarter eagle with even average quality eye appeal is very rare. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The only Dahlonega issue that is rarer than the 1855- 

□ is the 1856-D quarter eagle. These two dates are very similar in rarity in lower 

grades, but the 1855-D is slightly more available in the About Uncirculated-53 to 

About Uncirculated-55 range. 

DIE VARIETIES: There is only one die variety known. 

Variety 18-M: On the obverse, the top of the 1 in the date is not very close to the 

bust while the left base of this digit nearly touches the denticles. The base of the 5 is 

not close to the denticles. The reverse is the same as described above for the 1847- 

D Variety 9-M with the addition of a die break which connects the lower right side of 

the □ in OF to the left base of the F in OF. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. Probably earlier sold in Stack's 12/44 "Bell" sale. 

Graded Mint State-60+ by John Dannreuther and Jeff Garrett when they viewed it in 

October, 1997. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction '84: 1324 ($9,075], 

Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy Fairfield [10/77]: 1548, 

Harry Lamborn. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this 

book. 

3. Green Pond collection, ex Bob Harwell/Jeff Garrett, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7657 [bought 

back at $40,250], Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and 

Harwell 7/97, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin 

in the second edition of this book. 

4. [tie]. Kansas collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by 

PCGS. 

-Nevada collection, ex Winthrop Carner, 8/95 via private treaty, Mid American's 5/85: 

1283, Jasper Robertson collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

5. (tie). Blakely Family collection, ex Doug Winter. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by NGC. 

-RCJ collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4704 [$17,825], Ashland City 

collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. Probably one of the coins listed below. 

-Bill House collection, ex Stack's James Stack collection (10/94]: 920 [$23,650). Graded 

About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. Choice for the grade. 

-Goldberg 2/01: 3949 ($19,550], ex Robert Leece, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 478 

($29,900), Harry Bass collection, Stack's Miles sale [10/68]: 169. Graded About 

Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., ex Doug Winter, Green Pond collection, Heritage 
2001 ANA: 7631 (unsold], Green Pond collection, David Akers John Jay Pittman 
collection Part Two, 5/98: 1785 ($26,400], John Pittman via James Kelly privately in 
May 1954 for $100. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS and identifiable by two 
obverse rim flaws as made. 

-Goldberg 10/00: 678 ($17,250], 

-Goldberg 9/99: 1689 ($18,975], 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7656 ($32,200], North Georgia collection. 

-Private collection, ex New York Gold Mart, Heritage 1997 ANA: 5111 ($16,675]. 

-Private collection, ex Mid American 5/91: 344 ($9,600; as PCGS AU-50], Stack's 3/90: 
717 [$10,450], Willard Blaisdell, Stack's George Walton [10/63]: 2137. 

-Private collection, ex Country Lane Rarities, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Bowers and 
Merena 1/99: 1370 [$17,250], Pennsylvania Collection. 

Other coins which are exceptional for the issue but do not quite make it into the Condition 
Census are as follows: 

-Heritage 1/00: 7619 ($24,150], ex Lee Minshull/Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, 
Heritage 2/99: 6179 ($26,450; as NGC AU-55], Michigan collection, Doug Winter/Lee 
Minshull, 3/97 [as PCGS AU-55], Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-The Mint (Jay Parrino], Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2091 ($21,500], Stack's 5/89: 75 
($7,480], Bowers and Merena Norweb II [3/88]: 2029, B. Max Mehl via private treaty, 
ca. 1935-37. About Uncirculated-50 or slightly better; obverse rim marks. Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 
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1 856-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

874 

40-45 

1 st of 20 

2nd of 20 [tie] 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 19-21 EF: 13-14 AU: 7-9 MS: 1 

The 1856-D 
quarter eagle is 
very rare in all 
grades but it is a 
bit more available 
than its extremely 
low mintage 
figure would 
suggest. It is 

in Very Fine and 
low end Extremely 
Fine grades. It is 
extremely rare in 
About 
Uncirculated and 

currently exists 
which has been 
certified as Mint 
State by one of 
the two major 
grading services. 

The 1856-D has the lowest mintage figure of any coin struck at the Dahlonega Mint. 

It is also the only issue from Dahlonega which has a mintage of fewer than 1,000. It 

is the rarest coin struck at this mint in terms of its overall rarity but it very narrowly 

trails the 1840-D as the rarest quarter eagle from Dahlonega in high grades. 

STRIKE: The 1856-D is the worst struck Dahlonega quarter eagle. It could also be 

claimed as the single worst struck United States gold coin from any mint or era. Every 

known example has a very flat, somewhat concave appearance. In fact, to many 

collectors and dealers, the typical 1856-D quarter eagle looks counterfeit. This is 

understandable when one sees a piece in person. The obverse is extremely soft on 

the hair and the word LIBERTY. The stars are poorly formed and flat with no trace of 

their radial lines. The denticles are partially visible but they have a rusted, irregular 

appearance. The reverse is even more poorly struck than the obverse. The eagle's 

neck feathers are totally indistinct while the top of the shield, the right leg and the left 

claw are weak. The border is flat with the denticles from 10:00 to 2:00 often 

indistinct. 

SURFACES: The quality of the surfaces is well below-average. Many 1856-D quarter 

eagles have a peculiar, pebbly appearance that make the coin appear as if it had been 

polished or had been used in jewelry. There are scattered areas of roughness on both 

the obverse and the reverse as well as areas of rust and/or roughness. 

LUSTER: 1856-D quarter eagles are seldom found with mint luster. The few pieces 

which do possess luster have an unappealing dull texture. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original examples tend to have medium green-gold 

coloration. Some show yellow-gold to orange-gold overtones. Very few original coins 

are known. 

EYE APPEAL: The concept of eye appeal can not be applied to this date. A few 

moderately attractive coins exist but most are very unattractive. Because of this, the 
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1856-D is the most difficult Dahlonega quarter eagle to grade properly. Even 
knowledgeable experts will be strongly divided on the grade of a specific piece. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The finest example that I have ever seen is an About 
Uncirculated-58 coin graded by PCGS. It is in an Alabama collection. This coin, while 
not sharply struck, is better detailed than most examples. More remarkably, it 
displays a considerable amount of luster and has a greater amount of life to the 
surfaces than I can ever recall having seen on an 1856-D quarter eagle. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 19-M: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is equally spaced between the bust 
and the denticles. The 6 in the date is not close to the denticles. The reverse is the 
same as described above for the 1847-D Variety 9-M with the addition of a die crack 
which connects the lower right side of the □ in OF to the left base of the F in OF. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Alabama collection, ex Doug Winter/Al Adams, Phillip Compton [North Georgia Coins). 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

2. Bill House collection, ex Paramount Auction '82: 1861, Stack's Ullmer collection (5/74): 
364, Stack's Miles collection 10/68. Graded Extremely Fine-45 by PCGS. 

3. Alabama collection, ex Bob Harwell/Jeff Garrett, Duke's Creek collection, Heritage 1999 
ANA: 7659 ($25,300), Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek duplicates), Hancock and 
Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. The plate coin 
in the first edition of this book. 

4. Green Pond collection via Doug Winter 10/99, ex Michigan collection, Hancock and 
Harwell. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

5. Duke's Creek collection, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7657 ($44,850), North Georgia 
collection, Bowers and Merena 11/93: 1266, Heritage 1993 ANA: 5550. Graded Mint 
State-60 by PCGS. 

Other coins graded About Uncirculated-58 are as follows: 

-Private collection, ex Spectrum Numismatics 8/00. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by 
PCGS. Possibly the Pittman coin, see below. 

-One other coin has been graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

The following coins grade About Uncirculated-55: 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7658 ($19,550), ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull. Graded About 
Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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-Kansas collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-RARCOA inventory, ex David Akers' John Jay Pittman sale, 5/98: 1789 [$28,600], New 

Netherlands 6/12/57: 617 ($260), Gaskill collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by 

NGC. 

The following coins grade About Uncirculated-53: 

- Gold Rush collection, ex New York Gold Mart. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. About Uncirculated-53. 

-Private collection 2/00, ex Country Lane Rarities 1/00, Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 

New York collection. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Nevada collection, ex Mid American 5/92: 1614. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by 

PCGS. 

A group of four-five pieces grade About Uncirculated-50. These include the following: 

-Goldberg 6/00: 1189 [$21,850], ex Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2092 ($26,450]. 

Graded About Uncirculated-50 by PCGS. 

-The Mint (Jay Parrino), ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 483 [$23,000], Harry Bass 

collection, Superior 2/73: 190. Graded About Uncirculated-50 by PCGS. 

-Stack's 3/90: 720 ($17,050], ex Willard Blaisdell, Stack's George Walton collection 

[10/63]: 2821. Graded About Uncirculated-50 by PCGS. 

-Stack's 5/89: 77 [$19,800], ex Bowers and Merena Norweb II [3/88]: 2032 

[$18,700], Identifiable by an obverse rim bump at 3:00. Graded About Uncirculated-50 

by PCGS. 

-Spectrum Numismatics, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Carolina collection. Graded About 

Uncirculated-50 by PCGS. 
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1857-D 
Minted: 2,364 
Total Known: 110-1 30 
Overall Rarity: 10th of 20 
High Grade Rarity: 19th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 15-21 EF: 33-40 AU: 54-59 MS: 8-10 

The 1857-D is an enigmatic issue in the Dahlonega quarter eagle series. Unlike most 
dates, the 1857-D is more likely to be found in high grades than in lower grades. 
Although there is no concrete evidence to support this, I believe that a hoard of 
approximately two dozen attractive high grade pieces existed at one time. 

STRIKE: The 1857-D is much better struck than the other issues from this decade; 
enough so to make the student of the series wonder how the 1856-D quarter eagle 
could have been so horribly struck. The obverse of the 1857-D quarter eagle has an 
unusual soft, sunken look with the edge appearing to be much higher than the fields. 
The center is quite sharp with nearly complete definition on the hair. The stars appear 
somewhat small and delicate but they usually show complete radial line definition. The 
denticles are considerably sharper than on the other Dahlonega quarter eagles from 
the 185D's and they are complete on many examples. The reverse does not have the 
same sunken look as the obverse. But it, too, is well detailed at the center with the 
eagle showing very sharp detail with the exception of the right leg which is sometimes 
weak. The denticles are sharp and show nearly full definition on many pieces. 

SURFACES: While many are found with visible marks in the fields, it is possible to 
locate examples which are very clean. There are a number of interesting die 
characteristics visible on all 1857-D quarter eagles. Two very prominent die 
scratches go through the 5 and the 7 in the date. The first, second, fourth, ninth and 
twelfth stars are recut and a series of fine die cracks go through the date to the final 
three stars. 

The 1857-D 

quarter eagle is a 

scarce coin but 

not as much so 

as its very small 

mintage would 

suggest. It is 

most often seen 

in Extremely Fine 

and low end 

About 

Uncirculated 

grades. The 

1857-D becomes 

very scarce in the 

higher About 

Uncirculated 

grades and it is 

very rare in full 

Mint State. 

LUSTER: High grade 1857-D quarter eagles typically show very good luster. This 
luster is soft and frosty with a pleasing appearance. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original pieces have been seen with colors ranging from 
bright yellow-gold to medium rose-gold. The hues seen on this date are much lighter 
than on the Dahlonega quarter eagles struck earlier in the decade. There are more 
original examples than most of the other dates from the 1850's but such coins are 
very hard to locate. 
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EYE APPEAL: There are a few extremely attractive examples in existence. It is 

certainly realistic for the collector to hold out for an 1857-D quarter eagle which is 

well struck, lustrous, minimally marked and attractively colored. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 20-M: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is equally spaced between the bust 

and the denticles while the 7 is equally spaced between the bust and the denticles. 

The reverse is the same as described above for the 1847-D Variety 9-M but with a 

reverse die break connecting the lower right side of the □ in OF to the left base of the 
F in OF. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Mid American 

5/86: 1869, George Elliott collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction 84: 1326, 

Hancock and Harwell, Dr. Arthur Montgomery collection, Hancock and Harwell. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Kansas collection via Doug Winter 12/02, ex Spectrum Numismatics,unknown dealers), 

Heritage 1999 ANA: 7960 [$10,350); as PCGS MS-61], Chestatee collection [Duke's 

Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell 10/96, Casey Noxon/Lee Minshull. 

Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

3. (tie). Heritage 1999 FUN: 7878 [$14,950], ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, 10/98, 

Stack's 12/94: 1299, Mid American 5/92: 1355 [$4,950], Graded Mint State-62 by 
NGC. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4708 [$14,950], ex Ashland City collection, Goldberg 9/99: 1690 

[$15,525], Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-National Gold Exchange, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7658 [$13,800; as PCGS AU-58], 

North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Two other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

4. [tie], Alabama collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Texas collection, ex Heritage 1/01: 8094 [$14,375], Mark Hurst collection, Hancock 

and Harwell, 1998. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection 11/98, ex Doug Winter/Jack Hancock, John Hamrick. 

GradedMint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 11/02. 

5. [tie). Five coins have been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02. These include the 

following: 

-Superior 3/00: 743 (unsold], ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7877. 
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-Nevada collection, ex Stack's 1 /93: 1653 [$8,800], Floyd Starr collection. 

-New York dealer ex Bowers and Merena's 5/98: 1032 [$12,100]. 

-David Akers’ John Jay Pittman collection, 5/98: 1793 [$12,100]. 

6. Private collection, ex Doug Winter and Lee Minshull 2/99. Graded Mint State-60 by 

PCGS. 

NOTE: No quarter eagles were struck at the Dahlonega Mint in 1858. 
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1859-D 
Minted: 2,244 

Total Known: 120-140 

Overall Rarity: 12th of 20 

High Grade Rarity: 13th of 20 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 1 8-23 EF: 55-59 AU: 42-52 MS: 5-6 

The 1859-D 
quarter eagle is 
similar to the 
1857-D in terms 
of its overall rarity 
and it surprising 
available in higher 
grades. It is 
usually seen in 
Extremely Fine or 
low end About 
Uncirculated. It 
becomes very 
rare in About 
Uncirculated-55 
and it is extremely 
rare in full Mint 
State. 

The 1859-D is the final year in which quarter eagles were struck at the Dahlonega 

Mint. As with the 1857-D, this date is less rare than its small mintage would suggest, 
especially in higher grades. 

STRIKE: The 1859-D typically shows a better strike than the other Dahlonega 

quarter eagles produced in the 185D's. The obverse center is usually quite sharp 

although it is not uncommon to see some weakness on the curls near the eye of 

Liberty and above the ear. The stars are sharp with many showing full radial lines. The 

denticles are slightly soft but most of them are distinct and individually separated. The 

reverse is also well struck. There is always weakness on the eagle's right leg and left 

claw but the rest of the central details tend to be sharp. The denticles are not as 

sharp as they are on the obverse. The 10:00-2:00 area may be fuzzy and indistinct 
while the rest of the border is well detailed. 

SURFACES: Many 1859-D quarter eagles have very heavily abraded fields. These 

abrasions are often concentrated in the obverse fields and they can be extremely 

detracting. Others have mint-made defects such as laminations or black grease 

stains in the planchet. This is a date where a smooth, clean example is seldom seen 

and such pieces are worth strong premiums over a "typical" quality specimen. 

LUSTER: Uncleaned, high grade pieces have very good luster. Most are frosty but a 

few semi-reflective examples exist as well. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned examples have been seen with coloration which 

ranges from medium green-gold to attractive orange-gold. There are not many 
remaining which have not been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: There are some relatively high grade examples known. However, many 

1859-D quarter eagles have inferior eye appeal. 

DIE VARIETIES: One die variety is known. 
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Variety 21-M: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is close to the denticles while the 9 
is very close to the denticles. The reverse is the same as described above for the 
1847-D Variety 9-M with the addition of a die break connecting the lower right side 

of the □ in OF to the left base of the F in GF. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Bowers and 
Ruddy Fairfield [10/77): 1564. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first 

edition of this book. 

2. [tie). Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7661 [$21,850], 
North Georgia collection, Doug Winter, New York Gold Mart (Ron Karp], Stack's James 
Stack 10/94: 933. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition 

of this book. 

-Superior 8/02 ANA: 1910, ex Jack Copeland (Royalty Coins), Heritage 1/02: 7998 
($18,400). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

3. [tie]. Kansas collection, ex Doug Winter 4/00, Mark Hurst collection, Hancock and 
Harwell. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4712 [$14,088], ex Ashland City collection, Heritage 1/00: 7624 
[$14,950], Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Heritage 2/99: 6185 [unsold; as NGC MS-61], 
Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

4. [tie). Heritage 1999 ANA: 7661 ($14,950], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek 
collection duplicates), Superior 5/96: 1761 [$12,375; as NGC MS-60]. Graded Mint 
State-61 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4713 ($12,650), ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

5. Private collection via Blanchard & Co., ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, North Carolina 
collection, Mid American 5/87: 1204. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

A second coin had been graded Mint State-60 by PCGS as of 1/03. 
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RARITY CHARTS: DAHLONEGA QUARTER EAGLES 

RARITY SUMMARY 

□ATE VF EF AU MS TOTAL 
1 839-D 70-83 39-47 34-36 7-9 150-175 
1 840-D 40-45 19-21 5-8 1 65-75 
1841-D 36-41 28-31 7-9 4 75-85 
1842-D 45-52 22-23 8-10 0 75-85 
1843-D 78-97 108-123 60-75 4-5 250-300+ 
1 844-D 58-B5 57-70 51-55 9-10 175-200 
1 845-D BO-65 59-72 28-32 3 150-175 
184B-D 70-83 58-67 43-45 4-5 175-200 
1847-D 60-70 68-73 39-47 8-10 175-200 
1848-D 53-67 65-68 48-54 9-11 175-200 
1849-D 38-48 48-52 25-31 4 11 5-135 
1850-D 35-48 50-57 38-43 2 125-150 
1851-D 40-42 37-40 18-23 5 100-110 
1852-D 23-25 32-36 15-18 5-6 75-85 
1853-D 29-32 32-35 19-22 5-6 85-95 
1854-D 30-32 20-24 10-13 5-6 65-75 
1855-D 15-18 19-24 10-12 1 45-55 
1 85B-D 19-21 13-14 7-9 1 40-45 
1857-D 15-21 33-40 54-59 8-10 110-130 
1859-D 18-23 55-59 42-52 5-6 120-140 
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RARITY CHARTS: DAHLONEGA QUARTER EAGLES 

RARITY RANKINGS BY DATE HIGH GRADE RARITY RANKINGS 

RANK DATE 
TOTAL 
KNOWN RANK DATE 

TOTAL 
KNOWN 

1st 1 856-D 40-45 1 St 1840-D 6-9 
2nd 1855-D 45-55 2nd 1 856-D 8-10 
3rd 1840-D 65-75 2nd[tie) 1 842-D 8-10 
3rd[tie] 1854-D 65-75 4th 1855-D 9-10 
5th 1852-D 75-85 5th 1 841-D 11-13 
5th[tie] 1 842-D 75-85 6th 1854-D 15-19 
5th[tie] 1841-D 75-85 7th 1852-D 20-24 
8th 1853-D 85-95 8th 1851-D 23-28 
9th 1851-D 100-110 9th 1 853-D 24-28 
10th 1857-D 110-130 10th 1849-D 29-35 
11th 1849-D 115-135 11th 1845-D 31-35 
12th 1859-D 120-140 12th 1850-D 40-45 
13th 1850-D 125-150 13th 1859-D 47-58 
14th 1839-D 150-175 14th 1839-D 41-45 
14th(tie] 1845-D 150-175 15th 1846-D 47-50 
16th 1844-D 1 75-200 16th 1847-D 47-57 
1 6th(tie) 1 846-D 1 75-200 17th 1848-D 57-65 
16 th [tie] 1848-D 175-200 18th 1844-D 60-65 
16th [tie] 1847-D 175-200 19th 1857-D 62-69 
20th 1843-D 250-300 20th 1843-D 64-80 

High Grade Rarity rankings are for coins graded About Uncirculated-50 or better for each date. 
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CHAPTER 8: 

THREE DOLLAR GOLD PIECE 

MINTAGE FIGURE 

Indian Princess Design; Small Letters in DOLLARS. 1854 only 

1854.1.120 

Total Mintage.1,120 
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1854-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

1,120 
100-125 
Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 47-54 EF: 29-40 AU: 22-27 MS: 2-4 

The 1854-D three dollar gold piece is an extremely popular issue due to the fact that 
it is the only date of this denomination which was struck at the Dahlonega Mint. With 
a tiny mintage of 1,120 coins it is rare. But, it is more available than generally 

acknowledged, especially in lower grades. 

STRIKE: The strike on the 1854-D three dollar gold piece is extremely distinctive. In 
fact, it is easy to identify this issue just by seeing the obverse. The overall quality of 
strike is soft. On the obverse, the hair detail is fairly good but there is always some 
softness. The plumes in the bonnet, the hair above the ear and the hair covering 
Liberty's neck often show weakness. The border is much softer than the center. The 
U in UNITED is always weak while TED in this word is heavy and doubled. The denticles 
from 7:00 to 3:00 are so weak as to appear non-existent. The entire upper part of 
the rim has a very flat appearance. The reverse center is sharp with the wreath 
showing good overall detail. The denticles are almost always very weak and they can 
usually be seen only from the 3:00 to 8:00 area with the rest of the border appearing 
very flat. 

At least two 1854-D three dollar gold pieces are known which show nearly full 
denticles. These coins are in the Bill House and Harry Bass collections (see Condition 
Census, below, for more information) and they may represent among the very first 
examples struck. 

The 1854-D 

three dollar gold 

piece is a scarce 

and popular issue 

which is most 

often seen in Very 

Fine and low end 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It 

becomes very 

scarce in properly 

graded Extremely 

Fine-45 and it is a 

rare coin in About 

Uncirculated. It is 

very rare at the 

About 

Uncirculated-55 

level and it is 

currently 

extremely rare in 

full Mint State. 

There are other important diagnostic characteristics for this issue as well. On the 
obverse, there is always a prominent clashmark at the throat of Liberty and another 
directly behind the headdress. On the reverse, there are clashmarks in the wreath. 
The right bow knot is separated as the result of die polish as is the leaf to the left of 
the 1 in the date. These are found on all genuine examples; even pieces which are very 
well worn. 

SURFACES: Most 1854-D three dollar gold pieces have below average quality 
surfaces. It is very common to see pieces which have extensive abrasions and many 
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coins have mint-made defects such as black grease stains, planchet roughness or 

laminations. A significant number of 1854-D three dollar gold pieces have been 
cleaned at one time and now show hairlines on their surfaces. 

LUSTER: The typical piece shows enough wear that there is very little luster present. 

On high grade examples, the luster tends to be soft and satiny. It is inferior to that 

seen on comparably dated Philadelphia coins of this denomination. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1854-D three dollar gold pieces are most often a 

medium to deep green-gold hue. At one time it was not hard to locate an example that 

had nice color. Today, nearly all the available pieces have been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: Due to its very distinctive strike characteristics, this issue seldom has 

good eye appeal. A few very pleasing original Extremely Fine and About Uncirculated 

pieces exist and these command a strong premium over the typical low end coin 
which is offered for sale. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: This issue is much rarer in properly graded About 

Uncirculated-53 and higher than the PCGS and NGC population reports would 

suggest. Nearly every 1854-D Three Dollar gold piece that I have seen in the past five 

years has been cleaned or dipped and most have been very liberally graded by the two 

major services (which is no real surprise given the popularity of this issue]. Any piece 
that is clean and original is very desirable. 

The level of demand for this coin remains extremely strong. If I had the financial 

resources [and patience) I would attempt to warehouse a number of nice quality 
1854-D Three Dollar gold pieces and wait for the market to come to me. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 1-A: On the reverse, the date is low and even. The 5 and the 4 touch. The 

mintmark is large and high with a slight downward tilt to the right. It appears that the 

mintmark is the same as one used on one of the 1854-D half eagle varieties. 

NOTE: A number of examples of this date have been repaired. This usually involves 

fixing rim damage. It may also include the edges showing re-engraving on the reeding. 

It is very important for the collector to only purchase 1854-D three dollar gold pieces 

which have been certified by a reputable third party grading service or from a 
knowledgeable specialist in the field of southern gold coinage. 
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CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Harry Bass collection. Mint State-62 or better. Fully struck. This coin is currently on loan 
to the American Numismatic Association Museum. 

2. Great Lakes collection via Larry Hanks, ex Superior 1 /96: 2277 ($74,800; as PCGS MS- 
61], Winthrop Carner, Kevin Upton, George Elliott, Mid American 1 /87: 1814, RARCOA 
Auction '81: 386 [$72,500], Graded MS-62 by PCGS. 

Other coins that have been graded as Uncirculated by one of the major services include 
the following: 

-Green Pond collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second 
edition of this book. 

-Private collection, ex National Gold Exchange/Ken Goldman, Bowers and Merena 5/98: 
1034 [$72,600], Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Steve Contursi inventory, ex Stack's/Sotheby's 10/01: 318 [$48,875], Graded Mint 
State-61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7664 [$57,500; as PCGS AU-58], Leon 
Farmer collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction '84: 1328 ($24,200], Arthur 
Montgomery, Stack's Goshen [2/78]: 1093. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Kingswood 3/01: 438 [$46,575], Stack's 10/99: 658 ($52,900]. 
Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. Identifiable by a large mint-made defect in the right 
obverse field. 
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CHAPTER 9: 

DAHLONEGA HALF EAGLES: 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

The half eagles series is the longest-lived denomination struck at the Dahlonega Mint. 

Slightly over one million pieces were produced from 1838 through 1861. Unlike the 

quarter eagles from this mint, this denomination was coined without interruption 
during this twenty four year period. 

For many people, half eagles are the most interesting and collectible series from 

Dahlonega. These are the largest coins struck at this mint and their size is appealing 

to many collectors. This is a readily completable series which has no unobtainable 

single issue. Most dates are more available in higher grades than are the quarter 

eagles and the quality of strike is much better than that seen on gold dollars. 

There are three distinct types known. In 1838, the Classic Head design was 

employed. In 1839, the Liberty Head, Obverse Mintmark design was adopted. In 

1840, the familiar Liberty Head, Reverse Mintmark design was introduced. 

The 1838-D half eagle is popular and interesting. It is a one year type and it is the very 

first issue struck at this mint. It is actually more available in higher grades than 

generally acknowledged. This may be due to the fact that some pieces were saved as 

first-year-of-issue souvenirs. The 1838-D is a very well produced issue which can be 
found with an excellent strike and good eye appeal. 

The 1839-D half eagle is a much scarcer coin than the 1838-D, especially in high 

grades. It is quite undervalued and, surprisingly, it is seldom accorded fanfare as a 

distinct one year type. With its unique portrait of Liberty (which is considerably 

different than seen on the 1840-1861 issues) and the placement of the mintmark 

on the obverse, it ranks as one of the most desirable coins ever produced at the 
Dahlonega Mint. 

In 1840, Christian Gobrecht's modified Liberty Head design gave the gold coinage of 

this country a uniformity which it never had before. The Dahlonega issues from the 

1840's include some very interesting varieties which are collected as integral 
members of the half eagle set. 
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In 1842, varieties were struck with a Small Date and with a Large Date. The 1842- 
D Large Date is now recognized as one of the rarest Dahlonega coins in all grades 
and the rarest in high grades. There are just one or two known in Mint State and 
under a dozen can currently be accounted for in all About Uncirculated grades. 

In 1846, varieties are known with a normal mintmark and with a misplaced second 
mintmark punched above the first. The blundered mintmark variety is easily visible to 
the naked eye and this makes it very poplar. But while it is generally accorded a higher 
valuation than its normal mintmark counterpart, it is actually the more common 

variety of the two, particularly in higher grades. 

A similar but less widely known variety is found on the 1848-D half eagle. A small 
number of pieces were struck with a reverse which has traces of the first mintmark 
punched too low. The 1848-D/D is a rare coin but it is not yet widely known. If it were 
to be included in a future edition of the Redbook, it would almost certainly become as 
accepted as the 1846-D/D. Since the publication of the first edition of this book in 
1997, it has been recognized as a variety by PCGS and this has helped to increase 

its fame. 

Most of the Dahlonega half eagles from the 184Q's are relatively obtainable. The 
typical issue has a surviving population of between 100 and 1 50 coins. With the 
exception of the 1842-D Large Date, all of the half eagles from the 1840's can be 
found in Very Fine and Extremely Fine grades with relative ease. Most can be 
purchased for reasonable sums in the lower About Uncirculated grades as well. In the 
higher About Uncirculated grades, all are very hard to locate and they are quite rare 
in any Mint State grade. 

The relative availability of these coins needs to be placed in the proper perspective. 
The most common issue from this decade is the 1843-D with an original mintage 
figure of just under 100,000. It is my belief that no more than 250 examples survive 
with less than one-fifth of these grading About Uncirculated-50 or better. Many 20th 
century U.S. gold coins with comparable mintages have much greater rates of 
survival and are far more available in higher grades than the 1843-D half eagle. 

For the most part, the 1840's half eagles from Dahlonega are well struck and better 
manufactured than other coins from this mint. For the beginning collector, a date run 
of these issues is an excellent project to undertake. 

Mintage figures for this series peaked in the early to mid 1850's. The 1852 through 
1854 half eagles are among the most available coins from the Dahlonega Mint. They 
are not as well struck as their counterparts from the 1840's and this makes them 
slightly less desirable as type coins. The 1853-D is the most common of these three 
issues. It can be located in higher grades with greater ease than any other Dahlonega 
half eagle and some examples exist with excellent overall eye appeal. 
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The cosmetic appearance of Dahlonega half eagles underwent a radical change in 

the middle part of the 19th century. A sizable amount of the gold used to strike coins 

was now being brought in from California. This gold had a different metallurgy than 

the Appalachian gold used in the 1840's. As a result, the coins from the 1850's tend 
to show a different coloration. 

Another feature which characterizes the half eagles from the middle part of the 

1850's is distinctly beveled edges. This was probably the result of improperly 

matched collars being sent to Dahlonega from the Philadelphia Mint. The typical 

Dahlonega half eagle from this era shows very rounded edges which could be 
mistaken for rim damage by the new collector. 

There are no really rare Dahlonega half eagles from the 1850's. This makes it 

relatively easy for the collector of average means to put together a nicely matched 
date run of these coins. 

Beginning in 1855, the mintage figures for Dahlonega half eagles drop appreciably. 

By this time, the supply of gold in the North Georgia mines had decreased while the 

amount of gold mined in California greatly increased. The southern branch mints 

were now viewed as superfluous and this can be seen by the small number of coins 
produced at both the Charlotte and Dahlonega mints. 

Many students of the series regard the 1857-D as the most underrated Dahlonega 

half eagle from the 1850's. It does not sell for much more than ‘common date' prices 

but it is much scarcer than generally acknowledged. In fact, it is ranked as the 
seventh rarest of twenty six half eagles from this mint. 

A number of mintmark variations have been recently discovered for the half eagles 

produced between 1858 and 1860. Most of these are now recognized by PCGS and 
are becoming popular with specialized collectors. 

The rarest and best known Dahlonega half eagle is the 1861-D. 1,567 pieces were 

struck in the early part of 1861. After the mint was seized by the Confederacy on 

April 8, 1861, a small group of additional pieces were produced. Unfortunately, there 

is no way to positively determine which pieces were struck by the Confederacy. 

The Dahlonega half eagle series is ideal for the collector who likes bigger coins. This 

is a very exciting group with a dedicated following among numismatists. 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

MINTAGE FIGURES: HALF EAGLES 

Classic Head, Obverse Mintmark (1838 only) 

1838 .20,583 

Total Mintage.20,583 

First Coronet (Liberty] Head, Obverse Mintmark (1839 only) 

1839 .18,939 

Total Mintage.18,939 

Second Coronet (Liberty) Head, Reverse Mintmark (1840-1861) 

1840. . . 22,896 

1841. .. 29,392* 
1842 Small Date... .. 37,917 
1842 Large Date .. .. 21,691 
1843. . . 98,452 
1844. . . 88,982 
1845. .. 90,629 
1846 Normal. . . 80,294 
1846 D/D. .. included above 
1847. .. 64,405 
1848. .. 47,465 
1849. .. 39,036 
1850. . .43,984 
1851. . . 62,710 
1852. . .91,854* 
1853. . . 89,678 
1854. .. 56,413 
1855. . . 22,432* 
1856. . . 19,786 
1857 . . . 17,046* 
1858. . .15,362 
1859. . . 10,366* 
1860. .. 14,635 
1861. ..1,597 + 

Total Mintage. . . 1,057,022 

Total Mintage [all types) 1,096,544 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

NOTE: In his book The United States Branch Mint at Dahlonega Georgia: Its History 

and Coinage, Clair Birdsall gives different mintage figures for five issues in the half 

eagle series than those listed in other sources consulted [This includes A Guide Book 

of United States Coins by Richard Yeoman, Walter Breen's Complete Encyclopedia of 

United States and Colonial Coin by Walter Breen and United States Gold Coins: An 

Analysis of Auction Records, Volume IV, half Eagles 1795-1929 by David Akers], 

The figures given by Birdsall for these five issues are as follows: 

1841-D. 

1852-D. 

1855-D. 

1857-D. 

1859-D. 

30,495 

91,484 

22, 612 

17,047 

12,166 

Using these figures, the total number of half eagles struck at the Dahlonega mint 
from 1838 to 1861 is 1,109,258. 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

YEAR BY YEAR ANALYSIS: 1838-1861 

1838-D 
Minted: 20,583 
Total Known: 200-250 
Overall Rarity: 21 st of 25 
High Grade Rarity: 20th of 25 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 92-105 EF: 62-85 AU: 40-52 MS: 6-8 

The 1838-D half eagle is a very desirable issue. It is the first coin of this denomination 
struck at the Dahlonega Mint and the only Classic Head half eagle produced at this 
facility. It is less rare than one might believe but its popularity makes it one of the most 
highly valued Dahlonega half eagles. 

STRIKE: The 1838-D is the best struck branch mint half eagle of this design. The 
obverse is usually well struck with all of the hair detail bold and defined. Some of the 
curls on the top of Liberty's head appear weak; this is due to incomplete definition in 
the design. The stars are mostly sharp while the denticles are clear. The reverse is 
also well struck. Unlike the 1838-C half eagle [which has weak wings and incomplete 
details on the eagle's right leg], the 1838-D generally shows fully defined feathers on 
the eagle and legs. 

SURFACES: Many are very heavily abraded with marks in the field which enter deep 
into the planchet. In fact, it is hard to find an 1838-D half eagle which is not seriously 
marked. All known examples show a number of mint-made characteristics which 
serve as hallmarks of authenticity. There are two small die lumps in the ear of Liberty 
and die scratches on the throat and through the word LIBERTY. There are frequently 
a series of small clashmarks at the throat and in the vertical lines of the shield. 

LUSTER: Higher grade 1838-D half eagles have frosty luster. The quality of luster is 
very good in comparison to the 1838-C half eagle. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned examples can show exceptionally nice coloration. 
Some have lovely orange-gold hues with coppery overtones while others show 
medium to deep green-gold shading. There are not many remaining which have a 
majority of their original coloration intact. 

The 1838-D is 

one of the more 

available 

Dahlonega half 

eagles but its 

status as a one 

year type coin and 

as a first year of 

issue makes it 

extremely 

popular. It is fairly 

easy to locate in 

Very Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades and lower 

quality About 

Uncirculated 

pieces are 

available. It 

becomes very 

scarce in the 

higher About 

Uncirculated 

grades and 

extremely rare in 

full Mint State. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 -1861 

EYE APPEAL: Most 1838-D half eagles have below average eye appeal due to the 

fact that they are heavily worn, cleaned and/or significantly abraded. But when this 

date comes nice, it can be among the most pleasing issues in the entire Classic Head 

half eagle series. There are approximately six to eight exceptionally nice 1838-D half 

eagles in existence with great color, nearly full luster, relatively clean surfaces and 
sharp, even strikes. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: A remarkable group of 1838-D half eagles was sold in 

the Heritage 1999 FUN auction as part of the North Georgia collection. The owner 

of the collection loved the design and history of this date and he acquired ten different 

specimens. These ranged in grade from Extremely Fine-45 to Mint State-62 and 

brought between $4,600 and $40,250. My personal favorite was Lot 7672. It was 

graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS and was notable for its magnificent multi- 

hued coloration. It brought $21,850, a record price for an About Uncirculated 1838- 
D half eagle. 

DIE VARIETIES: One die variety is known. 

Variety 7-A; The mintmark is located on the obverse; the only issue from this mint on 

which it is placed there. The mintmark is over the 3 in the date with the upright of the 

D over the ball of the 3. All of the numerals except for the second 8 are doubled at 

the base and the 8's have the distinctive style referred to as "fancy 8's". On the 

reverse, the tip of the feather is centered over the 5. The D in the value is centered 

between the branch stem and the denticles. The second A in AMERICA is centered 
between the C and the arrowhead. The reeding is wide. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Stack's Auction 

'84:1389 [$17,600], Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Coles collection 

[10/83): 90. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this 
book. 

2. Heritage 8/00: 7229 ($21,850], ex Heritage 3/00: 489 [unsold), Heritage Rare Coin 

Galleries, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 870 ($29,900), Harry Bass collection, Merkin 

10/66: 333. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

3. Heritage 1/03: 4727 ($36,800), ex Ashland City collection, Royalty Coins [Jack 

Copeland], Heritage 1999 ANA: 7665 ($20,700; as PCGS MS-62], Chestatee collection 

[Duke's Creek duplicates). Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

4. (tie).Green Pond collection, ex Heritage 6/99: 6518 ($33,350), Heritage 1999 FUN: 

7674 ($40,250), North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin 

in the second edition of this book. 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

-Heritage 2/99: 6230 ($27,BOG; as NGC MS-61], ex Michigan collection, Heritage Rare 
Coin Galleries inventory, ca. October, 199B. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

5. Private collection, ex Lee Minshull/TNII [Casey Noxon], 5/99. Graded Mint State-62 by 

NGC. 

Other Mint State coins include the following: 

-Heritage 7/02: 9151 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Goldberg 10/00: 893 ($16,675], ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7664 [$16,100], Chestatee 
collection (Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Blanchard & Co. Graded Mint State-61 by 

PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull/Casey Noxon; Heritage 4/96: 476. 

Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

1839-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

18,939 

125-150 

10th of 26 

12th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 59-64 EF: 36-49 AU: 25-30 MS: 5-7 

The 1839-D half 
eagle is most 
often seen in Very 
Fine to Extremely 
Fine grades. It is 
quite rare in 

Uncirculated-50 
and it is very rare 
in the higher 

Uncirculated 
grades. Mint 
State 1839-D half 
eagles are 
extremely rare. 

The 1839-D is a very important and distinct one year type coin. After Mint.Engraver 

William Kneass was incapacitated in 1838, he was replaced by Christian Gobrecht. 

The new design for the three circulating gold coins of this era can be first seen on the 

1838 eagle and, in 1839, on the quarter eagle and half eagle. 

The Liberty head motif on the 1839-D half eagle is significantly different from that 

found on the 1840-1861 issues. On the 1839-D, the neck truncation is distinctly 

curved and it is positioned so that the back of the right side is far from the thirteenth 

star. On the redesigned head of 1840, the neck truncation is less curved and the 

back of the neck is closer to the thirteenth star. In addition, the top of Liberty's bun is 

closer to the tenth star on the 1840-D than it is on the 1839-D. Most importantly, 

the mintmark is found on the obverse as on the 1838-D; beginning in 1840, it is 
found on the reverse. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike differs greatly from coin to coin. There are two varieties 

known and one of these is typically weakly struck while the other usually shows a 

sharper strike (see Die Varieties, below, for more information]. Many 1839-D half 

eagles have weakness of strike on the hair near the ear of Liberty, the brow and the 

back of the bun. The reverse is always sharper than the obverse and it usually shows 

complete definition, even on the legs and claws of the eagle. Some are known which 

show a very sharp strike on both the obverse and the reverse and these are 

considered to be very desirable by specialists. 

SURFACES: The quality of the planchets used to strike 1839-D half eagles was not 

very good. It is common to find examples with mint-made areas of roughness. This is 

especially true in the obverse fields which may have a pockmarked appearance. Many 

have liberally abraded surfaces but it is possible to locate a coin that does not show 

an abundance of marks. The E in LIBERTY is strongly doubled at its base and this 
serves as a good hallmark of authenticity. 

LUSTER: The luster has a distinctive grainy texture. This graininess is often more 

pronounced at the border than at the center. 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

COLORATION: On uncleaned pieces, the coloration ranges from deep green-gold to 
a rich yellow-golden hue. The coloration has a distinctive appearance which is 
considerably different from other Dahlonega half eagles of this era. Very few 1839-D 

half eagles are known with original coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: High grade 1839-D half eagles can be among the prettiest of all 
Dahlonega coins. A small number of extremely pleasing pieces exist which show good 
luster, lovely coloration, relatively few marks and sharp strikes. However, the level of 
eye appeal for most examples is only average. The typical piece offered to collectors 
has concentrated marks including mint-made planchet flaws, poor luster and 

softness at the obverse center. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: For collectors who like original coins, locating a truly 
choice 1839-D half eagle can prove to be very frustrating. In the past five or six years, 
I have seen only one example with great natural color: the Bass IV: 352 coin that sold 
for a strong $25,300 when auctioned by Bowers and Merena in November 2000. 

DIE VARIETIES: There are two die varieties known. 

Variety 1-A: On this variety the mintmark is directly over the 3 in the date and it is 
centered between the neck and the top of the 3. This variety often shows weakness 

of strike at the center of the obverse. 

This is the rarer of the two varieties by a fairly substantial margin. 

Variety 2-A: On this variety the mintmark is over the 39 in the date and it is centered 

in the field with the left edge of the D over the center of the 3. 

This is the more common of the two varieties. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Gold Rush collection via Al Adams, ex New York Gold Mart (Ron Karp), Numisma 
[Stack's/RARCOA/Akers) 11/95: 1451 ($16,500; as NGC MS-62], Winthrop Carner 
Stack's 5/95: 433 ($24,200), Ed Milas. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7666 ($19,550), Chestatee collection 
(Duke's Creek duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 
State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. Alabama collection via Al Adams, ex Bowers and Merena 11 /OO: 352 ($25,300), Harry 
Bass collection, Kreisberg 11/70: 1693. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

4. (tie). Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Bill Clary collection, Stack's 10/94: 
1087 ($20,900), James Stack. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 -1861 

-Monex, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7677 [$16,100; as PCGS AU-58], North Georgia 
collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4729 ($16,100], ex Ashland City collection, unknown dealerfs], Hancock 

and Harwell, Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Heritage 10/00: 7593 [$10,638], California 

collection, Doug Winter 9/99, Spectrum Numismatics, 8/99. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

5. [tie]. Stack's 6/94: 579 ($14,300], ex: New Netherlands 4/56: 1440. AU-58 or 

slightly better. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Robert Leece 10/00, ex Spectrum Numismatics, Kingswood 2/00: 783 (unsold], ex 

Spectrum Numismatics, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 873 [$11,500; as PCGS AU-58], 

Harry Bass collection, Stack's Scanlon sale [10/73]: 2275. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

1840-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

22,896 
120-140 
8th of 26 [tie] 
10th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 58-68 EF: 35-38 AU: 22-27 MS: 5-7 

In 1840, the design of the half eagle was modified. The new head has a neck that is 
less curved and positioned slightly differently than the head of 1839. In addition, the 
mintmark was placed on the reverse, where it would stay on all regular issue United 
States gold coins struck through 1933. Thus, the 1840-D is an important issue as it 
is the first Dahlonega half eagle with the modified Liberty Head design. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike is above average. Interestingly, 1840-D half eagles are 
often found with a much better strike than the other two branch mint half eagles 
struck in 1840 as both the Charlotte and New Orleans issues are not known for 
having good strikes. The central details on the obverse and the reverse are nearly 
always well-defined on the 1840-D half eagle. The borders are more likely to show 
weakness with some pieces having blurry denticles at the lower obverse and the 
lower reverse. 

SURFACES: t is very hard to find an example which does not show conspicuous 
abrasions on the surfaces. In addition, a number show mint-made problems such as 
granular areas or laminations. 

LUSTER: The luster on this date is very distinctive. It is frosty and has a pleasing soft 
appearance which does not resemble the texture seen on other Dahlonega half 
eagles struck during the first two years of production at this mint. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1840-D half eagles are most often seen with deep 
green-gold or orange-green color. There are a few more original pieces known than 
for the 1839-D half eagle but most seen have been stripped of their color as a result 
of having been dipped or cleaned. 

EYE APPEAL: This is a difficult issue to find with good eye appeal. Most 1840-D half 
eagles are heavily marked and most have had their original surfaces stripped-off from 
repeated cleanings. Any example which has good eye appeal routinely sells for a 
strong premium over a typical coin. 

The 7840-D half 

eagle is most 

often seen in Very 

Fine to Extremely 

Fine grades. It is 

scarce in the 

lower About 

Uncirculated 

grades and rare 

in the upper 

range of this 

grade. It is 

extremely rare in 

Uncirculated. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

DIE VARIETIES: According to Walter Breen, varieties of 1840-D half eagle are known 

which have a Broad Mill (as on half eagles struck from 1834 through 1839] and a 

Narrow Mill (the diameter seen on half eagles struck from 1841 through 1907). 

Breen believed that 4,437 1840-D half eagles with a diameter of 22.5 mm were 

coined in February, 1840. The remainder were struck later in the year and had a 

diameter of 21.65 mm. 

The most comprehensive study yet undertaken on half eagle diameters was 

performed by Q. David Bowers on pages 265 and 266 of the October, 1987 Norweb 

Collection sale catalog. The 1840-D half eagle in the Norweb sale [Lot 801] had a 

diameter of 21.8 mm and was, thus, designated as a Narrow Mill coin. 

It is my belief that all 1840-D half eagles have a Narrow Mill [note: the term mill refers 

to the upset rim outside of the denticulated border of a coin]. However, I think the 

possibility does exist that there are 1840-D half eagles with a Broad Mill. As more 

people begin to examine their Dahlonega coins for varieties, this riddle should be 

answered once and for all. 

Variety 3-B: The date is level and centered in the field between the bust and the 

denticles. The opening in the 0 in the date is centered over a denticle. The first two 

digits in the date were initially punched too low and were then corrected. There is a 

significant die defect extending out from the denticles toward the thirteenth star. The 

reverse has a Tall D mintmark with a wide opening that is more than twice the width 

of its upright. The upright is positioned above the left serif of the right diagonal of the 

V in FIVE while the right edge extends to the upright of the E in FIVE. 

Variety 4-C: The date is level in the field between the bust and the denticles. The 

upright of the 4 in the date is centered over a denticle. The first three digits show the 

remains of previously cut digits at the lower right. Most significant are the remains of 

an earlier 8 that run through the center of the lower loop of the 8 in the date and out 

the right side to the crossbar of the 4 in the date. The reverse has a Small D 

mintmark with a narrow opening that is about the same width as the upright of the 

mintmark. The upright of the mintmark is positioned over the gap between the inner 

serifs of the two diagonals of the V in FIVE. A die crack runs from the rim through the 

right diagonal of the V, through the right side of the mintmark, through the feather 

and branch stem and on into the shield. 

This variety appears to be rare. 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7668 [$12,650], Chestatee collection 
[Duke's Creek collection], Blanchard & Co. and earlier from New Jersey dealer Jesse 
Lipka ca. April 1996. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS; earlier graded Mint State-63 by 
NGC. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

2. Private collection, ex Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95: 1454 [Si 7,600], Winthrop 
Carner, Stack's 5/95: 437 [$24,200], Ed Milas, Stack's 10/94: 1090 [$28,600], 
James Stack. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

A second Mint State-62 had been graded by NGC as of 10/02. 

3. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 [Eliasberg 
collection]: 413 [$3850], John Clapp [1942], B. Max Mehl sale 1923 [unidentified]. 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

4. [tie]. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7667 [$11,500], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 
duplicates], ex Hancock and Harwell via Spectrum Numismatics, Spink 
America/Christie's 10/96: 127 ($14,850], Omaha City Library, Byron Reed collection. 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Auraria collection 12/99, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina 
collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

5. [tie]. Stack's 5/95: 911 [$6,325], possibly ex Stack's Goshen sale [2/78], About 
Uncirculated-55 to About Uncirculated-58. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1/03: 4731 [$10,350], Ashland City collection, 
Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Green Pond collection, Heritage Rare Coin Galleries via 
Keystone Rare Coins and TIA, 8/98. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC 

-One other coin had been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02. 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co., ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Delaware Valley 
Rare Coins, Heritage 7/02: 9153 ($7,475], David Carr, New England collection. First 
seen 3/02. Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Jason Carter, Heritage 1 /99: 7679 
[$12,650, as PCGS AU-55], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

The 1841-D half 
eagle is a 
relatively easy 
issue to obtain in 
lower grades and 

available in high 
grades than other 
dates of this era. 
Despite their 
occasional 
availability, 
Uncirculated 
examples are still 
highly prized and 
very desirable. 

1841-D 
Minted: 29,392 

Total Known: 150-175 

Overall Rarity: 17th of 26 

High Grade Rarity: 17th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 60-70 

The 1841-D half eagle is one of the more available Dahlonega half eagles from the 

1840's in high grades. 

STRIKE: This is a better struck issue than either the 1839-D or the 1840-D half 

eagles. The obverse shows a fairly good strike with both the hair and the stars sharp. 

There is sometimes a slightly convex appearance to the obverse and, interestingly, 

the reverse does not appear concave. This gives the appearance of the two sides 

appearing slightly mismatched. The reverse shows good detail except for the eagle's 

right leg and the tops of the arrow feathers which can be weak. 

SURFACES: Many have medium to heavy abrasions on their surfaces. It is not 

unusual for an example to have mint-made planchet faults or small areas of 

granularity. 

LUSTER: The 1841 -D half eagle has above-average luster for a Dahlonega half eagle 

from this era. High grade, original pieces typically show good luster with a frosty, 

somewhat reflective texture. A few are known that have reflective, semi-prooflike 

fields. 

COLORATION: A wide range of colors have been seen on uncleaned, original 

examples. Some have a pleasing medium to deep orange-gold coloration while others 

have a lighter greenish-gold hue. This issue has become harder to locate with original 

coloration since the first edition of this book was released as a result for the current 

disregard for originality by all but a handful of specialists. 

EYE APPEAL: This date can be found with very good eye appeal. A number of very 

choice, original high grade pieces exist and they traded with some regularity in the 

mid to late 1990's. Most of these have now found homes in private collections and 

are off the market. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The finest known 1841-D half eagle is a superb PCGS 

graded Mint State-65 that first surfaced in the Stack's October 1994 sale of the 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

James Stack collection. It sold for $88,000 at that sale which was, to the best of my 
knowledge, an auction record for any Dahlonega gold coin at the time. 

DIE VARIETIES: Three die varieties are known. 

Variety 5-B: All varieties of this date have a similar obverse. On this die, the date is 
well centered in the field. The reverse is the same as on 1840 with a Tall D mintmark. 
The mintmark is positioned close to the feather and the upright is below the left edge 
of the tip of the feather and it is positioned above the left serif of the right diagonal of 
the V in FIVE. The right edge of the mintmark extends to the upright of the E in FIVE. 
According to Walter Breen, a total of 4,105 of the Medium □ 1841-D half eagles 
were struck in two small production runs early in 1841. 

This is a rare and important variety which deserves to sell for a significant premium 
over Variety 5-D. 

Variety 5-D: This reverse was used only in 1841. It has a Small □ mintmark. The 
mintmark is positioned closer to the tip of the feather than on the 1841-D Medium 
D. The feather tip is positioned over the center of the opening in the mintmark while 
the upright of the mintmark is over the right serif of the left diagonal of the V in FIVE. 
The right edge of the mintmark is positioned over the right edge of the V in FIVE. 
There is an unusual small hollow round spot at the top of the second vertical shield 
stripe which looks somewhat like a misplaced circular punch in the die. 

Two major die states are known: 

STATE I: Repunching can be seen on the date; the obverse shows no trace of a die 
crack 

STATE II: The repunching is still present but it has faded. A crack has formed on the 
obverse which eventually runs from the denticles between 84, through the curls and 
the BE in LIBERTY and then to the denticles to the right of the seventh star. 

Variety 6-D: On this variety, all four date numerals show repunching, which is not seen 
on the other obverse. In addition, the date is positioned very slightly lower. This variety 
is usually seen with noticeable cracks but these are different than those seen on the 
late die state of Variety 5-D. The strongest crack runs diagonally from rim to rim, 
beginning at 12:00, descending vertically through the portrait, going through the 84 in 
the date and ending at the rim at 6:00. The other runs rim to rim from 10:00 across 
the upper two points of star five, across the field and forehead of Liberty, her eyebrow, 
then into her hair where it joins the vertical crack just described below the E in 
LIBERTY. This variety was first described as Lot 902 in the October 1999 Bass II sale. 
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CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell via Silvano Di Genova [Tangible 

Investments of America], Stack's 5/95: 441 [$68,750], Ed Milas, Stack's 10/94: 1094 

[$88,000], James Stack. Graded Mint State-65 by PCGS and earlier graded the same by 

NGC. 

2. (tie].Green Pond collector ex New Jersey dealer via Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Heritage 

1996 ANA: 8308 [$25,850; as NGC MS-63], Superior Auction '89: 893 ($25,300), 

RARCOA Auction '81: 444 [$15,000], Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. Identifiable by a 

small planchet flake between stars twelve and thirteen. The plate coin in the second 

edition of this book. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4735 [$59,800], ex Ashland City collection, Heritage 1/00: 7718 

[$32,200; as PCGS MS-64; later "conserved" by NCS], Graded Mint State-65 by NGC. 

3. [tie). A group of approximately three or four pieces grade Mint State-63. These include the 

following: 

-Bowers and Merena 5/00: 356 [$23,000], ex Harry Bass collection, Stack's 1976 

ANA: 2955. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. Tall mintmark variety. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7670 [$15,813] ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, RARCOA/Akers Chicago '96: 410 [$18,700], Mike 

Brownlee. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6238 ($19,550; as NGC MS-63], ex Michigan collection. Graded Mint 

State-63 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7669 [$12,075], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Bowers and Merena 11 /93: 

1498 ($16,500]. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS but comparable to the other coins in 

this group. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6237 [$19,550], ex Michigan collection, possibly ex Dr. Richard Appel. 

This coin was offered for sale in a number of Heritage auctions in the late 1980's/early 

1990's. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

A few other Uncirculated pieces are known. These include the following: 

-Hancock and Harwell inventory, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 900 ($10,350], Harry 

Bass collection, Bowers and Ruddy 11/82 [Eliasberg collection): 418 [$6,325], Clapp 

[1942], Sears [1908], Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Auraria collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex Spink's/Christie's 10/96: 128 ($9,900). 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1/03. This number is 

inflated by resubmissions. 
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1842-D 
SMALL DATE, SMALL LETTERS 

Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

37,917 
175-200 
18th of 26 
14th of 26 

VF: 74-81 EF: 66-77 AU: 28-33 MS: 7-9 

In 1842, there was a design transition on half eagles struck at the Philadelphia, 
Charlotte and Dahlonega (but not at New Orleans] mints. Beginning in the latter part 
of this year, both the date and reverse lettering sizes were enlarged. At the Charlotte 
and Dahlonega branch mints, varieties were created which had a Small Date [these 
were struck first] and a Large Date. For the Dahlonega half eagles of 1842, the Small 
Date, Small Letters variety is by far the more available of the two. 

STRIKE: This variety shows a slightly below average quality of strike. On the obverse, 
there is almost always weakness on the curl below the ear of Liberty and on the curls 
below BERT. The stars are thin and fine and have an elegant appearance not seen on 
other issues of this era. The reverse is usually weak on the eagle's left and right legs, 
both sets of claws and on parts of the arrow feathers. The borders are sharp with full 

denticles and strongly defined rims. 

SURFACES: The 1842-D Small Date, Small Letters half eagle is an issue which is 
almost always found with very heavily abraded surfaces. The typical piece has 
numerous deep, detracting marks in the fields. This is generally true for both lower 
grade and higher grade examples. 

The 7842-D 

Small Date, Small 

Letters half eagle 

is a reasonably 

common coin in 

terms of its 

overall rarity. But 

the vast majority 

of examples 

grade Very Fine 

to Extremely Fine. 

This issue is very 

scarce in the 

lower About 

Uncirculated 

grades, rare in 

the upper range 

of this grade and 

very rare in full 

Mint State. 

LUSTER: The luster seen on high grade, original pieces is above average. Such coins 
tend to show rich, frosty luster with a very slightly reflective texture. A few are known 
which are semi-prooflike but these tend to be unappealing due to heavily marked 
surfaces. 

COLORATION: Some examples have distinctive orange-gold coloration. Others have 
rich medium to deep greenish-gold hues. Most are dull and unattractive as a result of 
having been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: The 1842-D Small Date, Small Letters half eagle is a difficult issue to 
locate with good eye appeal. Most are noticeably abraded and are not well struck. A 
number show signs of cleaning or they have been repeatedly dipped. The few that 
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exist with very good eye appeal are worth a considerable premium over the typical 

example. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: This variety is similar in high grade rarity to the 1841 - 

D except for the fact that there are no very high grade pieces known. The majority of 

the seven to nine known Uncirculated 1842-D Small Date half eagles are in the Mint 

State-BO to Mint State-61 range and were probably regarded as nice About 

Uncirculated coins during the era of tighter grading. I have personally seen just two 

or three examples that I thought were unquestionably Uncirculated and none of these 

have been available for a number of years. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

Variety 7-E: Small Date. The left base of the 1 is positioned above the left side of a 

denticle. The date numerals are fairly consistent in their height. The reverse has Small 

Letters as on 1839-1841 half eagles. The Small D mintmark is centered between 

the tip of the feather and the V in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the left 

edge of the V in FIVE while the upright is over the center of the left diagonal of the V 

in FIVE. The right edge of the mintmark is over the center of the right diagonal of the 

V in FIVE. 

Variety 8-E: Small Date. The left base of the 1 is positioned over the center of a 

denticle. The 1 is tall, the 8 is smaller and the 42 is tall with the top of the 1 well over 

the 8. The reverse is the same as on the other variety. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 (Eliasberg 

collection): 422 ($3,520). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first 

edition of this book. 

2. (tie). Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4739 ($13,800), 

Ashland City collection, unknown dealer(s), Kevin Lipton, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers 

Numisma 10/95:1455 ($14,300), Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 445 ($19,800: as 

NGC MS-62), Ed Milas, Heritage 6/89: 1930. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6241 ($17,250; as NGC MS-62], ex Michigan Collection. Graded Mint 

State-62 by PCGS. 

-Private collection via Blanchard & Co, ex Doug Winter, Green Pond collection, Heritage 

1998 FUN: 7795 ($9,350; as NGC MS-61). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate 

coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. (tie). Goldberg 9/02: 967 ($14,950], ex unknown dealer(s), Delaware Valley Rare Coins 

inventory, 2000-2001. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 
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-Monex, ex Goldberg 9/99: 1746 [unsold), Monex, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7682 [$18,975; 
as PCGS MS-62] North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 10/99. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

4. Auraria collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4738, ex Ashland City collection 
[$12,650], Heritage 1999 ANA: 7671 [$12,075], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 
collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Texas dealer. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

5. [tie]. Private collection, ex National Gold Exchange, 10/97, David Akers' John Jay Pittman 
sale, Part One [10/97]: 960 [$10,450], Farouk: 249, Col. Green collection. Graded Mint 

State-61 by NGC. 
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The 1842-D 
Large Date and 
Letters half eagle 
is scarce in any 
grade. It is most 
often seen very 
well worn and any 
piece which 
grades Extremely 
Fine is very rare. 
This issue is 
extremely rare in 
accurately graded 
About 
Uncirculated and 

possibly two] 
Uncirculated 
pieces exist. 

1842-D 
LARGE DATE AND LETTERS 

Minted: 21,691 

Total Known: 85-95 

Overall Rarity: 2nd of 26 

High Grade Rarity: 1 st of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 54-58 EF: 23-26 AU: 7-9 MS: 1-2 

The 1842-D Large Date and Letters variety was created when a new pair of dies 

were shipped to Dahlonega in the fall of 1842. The rarity of this issue suggests that 

the reported mintage figure may possibly include coins dated 1843 or that a number 

of pieces were melted. This is a truly rare coin which still does not receive the 

attention it merits. 

STRIKE: The 1842-D Large Date and Letters half eagle is usually better struck than 

its Small Date counterpart. On the obverse, the curls below the word LIBERTY are 

often sharp although they may show some weakness. The area which is most likely to 

be weak is the hair at the top of the head. The border is sharp with the stars and 

denticles well-defined. On the reverse, the detail is good and many are completely 

struck up on the eagle's legs and claws. 

SURFACES: The surfaces on nearly every known example are extremely heavily 

abraded and have a choppy appearance. In addition, most have been cleaned. On 

coins which are more or less original, the appearance of the surfaces is somewhat 

dirty. All known examples show a series of fine raised die scratches just past the 

thirteenth star. This is one of the most difficult Dahlonega issues of any denomination 

to locate with acceptable surfaces. 

LUSTER: Only a handful of 1842-D Large Date and Letters half eagles have any 

remaining luster. On the few high grades pieces which exist, the luster is satiny and 

somewhat grainy in texture. 

COLORATION: Coins which have original, uncleaned surfaces are most likely to show 

deep green-gold color. I have not seen more than three or four that were fully original. 

EYE APPEAL: This is the most difficult Dahlonega half eagle to locate with any eye 

appeal. Most examples are well worn, heavily abraded and cleaned. I have seen just a 

handful of 1842-D Large Date and Letters half eagles with what I would consider to 

have good or even above-average eye appeal. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1842-D Large Date half eagle is probably the 
single rarest issue from this mint in About Uncirculated-55 and above. I am aware of 
just three nice pieces: the Duke's Creek/Eliasberg coin, the Green Pond/North 
Georgia coin and the Byron Reed coin (which was dipped after its first sale and lost 
much of its initial eye appeal]. The first two specimens have clear claims at 
Uncirculated status but are not clear-cut Mint State coins. If a choice Uncirculated 
1842-D Large Date were to enter the market, it is likely that it would set a record for 

the highest-priced Dahlonega half eagle. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is known. 

Variety 9-G. Large Date with the date well centered. The reverse was used only in 
1842 and it has a Large Letters reverse. The Small D mintmark is centered between 
the feather tip and the V in FIVE. The tip of the feather is positioned over the opening 
in the mintmark and the upright of the D is over the gap between the diagonals of the 
V. The left edge of the D is over the center of the left diagonal of the V while the right 

edge of the D is over the right edge of the V. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Auction USA 1990-92, Walter 
Perschke, Stack's Auction '84: 1333 [$23,100], Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and 
Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy [Eliasberg collection] 10/82: 423 [$24,200]. Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Green Pond Collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7684 [$36,800; as 
PCGS AU-58], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in 
the second edition of this book. 

3. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7672 [$19,550], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell via Spectrum Numismatics/Paul Nugget, Spink 
America/Christie's 10/96: 129 [$22,000], Omaha City Library, Byron Reed collection. 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

4. Heritage 1/03: 4740 ($19,550], ex Ashland City collection, National Gold Exchange, 
Superior 2/99: 3196 [unsold], Heritage 1999 FUN: 7885 (unsold], Superior 6/98: 
2190 (unsold], National Gold Exchange 10/97, David Akers' John Jay Pittman sale, Part 
One [10/97]: 961 [$22,000], Farouk: 249, Col. Green collection. Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

5. [tie]. Private collection, ex Midwestern dealer via New York Gold Mart, Heritage 3/97: 
5520 ($15,500], Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Monex inventory, 3/99, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7683 ($11,500 as PCGS AU-50], North 

Georgia collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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1843-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

98,452 

225-250 

23rd of 26 (tie) 

22nd of 26 (tie) 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 95-102 EF: 79-90 AU: 45-50 MS: 6-8 

The 1843-D half 
eagle is relatively 
common in lower 
grades and can 
be obtained in the 
lower About 
Uncirculated 
grades without a 
great deal of 
difficulty. This 
issue becomes 
rare in choice 
About 
Uncirculated and 
it is very rare in 
any Mint State 
grade. 

The 1843-D is the most common Dahlonega half eagle struck in the 1840's and it is 

one of the more obtainable issues from this mint in high grades. Its relative availability 

and its early date of issue make it a popular type coin. 

STRIKE: This is one of the best struck Dahlonega half eagles. Many show excellent 

detail on the hair of Liberty with complete definition on the strands below BERT and 

on the curl beneath the ear. The stars are often well detailed with full radial lines. The 

reverse shows a comparable quality of strike with the eagle's feathers and wing tips 

often fully formed. There is sometimes weakness on the legs of the eagle but it is 

possible to find an 1843-D half eagle that is sharp in this area as well. 

SURFACES: The majority of 1843-D half eagles are very heavily abraded. It is not 

uncommon to see otherwise unattractive examples with clusters of deep, detracting 

marks in the fields. All 1843-D half eagles have raised die lumps on the obverse [see 

Die Varieties, below) which should not be confused with defects or damage. 

LUSTER: 1843-D half eagles generally display good luster. High grade examples have 

a pleasing frosty appearance. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original pieces have been seen with a broad range of 

coloration. This coloration ranges from deep yellow gold to rich coppery-orange. 

There are more original examples remaining than for most of the dates from the 

early 1840's but the number of original coins is becoming fewer every year. 

EYE APPEAL: This is one of the best manufactured Dahlonega half eagles. It is 

possible to locate an example that is well struck, lustrous and attractively toned. 

Finding one with clean surfaces, however, is quite challenging. 
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Auraria collection. The other two are, to the best of my knowledge, still in the Duke's 

Creek collection. 

DIE VARIETIES: There are two significant die varieties currently known to exist. 

Variety 10-G. The date is slightly high in the field and the 3 is closer to the neck of 

Liberty than it is to the denticles. Small D mintmark, as on 1842-D Small Date, Large 

Letters, with the D positioned over the V in FIVE. 

1843-D 

SMALL D 

This is by far the rarer of the two varieties of this year and it should sell for a 

significant premium due to its rarity and importance. 

Variety 10-H. Same obverse as last but with a line of three tiny die lumps between 

the first and the second stars, another die lump below the 12th star and other small 

lumps over the 43 in the date. Medium D mintmark, large letters reverse. The 

mintmark is centered between the feather tip and the V in FIVE. The left edge of the 

D is over the left edge of the left serif of the right diagonal of the V. The upright of the 

mintmark is over the center of the right diagonal of the V. The left edge extends 

beyond the left edge of the feather tip and the right edge is over the right edge of the 

upright of the E in FIVE. 

This variety is at least four to five times more common than 10-G. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 925 
[$48,300], Harry Bass collection, Stack's Garrett sale [3/76]: 375. Graded Mint State- 
64 by PCGS. 
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2. [tie]. Duke's Creek collection, ex dealer intermediaries, Texas dealer, displayed at the 

1995 ANA Convention; possibly the same piece illustrated on page 117 of the Akers Half 

Eagle book. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Auraria collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7673 [$17,250], 

Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon 

Farmer collection, Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 [Eliasberg collection]: 427 [$5775], John 

Clapp [1942], J.C. Mitchelson [1907], Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in 
the first edition of this book. 

3. New Jersey dealer, ex Heritage 2/99: 6244 ($18,400), Michigan collector, various 

dealer intermediaries, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 [11/95]: 1457 

($17,600], Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 450 [$23,100], Ed Milas. Graded Mint 
State-63 by NGC. 

4. Michigan collection, ex Jack Hancock, Superior 1/89: 358 ($11,550], Stack's 12/69: 

318. Called "MS-63" in the Superior sale. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

Three other examples have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 11/03. 

They are as follows: 

-Heritage 4/01: 7759 [unsold]. Small D mintmark. 

-Bowers and Merena 5/00: 374 ($8,625], ex Harry Bass collection, Stack's 10/73, 
George Scanlon collection. 

-Superior 9/98: 2037 ($11,500], Subsequently removed from its holder. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter, 2/98. The plate coin in the second edition of this 
book. 
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1844-D 
Minted: 88,982 
Total Known: 200-225 

Overall Rarity: 19th of 26 

High Grade Rarity: 19th of 26 

(tie) 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 95-1 03 EF: 60-70 AU: 38-43 MS: 7-9 

Along with the 1843-D and the 1845-D, the 1844-D is one of the most obtainable 

Dahlonega half eagles struck during the 1840's. Of these three dates, the 1844-D is 

the scarcest in high grades. 

STRIKE: As with the 1843-D half eagle, the 1844-D shows an above average quality 

of strike for a Dahlonega issue. The obverse is quite sharp with the exception of the 

curls near the face which may show weakness. The reverse is also sharp with strong 

feather and wing tip detail visible on most pieces. On some 1844-D half eagles, the 

eagle's right leg shows weakness. 

SURFACES: For some reason, many show mint-made imperfections such as grainy 

areas, chips out of the planchet or grease stains. A number are also liberally abraded 

and show deep, detracting marks in the fields or on the devices. 

LUSTER: This issue generally has very good luster. It is most often frosty but 

examples are known which are semi-prooflike. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original 1844-D half eagles have been seen with a broad 

range of coloration. This ranges from light green to dark green-gold to rich yellow- 

orange. Locating pieces with fully original color has become a real challenge. 

EYE APPEAL: It is possible to locate an example which has good eye appeal. But, a 

number of otherwise choice 1844-D half eagles show noticeable mint-made planchet 

imperfections, as described above. 

DIE VARIETIES: At present only one die variety is known. Given the relatively high 

mintage figure of this date, it is probable that others exist. 

Variety 11-H. On the obverse, the second 4 in the date is closer to the neck of 

Liberty than it is to the denticles. The reverse has a Medium D mintmark and it is the 

same as that found on the 1843-D Medium D coins. 

The 1844-D half 

eagle is relatively 

common in lower 

grades. It 

becomes very 

scarce in About 

Uncirculated-53 

and quite rare in 

the highest About 

Uncirculated 

grades. It is a very 

rare coin in Mint 

State. 
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CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, via Hancock and Harwell, ex David Akers Numismatics' John Jay 

Pittman sale, Part Dne: 970 ($52,250), Stack's 1/58: 1875 ($60). Graded Mint State- 

63 by PCGS. 

2. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7676 ($19,550), ex Chestatee collection, Florida dealer, Mike 

Brownlee. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. 

3. (tie). Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/03: 4750 ($16,675), 

Ashland City collection, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7675 ($13,800), Chestatee collection 

(Duke's Creek collection duplicates), Stack's 5/95: 456 ($25,300), Ed Milas, Stack's 

12/78 (Bareford): 167 ($2,200). Pictured on page 123 of the Akers half eagle book. 

Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 7/02: 798 [unsold], ex New York Gold Mart, probably ex Bowers 

and Merena 11/98: 2282 ($12,650; as PCGS MS-61). Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

4. (tie). Green Pond collection 11/98 ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Florida dealer. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Spectrum Numismatics, Bowers and 

Merena 10/99: 935 ($10,925; as PCGS MS-61], Harry Bass collection, obtained 

viaprivate treaty 10/67. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS 

5. Gold Rush collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Auraria collection via Hancock and Harwell Heritage 1999 ANA: 7674 ($12,650], ex 

Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon 

Farmer collection, Hancock and Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers 

and Ruddy 10 82 [Eliasberg collection): 427 ($5,775). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 935 ($10,925) ex Harry Bass collection. Graded Mint 
State-61 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Athens, Georgia collection, Doug Winter/Lee 

Minshull, 5/97. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Four other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1/03. This figure is 

inflated by resubmissions. 

-Six coins have been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02. This figure is inflated by 

resubmissions. 
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90,629 

225-250 
23rd of 26 [tie] 
24th of 26 

Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 100-108 EF: 70-80 AU: 45-50 MS: 10-1 2 

The 1845-D half eagle is similar to the 1843-D half eagle in terms of the total 
number of pieces which exist. The 1845-D is only slightly more available in high 

grades than the 1843-D. 

STRIKE: This issue is considerably better struck than the Dahlonega half eagles from 
the latter part of the 1840's. But, it is not usually found with as sharp a strike as seen 
on the 1843 and 1844 Dahlonega half eagles. The obverse is often sharp at the 
center but slightly weak at the stars and the denticles. The area from 2:00 to 4:00 
on the obverse rim is much weaker than on the rest of the coin. The reverse shows 
a better overall strike although it is common to see 1845-D half eagles with 

weakness on the eagle's right leg. 

SURFACES: Most 1845-D half eagles show numerous marks on the surfaces. This 
date is not as heavily marked as the 1844-D but it is very hard to find an example 
which does not show detracting abrasions. Many show light clashmarks at the center 
of the throat of Liberty and at the back of Liberty's neck. 

LUSTER: The luster seen on many uncleaned, original 1845-D half eagles is very 
good. It is most often frosty with a slightly grainy texture. 

The 1845-D half 

eagle is relatively 

common in Very 

Fine and 

Extremely Fine 

grades. It can be 

located in About 

Uncirculated-50 

with greater ease 

than any 

Dahlonega half 

eagle from the 

1840's with the 

exception of the 

1843-D. In About 

Uncirculated-55, 

the 1845-D half 

eagle becomes 

very scarce and it 

is quite rare in 

About 

Uncirculated-58. 

Fully Mint State 

examples are very 

rare. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned pieces can have some of the best natural coloration of any 
issue from this mint. The colors can range from deep green to intense orange-gold 
with coppery overtones. Most of the 1845-D half eagles with great color are off the 
market and the majority of the coins that I have seen offered in recent years have 
been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: This is a more difficult date to find with good eye appeal than the other 
common Dahlonega half eagles from the first part of the 1840's. While some 
extremely choice 1845-D half eagles are known, many are heavily marked, irregularly 
struck and have been cleaned. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The Bass/Norweb 1845-D half eagle is the finest 

known and it set a record price for a Dahlonega gold coin in the 1987 Norweb sale 

when it brought $66,000. It has an interesting story behind it. Jack Hancock badly 

wanted to buy the coin for a client but was scheduled to be in Hawaii on vacation 

during the Norweb sale. So he instructed a well-known New York dealer who was 

attending the auction to buy the coin. 

Mike Brownlee, was basically given the same instruction by Harry Bass and a fierce 

bidding war broke out. The New York dealer finally quit when it occurred to him that, 

perhaps, he was stretching a bit more than Jack would have liked. When Jack phoned 

him after the sale and asked what the 1845-D half eagle brought, he went silent for 

a number of minutes. He hadn't wanted to bid more than $30,000 and readily 

expected to own the coin at that level. Thus, the record price was the result of two 

stubborn bidders; one of whom, as it turned out, would have dropped out much earlier 

if he had actually been at the auction. 

DIE VARIETIES: There are two die varieties currently known. 

Variety 12-1. The date is placed somewhat high in the field and it is far to the left. On 

early die states, there are some small raised lines above the 45. The reverse has a 

Large D which is closer to the feather tip than to the V in FIVE. The tip of the feather 

is positioned over the upright of the mintmark. The left edge of the mintmark is over 

the center of the left diagonal of the V in FIVE. The right edge of the mintmark is over 

the center of the upright of the E and it appears equidistant from the feather tip and 

talon. This reverse was reused in 184B. 

Variety 13-1: The date is located somewhat further towards the right. In the first 

edition of this book, I noted that this variety had been described by Walter Breen but 

that I had not seen any examples. In 1999, it was re-discovered by collector Paul 

Harris. 

An example is illustrated as Lot 8142 in the Heritage 9/02 sale. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Dwight Manley, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 948 [$57,500], Harry Bass collection via 

Mike Brownlee, Bowers and Merena Norweb I (10/87): 817 [$66,000], New 

Netherlands Coin Company via private treaty 7/5/56. Graded Mint State-65 by PCGS. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy Eliasberg collection 

[10/82]: 437 [$10,450], John Clapp [1942], Elmer Sears [1920], Graded Mint State- 

63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 
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3. (tie). Heritage 1999 ANA: 7677 ($14,950), ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 
collection duplicates), New York Gold Mart, Stack's/Akers/RARCOA Numisma '95:1459 
($15,400), Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 459 ($22,500), Ed Milas. Graded Mint 
State-63 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 949 ($20,700), 
Harry Bass collection, Joe Flynn 3/78. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in 
the revised edition of this book. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4753 ($13,800), ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-63 by 
NGC. Probably one of the coins listed below. 

4. (tie). Heritage 9/02: 8143, ex Heritage 4/02: 6982 [unsold), Heritage 2001 ANA: 
7781 [unsold), Green Pond collection, Doug Winter/Spectrum Numismatics, Spink 
America/Christie's 10/96: 456 ($14,300), Omaha City Library, Byron Reed. Graded 
Mint State-62 by NGC. Identifiable by a small lamination in Liberty's hair. 

-Auraria collection 4/98, ex Doug Winter/Hancock and Harwell, Eastern dealer. Graded 
Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 2/99: 6251 ($11,213), ex Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. Mint State-62. 

5. (tie). Carl Lester collection, ex Alabama collection, Stack's Auction '84: 1337 ($4,400), 
Dr. Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 5/00: 389 ($9,200), ex Harry Bass collection, Stack's 5/70: 866, 
Gaston DiBello collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Heritage Rare Coin Galleries inventory, 9/00. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex New York Gold Mart [Ron Karp), 10/96, probably ex 
RARCOA/Akers Chicago Sale, 8/91: 992 ($14,300); possibly sold earlier in the Harmer 
Rooke 3/91 sale. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1994 ANA: 7429. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Five other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02.This figure is 
inflated by resubmissions. 
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1846-D 
NORMAL MINTMARK 

Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

80,294 

110-1 30 

5th of 26 (tie) 

2nd of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 50-62 EF: 48-53 AU: 12-13 MS: 0-2 

The 184B-D 
Normal Mintmark 
half eagle is 
scarce in all 
grades. It is 
usually found in 
Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine 
grades. It is very 
rare in About 
Uncirculated and 
just a small 
handful of pieces 
are known which 
grade higher than 
About 
Uncirculated-50. 
This variety is 
excessively rare in 
full Mint State. 

If viewed as a date, the 1846-D is similar in rarity to the 1844-D and 1845-D half 

eagles. However, the two major varieties of the 1846-D half eagle have been 

collected as separate, distinct issues for many years and are, therefore, listed as 

such in this book. The 1846-D Normal Mintmark half eagle is one of the rarest issues 

in this series in high grades and until very recently it has been overlooked by almost 

all collectors. 

STRIKE: This variety is generally not as well struck as the 1846-D over D. The Normal 

Mintmark coins have a slightly flat overall appearance on the obverse. This is most 

noticeable on the hair of Liberty and on the denticles below and to the left of the date. 

The reverse is better struck than the obverse with the exception of the arrow 

feathers and the eagle's right leg which is often weak. 

SURFACES: Almost every known example has very heavily abraded surfaces. It 

appears that 1846-D Normal Mintmark half eagles went directly into circulation and 

stayed there for a long period of time. As a result, they show signs of rough handling. 

Many have very deep, detracting marks. Others display numismatic abuse and 

original, uncleaned pieces are seldom seen. 

LUSTER: Due to the fact that most examples of this date are well worn and heavily 

abraded, few 1846-D Normal Mintmark half eagles show much remaining luster. 

When present, the luster is frosty with a slightly grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Most have been cleaned and show unnatural coloration. Original, 

uncleaned pieces have medium green-gold coloration with occasional splashes of 

coppery-orange toning. There are very few known with original color. 

EYE APPEAL: The 1846-D Normal Mintmark half eagle is an extremely hard coin to 

find with good eye appeal. The typical example shows an average quality strike, 

numerous abrasions, little if any luster and unnatural coloration. Pieces with good eye 

appeal are very rare and they command strong premiums. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: This is one of the rarest Dahlonega half eagles in high 
grades. I have never seen a piece that I thought was unquestionably Uncirculated, 
although the Bass II: 962 coin graded Mint State-61 by PCGS is outstanding for the 
issue. In About Uncirculated-50 and above, the 1846-D Normal Mintmark should sell 
for a strong premium over the 1846-D/D but it does not. This is primarily due to the 
fact most price reporting mechanisms for Dahlonega gold coinage do not distinguish 

between the two. 

□IE VARIETIES: Three die varieties are known. 

Variety 14-1: On this variety, the date is high with the 6 closer to the neck than to the 
denticles. The reverse is the same as described above for 1845-D Variety 12-1 and 

13-1. 

Variety 15-J: On this variety, the date is low with the 6 much closer to the denticles 
than on Obverse 12. This reverse is a repolished and worn use of the D over D 
mintmark [see below for a more detailed description]. 

It is possible that the high date obverse was also used with Reverse I. If this is the 
case, than four die varieties of the 1846-D Normal Mintmark half eagle would exist. 

Variety 16-K:0n this variety, the 1 in the date is placed over the center of a denticle. 
The 1 is very low and the date is closer to the denticles than on the other two 
obverses employed to strike 1846-D Normal Mintmark half eagles. On the reverse, 
the mintmark is slightly high but it does not lean to the right as on Reverse J. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Auraria collection [Athens, GA.] via Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 

962 [$18,400], Harry Bass collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

2. Duke's Creek collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex MONEX, Bowers and Merena 

11/98: 2107 [$9,750], Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

3. [tie]. Private collection, ex New York Gold Mart inventory, David Akers' John Jay Pittman 

collection sale, Part One, 10/97: 979 ($2,860], Stack's 11/55: 1283. Graded About 

Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Goldberg 9/00: 898 [$4,600]. 

Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Private collection, ex Paul Nugget, 1994. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1993 ANA: 5650 ($9,680], Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

4. [tie]. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7679 ($3,105], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek 
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collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded About 

Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Michael Carrick collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1/99: 7692 [$6612.50], North 

Georgia Collection. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Western Michigan collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7678 ($5,750], 

Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek duplicates]. Graded About Uncirculated-53 by PCGS. 

-Alabama collection, ex Doug Winter, Western Michigan collection, Doug Winter/Lee 

Minshull 5/00. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by NGC. 
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1846-D 
OVER D MINTMARK 

Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

Part of 80,294 
125-150 
10th of 26 [tie] 
11th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 31-35 EF: 42-45 AU: 14-16 MS: 8-9 

The 1846-D over D half eagle is a popular variety which is generally collected 
alongside the 1846-D Normal Mintmark. This variety is so clear to the naked eye that 
it has been included in all standard price guides of U.S. coins and it is recognized by 
the major coin grading services. 

STRIKE: The 1846-D over D half eagle is found with a better strike than its Normal 
Mintmark counterpart. It is sharp at the peripheries and some show completely 
defined radial lines in the stars and bold denticles. On the reverse, the eagle's legs are 
often weak while the rest of the details are rather sharp. The centers may show some 
light clashmarks. All known examples have a horizontal die scratch below the first star 
and a series of tiny die scratches past the thirteenth star. 

SURFACES: Most 1846-D over D half eagles show abrasions on the surfaces. 
However, it is possible to locate pieces which are reasonably clean. Some show mint- 
made striations in the fields or small patches of roughness. 

LUSTER: The luster is generally far superior to the Normal Mintmark variety. High 
grade coins have very frosty luster which is among the best seen on any Dahlonega 
product from the 1840's. 

COLORATION: Some original, uncleaned examples of this date exist that have superb 
coloration. It can range from rich green-gold to intense coppery-orange. The typical 
piece has been cleaned or dipped and has a washed-out appearance as a result. 

EYE APPEAL: The vast majority of 1846-D half eagles with good eye appeal have the 
D over D reverse. Pieces exist with good strikes, relatively clean surfaces, full luster 
and very good coloration. 

DIE VARIETIES: One die variety is currently known to exist. 
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Variety 15-L. This variety uses the low date obverse which was described above 

under 1846-D Normal Mintmark, Variety 15-J. On the reverse, the mintmark was 

first punched too high and too far to the right. The second mintmark is lower and 

further to the left. The left edge of the mintmark is positioned over the center of the 

right diagonal of the V in FIVE. The upright of the mintmark is over the right serif of 

the right diagonal of the V while the right edge of the mintmark is over the right edge 

of the middle segment of the E in FIVE. The mintmark is placed the same distance 
from the feather and the stem. 

This reverse was later polished to efface the D over □ mintmark and it was reused in 
1847. 

The 1846-D over □ half eagle is usually found in Very Fine to Extremely Fine grades. 

It is quite rare in About Uncirculated and many of the About Uncirculated coins which 

exist are not choice. This date is more available in Mint State than one might expect 

but it is still very rare in Uncirculated grades. 

1846-D/□ HALF EAGLE 

This photograph shows the clarity of the double punched mintmark on this variety 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, dealer intermediary[s) Heritage 1996 

ANA: 8312 [bought back at this sale for $61,600 and later sold by Heritage via private 

treaty sale for an undisclosed sum], New York Gold Mart, Stack's 3/93: 2576 

($41,800], Graded Mint State-65 by PCGS; earlier graded Mint State-65 by NGC. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter, Heritage 2/99: 6255 [$24,150], Michigan 

collection, New York dealer, Lee Minshull, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 

[11/95]: 146D ($24,200], Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 464 [$35,200], Ed Milas. 

Graded Mint State-64 by NGC. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 
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3. Heritage 4/01: 7762 [unsold], ex Michigan collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and 
Ruddy 10/82 [Eliasberg collection]: 441 [$2,420], Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7680 [$12,075], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and Harwell, Georgia 
collection, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Auction '84: 1338 [$12,100], Arthur 
Montgomery. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this 

book. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 964 ($11,500], ex Harry Bass collection, Julian Leidman 
2/68. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

5. Goldberg 5/01: 1374 [$15,525], ex National Gold Exchange, Heritage 1999 FUN: 
7693, [$19,550: as PCGS MS-62], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-63 by 

NGC. 

Other Mint State coins include: 

-Heritage 2001 ANA: 7786 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Bowers and Merena 1 /01: 513 ($8,625], ex John Dannreuther inventory, 1999-2000. 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 
-Superior 9/99: 2003 [unsold], ex Superior 6/99: 3486 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-61 
by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter, Green Pond Collection 11 /98, ex Country Lane 
Rarities. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Auraria collection, ex Hancock and Harwell 1/98. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 
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The 1847-D half 
eagle is relatively 
available in lower 
grades. It 
becomes a 
difficult com to 
locate above 

Uncirculated-50 
and it is rare in 
properly graded 
About 
Uncirculated-55. 
Fully Mint State 
pieces are very 

1847-D 
Minted: 64,405 

Total Known: 200-225 

Overall Rarity: 19th of 26 

High Grade Rarity: 22nd of 26 
[tie] 

[tie] 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 66-75 EF: 83-92 AU: 40-45 MS: 11-13 

The 1847-D is one of the more common Dahlonega half eagles both in terms of its 
overall rarity and its rarity in high grades. 

STRIKE: Most examples show a fairly good overall strike. On the obverse, nearly every 

known 1847-D half eagle is slightly weak on the curls. The rest of the hair is relatively 

sharp and both the stars and the denticles are well-formed. The reverse is often weak 
on the middle portion of the eagle's neck and, sometimes, on the right leg. 

SURFACES: As on most Dahlonega half eagles from the 1840's, the 1847-D is often 

seen with numerous abrasions on the surfaces. This is due to the fact that these 

coins were widely used in commerce in the South and were roughly handled. 

LUSTER: This issue shows good luster. The luster is typically frosty in texture and a 
few examples are known which are very slightly prooflike. 

COLORATION: For some reason, there are more examples of this date with intense 

color than other Dahlonega half eagles from the 1840's. The coloration ranges from 

deep green-gold to coppery-orange. It has become more difficult to find pieces that 
have not been dipped or cleaned. 

EYE APPEAL: The 1847-D is a good issue for someone looking for a single Dahlonega 

half eagle as a type coin. Most are very well struck and have good luster and color [if 

they haven't been cleaned or dipped]. Locating pieces with clean surfaces, however, 
is very difficult. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: An interesting variety of 1847-D half eagle shows 

traces of extra digits to the left of the 1 and the 4 in the date. At one point in time it 

was thought that this might represent an overdate but it is now believed that these 

are merely light repunchings. There are still no overdates known on any Dahlonega 
issues. 
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DIE VARIETIES: There are currently four die varieties known. 

Variety 16-L. The obverse has a date which is very high and the right edge of the 7 
touches the neck. The numerals are perfect and show no signs of recutting. The 
reverse is a reuse of the 1846-D over D but the overmintmark has been effaced due 

to repolishing and die wear. 

Variety 16-M. The obverse is the same as above. The reverse is the same as 

described for variety 18-M of 1848. 

Variety 17-L. The obverse is the same as described below. The reverse reuses the 
D/D reverse of 1846 but in a late die state with the second mintmark punch no 

longer visible due to repolishing and die wear. 

Variety 17-1. The date is high but not as much so as on obverse 13. The right edge 
of the 7 is close to the neck but it does not touch it. There are traces of extra digits 
to the left of the 1 and the 4 in the date. Examples of this variety often show a crack 
on the reverse through FIVE and to the dot at the right of this word. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. [tie]. Green Pond collection ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, 9/98. Graded Mint State-63 
by PCGS. The plate coin in this edition of this book. 

-Gold Rush collection via Al Adams. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

2. A coin graded Mint State-63 by NGC. The pedigree and current location of this example 
is not known to the author. 

3. Duke's Creek collection, via Hancock and Harwell ex David Akers' John Jay Pittman 
collection sale, Part One, 10/97: 983 ($15,400], Farouk: 251, Col. Green collection. 
Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

4. (tie). Heritage 1/03: 4762 ($12,075], ex Ashland City collection, Spectrum Numismatics 
1/01, Delaware Valley Rare Coins. Graded Mint-State-63 by PCGS. Probably the same as 
one of the coins listed below. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7682 [$8,050], Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and Harwell, Georgia 
collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy 10/82 (Eliasberg collection]: 446 
($3,960], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Auraria collection via Hancock and Harwell, ex RARCOA/Akers Chicago 1996 Sale: 411 
($8,800], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-National Gold Exchange, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7695 ($14,950], North Georgia 
collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 
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-Florida collection 10/02, ex Doug Winter, Brian Hendleson, Bowers and Merena 7/02: 
SOI [unsold]. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

There are approximately three to five coins known that grade Mint State-60 to Mint State- 
61. These include the following: 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, North Carolina collection, Stack's 3/86: 
237. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 [11/95]: 1462 ($5,775], Winthrop Carner, 

Stack's 5/95: 469 ($7,700], Ed Milas. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Two other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

-Numisma '95: 1605 [$4,400; as PCGS AU-58], Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Texas collection, ex various intermediaries, New York dealer, ex Heritage 2/99: 6258 

($6,038), Michigan Collection, earlier owned by Heritage Rare Coin Galleries in 1996. 
Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1994 ANA: 7434 ($9,020). Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-Western Michigan collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7681 [$5,980], 

ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek duplicates]. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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1848-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

47,465 
140-160 
1 5th of 26 
6th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 70-80 EF: 45-50 AU: 20-24 MS: 5-6 

The 1848-D is often regarded as one of the more common Dahlonega half eagles. 
This is most definitely not the case as it is actually quite scarce in any grade and very 

rare in high grades. 

STRIKE: The quality of strike depends on which die variety a specific coin is. Many 
examples are very poorly struck and show pronounced flatness at the obverse center 
and heavy die swelling. Others have clashmarks at the mouth of Liberty and behind 
the head arid weakness on the neck feathers of the eagle. The reverse is generally 
better struck, even on the coins which show extreme weakness on the obverse. Any 
example with a sharp overall strike is very rare. For more information on strike, refer 

to Die Varieties below. 

SURFACES: Most 1848-D half eagles have numerous abrasions on the surfaces. 
This is one of the most difficult Dahlonega half eagles to locate with clean fields. 
Examples exist with matte-like surfaces from exposure to seawater. These coins have 
Mint State sharpness but are generally accorded the same value as an Extremely 
Fine coin with original surfaces. 

LUSTER: This date shows below average quality luster. On the few original, higher 
grade coins that exist, the luster is usually frosty in its texture. On the typical piece the 

luster is impaired and has a slightly grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Due to the fact that so many have been cleaned, it is very difficult to 
find an 1848-D half eagle with pleasing natural coloration. The few original pieces 
which exist have darker green-gold or orange-gold hues. 

EYE APPEAL: The 1848-D is one of the most difficult Dahlonega half eagles to locate 
with good eye appeal. Many are very poorly struck and most show serious, detracting 
abrasions. A piece with good eye appeal is legitimately rare and it deserves to sell for 
a significant premium over a typical example. 

The 1848-D half 

eagle is a scarce 

and undervalued 

issue. Most grade 

Very Fine to 

Extremely Fine. 

Any coin grading 

About 

Uncirculated is 

rare and any 

About 

Uncirculated 

example with 

good eye appeal 

is very rare. In 

Mint State, the 

7 848-D half eagle 

is extremely rare. 
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PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1848-D half eagle is actually one of the hardest 

Dahlonega issues of any denomination to locate with good eye appeal. Most are either 

poorly struck or have been cleaned at one time. I cannot recall having seen more than 

two or three pieces that I felt were genuinely attractive and have seen only one (the 

Duke's Creek coin] that I felt was unquestionably Uncirculated. 

DIE VARIETIES: There are four die varieties known as well as important subvarieties. 

Variety 18-M: The date is large and high and slants slightly downward from left to 

right. The second 8 in the date is about the same distance between the neck and the 

denticles. The reverse was used to strike half eagles in 1847 and in 1848. The 

upright of the mintmark is over the left edge of the upright of the E in FIVE. The left 

edge of the right serif of the mintmark is over the right diagonal while the right edge 

is over the right edge of the E. The mintmark is close to the stem at the upper right 

and is away from the feather. 

At least three die states are known: 

STATE I: The stars are sharp and there are no die cracks, clashmarks or traces of 

swelling. 

STATE II: Stars three through six are now thin and fine as the result of die lapping. 

Clashmarks can be seen at the mouth of Liberty and behind her throat. 

STATE III: The stars have become less defined and the clashmarks are more 

pronounced. Reverse cracks have formed from the eagle's left wing down into the 

arrows and into the Rl in AMERICA. Die State II and Die State III coins are usually seen 

in low grades and they are extremely rare in AU-55 or better. 

Variety 19-N: D Over Low D variety. The obverse is very similar to that described 

above. The reverse was used to strike coins in both 1848 and in 1849. The mintmark 

was originally punched too low and to the left, then effaced. The upright of the second 

mintmark is over the upright of the E in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the 

left edge of the E in FIVE while the right edge is over the right edge of the E. The 

mintmark touches the stem at the upper right and is close to the feather. At least 

two die states are known: 

STATE I: Traces of the first mintmark punch can be plainly seen under light 

magnification. This doubling is not as clear as on the 184B-D over D but most of the 

first mintmark is clear. This variety is very rare and it should sell for a very significant 

premium. In order for an 1848-D over D to sell for a substantial premium, traces of 

the first D must be very clear. Late die state coins [see below] are not nearly as 

desirable and should not sell for a premium. 
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STATE II: The first mintmark punch has either been effaced or it has worn off the die 
and it is either invisible or barely visible. This is by far the most common Die State for 

Variety 16-K. 

Variety 19-0: The obverse is the same as described above. On the reverse the 
mintmark is large and far from the branch. It is connected to the feather tip by a die 
line. It is noticeably tilted to the right and positioned above the upright of the E. There 
is a small crack from below the F across IVE to the right pellet. 

Variety 20-N: The obverse is similar to that described above except that the date is 
slightly further to the right with the left base of the 1 above the right center of the 
denticle. The mintmark is large, away from the feather and upright in its placement. 
There is a reverse crack above the eagle's right wing to the field above the 

arrowhead. 

184&D/D HALF EAGLE 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Bowers and 
Merena 1/92: 1418 ($13,200; as PCGS MS-61], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The 
plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Private collection via Upstate New York dealer, ex Green Pond collection, Heritage 1 /OO: 
7738 ($24,150], Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection. Graded 
Mint State-63 by NGC. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

3. (tie]. Superior 3/00: 860 (unsold; as PCGS MS-62], ex Green Pond collection, Heritage 
Rare Coin Galleries, Larry Jackson, David Akers' John Jay Pittman collection sale, Part 
One, 10/97: 988 ($20,900], Farouk: 251, Col. Green collection. Graded Mint State-62 
by NGC. 
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-Heritage 1/03: 4768 [$17,250], ex Ashland City collection 4/01 via Brad Karoloff, 

Doug Winter, Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, Heritage 1/00: 7737 [$12,075; 

as NGC MS-62], Heritage 2/99: 6262 [unsold], Michigan collection, Heritage Rare Coin 

Galleries, Stack's/RARCGA/Akers Numisma '95 (11/95]: 1463 [$12,650; as NGC MS- 

62], Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 473 [$16,500; as NGC MS-61), Ed Milas. Graded 

Mint State-63 by NGC. 

4. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7683 ($10,063; as PCGS MS-61], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's 

Creek collection duplicates), Hancock and Harwell. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

5. Gold Rush collection, ex New York Gold Mart [Ron Karp), Heritage 3/96: 5552 [$5,280]. 

Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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1849-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

39,036 
125-150 
10th of 26 [tie] 
6th of 26 [tie] 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 55-65 EF: 45-55 AU: 21-25 MS: 4-5 

The 1849-D half eagle is very similar in rarity to the 1848-D. Like the 1848-D, it is a 
coin whose true rarity [especially in high grades) has not yet been fully acknowledged. 

STRIKE: The 1849-D is one of the last half eagles from this mint which can be 
consistently found with an acceptable strike. Most have better overall definition on the 
obverse than on the reverse. The area on the obverse which is most likely to show 
weakness is the curls below IBER in LIBERTY. The rest of the detail is usually sharp, 
including the stars and the denticles. The reverse is often somewhat weak on the tips 
of the wing, the lower part of the neck and the right leg and claw. 

SURFACES: A number are known which show mint-made areas of granularity. Most 
are heavily marked but it is possible to locate an 1849-D half eagle which is not 
covered with detracting abrasions. 

The 1849-D half 

eagle is usually 

found in Very Fine 

to Extremely Fine 

grades. It is 

sometimes seen 

in About 

Uncirculated-50 

but it is quite rare 

in any About 

Uncirculated 

grade above this. 

In full Mint State, 

the 7849-D is an 

extremely rare 

coin. 

LUSTER: The luster tends to be frosty in texture. A few are known which are slightly 
reflective in the fields. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned pieces show coloration which ranges from 
medium green-gold to deep orange-gold. Most have been cleaned or dipped and no 
longer show original coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: Compared to some of the other Dahlonega half eagles of the 1840's, 
the 1849-D shows above average eye appeal. There are a number of well struck, 
attractive examples in existence. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1849-D half eagle is a reasonably common coin in 
most circulated grades but it is extremely rare in Uncirculated. As with the similarly 
dated quarter eagle, it may be overlooked due to the 1849-D gold dollar being fairly 
available in Uncirculated. I have only seen three or four Uncirculated 1849-D half 
eagles and believe that the current PCGS and NGC population figures are significantly 
inflated by resubmissions. 
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DIE VARIETIES: Three die varieties are currently known. 

Variety 21-N: On obverse, the date is not as well centered as on the next variety and 

is positioned slightly higher in relation to the neck. The reverse is the same as 

described above for Variety 19-N, except that there is absolutely no trace of the 

mispunched mintmark. It is not known which of the two 1849-D half eagle varieties is 

rarer. 

Variety 22-L: On the obverse, the date is well centered in the space between the neck 

and the denticles. The reverse has a high mintmark that touches both the stem and 

the feather. The left edge of the mintmark is over the center of the right diagonal of 

the V in FIVE. 

Variety 22-N: This is a newly discovered variety that combines the obverse and 

reverse die listed above. It appears to be very rare. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 

State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. [tie). Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 2/99: 6266 ($19,800), 

Michigan collection, dealer intermediaries, New York Gold Mart [Ron Karp], 

Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 [11/95]: 1464 ($13,200; as NGC MS-62], 

Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 477 [$18,700; as NGC MS-62], Ed Milas, Stack's 

Auction '84: 1341 ($17,600], Arthur Montgomery. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The 

plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Auraria Collection via Doug Winter, ex Bowers and Merena 11/00: 419 ($18,400), 

Harry Bass collection, obtained privately from Stanley Kesselman on 4/28/67. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7686 ($12,075], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates] 12/97, Hancock and Harwell via Doug Winter, Midwestern dealer. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Four other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1/03. It is not known 

how many of these represent distinct examples. 

-Four coins have been graded Mint State-62 by NGC as of 10/02. This number is inflated 

by resubmissions. They include the following: 

-Heritage 1 /03: 4771, ex Ashland City collection. 
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1850-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

43,984 
110-120 
3rd of 26 
3rd of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 60-63 EF: 37-40 AU: 12-14 MS: 1-3 

Although most people are not aware of this, the 1850-D is among the rarest 
Dahlonega half eagles in terms of its overall and high grade rarity levels. 

STRIKE: This date shows a below average strike, especially in comparison to some of 
the preceding Dahlonega half eagles. The obverse has a soft appearance. This lack of 
detail is most noticeable on the hair below BERT in LIBERTY, the hair at the top of 
Liberty's head and at the first four or five stars. The reverse has a sharper strike but 
it is always weak on the neck of the eagle, both legs and the arrow feathers. Most 
examples have a weak mintmark and on some it is so weak that it is nearly invisible. 
Pieces which show a well-defined mintmark are very rare and much more desirable 
than those with a weak "D." 

SURFACES: The 1850-D is almost always seen with heavily abraded surfaces. The 
fields show deep, detracting marks and it is not uncommon to find examples with 
severe, impairing marks on the face of Liberty. 

LUSTER: Many exhibit dull, inferior luster. This date is sometimes seen with decent 
luster which has a frosty texture. Pieces such as this are quite rare. 

COLORATION: The coloration on uncleaned, original coins ranges from deep green- 
gold to medium yellow-gold. The majority of 1850-D half eagles have been cleaned 
and/or dipped and, therefore, do not display their natural coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: This is one of the most difficult Dahlonega half eagles to locate with 
good eye appeal. Most are found with poor strikes, weak mintmarks, heavily abraded 
surfaces and dull, lackluster surfaces. The few which have above-average eye appeal 
are coveted by collectors and sell for very strong premiums over "typical" quality 
pieces. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: For collectors putting together a very high grade set 
of Dahlonega half eagles, the 1850-D has long been a source of quiet frustration. This 

The 1850-D is a 

scarce date in all 

grades. It is most 

often seen in Very 

Fine and 

Extremely Fine. It 

is rare in 

accurately graded 

About 

Uncirculated-50 

and it becomes 

very rare in any 

level of About 

Uncirculated 

higher than this. 

The 1850-D half 

eagle is 

exceedingly rare 

in Mint State with 

just one to three 

coins currently 

known to exist. 
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date does not get much publicity yet it is probably unknown in strict Uncirculated and 

only a small number have ever been graded Mint State by PCGS or NGC. As the by¬ 

grade rarity chart below suggests, something caused the 1850-D to be much more 

actively used in commerce than other Dahlonega half eagles of this era. As a result, 
it is nearly always found well-worn. 

□IE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are currently known. 

Variety 23-0. On the obverse, the date is high and the 1 is close to the truncation. 

The upright of the mintmark is positioned over the right serif of the right diagonal of 

the V in FIVE. The mintmark is away from the stem and the upper serif of the 

mintmark is joined to the feather while its right edge is placed over the right edge of 
the middle segment of the E in FIVE. 

Coins exist with a perfect reverse and with varying cracks through UNITED STATES 
and FIVE D. 

Variety 24-P. On the obverse, the date is very high with the 1 merging with the 

truncation. The mintmark touches the branch and is far from the feathers. It is tilted 
to the right and is positioned above the right serif of the V in FIVE. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection via Hancock and Harwell, Superior 9/98: 2043 ($21,85D). 
Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

2. (tie). Unknown private collection, ex Ed Milas, Stack's 5/95: 480 [unsold), Ed Milas. 

Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Green Pond collection via California dealer, ex Monex inventory 9/00, Hancock and 

Harwell, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1017 [$13,800; as PCGS AU-58), Harry Bass 

collection 7/67. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of 
this book. 

3. Auraria collection via Hancock and Harwell ex Heritage 1999 ANA: 7687 ($21,5C0), 

Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates), Hancock and Harwell, Leon 

Farmer collection. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this 
book. 

-Western Michigan collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 3/99, John Cawley. Graded 

About Uncirculated 58 by PCGS. 

-Hancock & Harwell inventory, ex Bowers and Merena 5/98 Montgomery collection: 

1048 [$8,800). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

4. Carl Lester collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 
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5. [tie). Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Superior Galleries 11/98. Graded 

About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-California collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Green Pond collection, Doug 

Winter/Lee Minshull, 9/98. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC and designated as 

"weak mintmark." 

-Jason Carter [Carter Numismatics Incorporated], ex 1999 FUN: 7699 [$7,475], North 

Georgia collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart inventory, 2/98. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. This coin 

may either be the same as the next or it may be from the Pittman sale. 

-Heritage 1997 ANA: 7652 [$8,050], ex Paul Dingier collection. Graded About 

Uncirculated-55 by NGC. Choice for the grade. 
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1851-D 
Minted: 62,710 

Total Known: 11 5-135 

Overall Rarity: 6th of 26 

High Grade Rarity: 9th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 52-60 EF: 37-45 AU: 22-25 MS: 4-5 

The 1851-D half 
eagle is usually 
seen in Very Fine 
and Extremely 
Fine grades. This 
date is slightly 
more available in 
high grades than 
one might expect 
but it is still rare 
in any grade 
above About 
Uncirculated-50. 
It is extremely 
rare in Mint 
State. 

It is interesting to compare the rarity of the 1851-D half eagle to the 1850-D. The 

1850-D is, by a slight margin, the rarer of the two issues in terms of the total number 

of specimens believed to exist. But the 1851-D is more available in high grades and 

has a much higher percentage of its known population in high grades (i.e., About 
Uncirculated-50 and better], 

STRIKE: The 1851-D is one of the more poorly struck Dahlonega half eagles from the 

1850's. Most are very weakly struck on the curls around the face and below the ear. 

The rest of the obverse, curiously, is well struck and some have fully defined radial 

lines in the stars and a sharp date. The reverse is usually very weak on the shield, the 

legs of the eagle and the claws. The weakness at the centers is sometimes mistaken 

for wear making the 1851-D a difficult issue to grade. On pieces which are weak at 

the center, it is important to take into consideration such factors as the remaining 

luster and the amount of wear visible on the nostril and brow of Liberty. Examples are 

known that show a weak mintmark. These generally trade at reduced levels in 
comparison to those with clearly defined mintmarks. 

SURFACES: The surfaces often show concentrated, deep abrasions. This is 

compounded by mint-made problems such as areas of granularity, planchet defects 

or raised die lines. It is hard to locate an 1851-D half eagle with clean surfaces. 

LUSTER: While this is not generally a well made issue, the quality of luster seen on 

the few higher grade 1851-D half eagles which exist is very good. The luster is frosty 
in texture. 

COLORATION: The coloration on pieces which have not been cleaned or dipped is 

most often a rich yellow-gold or medium green-gold. Only a small number are known 
that retain their original coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: This date generally has below average eye appeal. This is due to the 

fact that many have been cleaned or show numerous detracting marks. In addition, 
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most have been cleaned or dipped at one time. Any 1851 -D half eagle that has good 

eye appeal is worth a strong premium. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: Knowledgeable collectors and dealers value Weak D 
1851-D half eagles at a significant discount relative to examples with strong 
mintmarks. Generally speaking, a very high grade 1851-D half eagle with a weak 
mintmark sells for a greater discount than a lower grade example. An Extremely Fine- 
45 or lower piece does not show as much of a price difference. 

DIE VARIETIES: This is an especially fertile issue for variety collectors. There are at 
least five die varieties currently known and the possibility exists that some new die 
combinations may be discovered after they become better known to collectors. 

Variety 25-0: On the obverse, the first 1 in the date is free of the denticles and it is 
positioned in front of the neck. The second 1 in the date is away from the neck. 
Neither of these digits shows signs of repunching. The reverse is the same as 
described above for Variety 23-0. Some examples of this variety show a very weak or 
nearly invisible mintmark. 

Variety 25-Q:JUe obverse is the same as described above. The reverse is notable for 
having the mintmark positioned far to the right. It is midway in the field between VE in 
FIVE and the feather. It is located slightly to the right of the midway point of the top of 
the E in FIVE. 

The mintmark is often weakly impressed. 

Variety 26-R: On the obverse, the first 1 in the date joins a denticle and it is 
positioned under the neck. The second 1 in the date is very close to the neck. The 
base of the first 1 is repunched. This reverse was used only in 1851 and the 
mintmark is positioned so that its upright is over the left serif of the E in FIVE. The left 
edge of the mintmark is over the center of the right diagonal of the V in FIVE while the 
right edge extends to near the right edge of the E. The mintmark is away from both 
the stem and the feather. The reverse shows the strongest mintmark of any variety 
of 1851-D half eagle. 

Variety 25-R: This variety combines the first of the obverses used in 1851 with the 
third reverse. 

Variety 26-0: This variety combines the second obverse used in 1851 with the first 
reverse. 

It is not yet known which of these varieties is rare and which is common. As more 
1851-D half eagles are attributed by collectors, this information should become 
available. 
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CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex dealer intermediary(s], Ed Milas, Stack's 5/95: 483 [unsold], 

Ed Milas, Bowers and Merena Norweb I [10/87]: 833 [$28,600], earlier from J.C. 

Morganthau on 10/14/38. Graded Mint State-64 by NGC after the Norweb sale; now 

graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

2. [tie]. Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7701 ($18,400], 

North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second 

edition of this book. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7688 ($10,925], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek duplicates], 

Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate 

coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Private collection via Blanchard S. Co., ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North 

Carolina collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1/03: 4777 [$14,375], Ashland City collection. 

Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. Probably one of the coins listed below. 

3. [tie], Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. Mint State-60+. Seen and graded by John 

Dannreuther and Jeff Garrett in October, 1997. 

-Heritage 1999 FUN: 7892 [unsold]. Scratched and damaged near the mouth of Liberty. 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

4. [tie]. Superior 9/98: 2045 [unsold], ex National Gold Exchange, The Mint (Jay Parrino] 

inventory, 1996. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC and designated on the holder as a "Weak 

D." 

-Monex inventory, ex Heritage 1/99: 7700 ($7,763; as PCGS AU-55), North Georgia 

collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

5. [tie], A group of approximately four-five "slider" examples which grade About Uncirculated- 

58. These include the following: 

-Bowers and Merena 5/00: 433 ($7,475], ex Harry Bass collection, Goliad Corporation 

[Mike Brownlee] 1 /26/73. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Hancock and Harwell, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1025 [$9,200], Harry Bass 

collection, Stack's 1976 ANA: 2972. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 2/01:6927 [$3,680], ex Bowers and Merena 11/00:429 ($3,910; as PCGS 

AU-58], Harry Bass collection, obtained via private treaty from Stanley Kesselman 

7/26/67. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. Designated as "Weak D" on the holder. 

- Heritage 2/92: 1220 [$3,905]; once graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

- RARCOA/Akers Chicago '91 Sale (8/91): 996 ($8,250). 
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1 852-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

91,584 
200-250+ 
22nd of 26 
21st of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 88-108 EF: 60-77 AU: 45-57 MS: 7-8 

The 1852-D has the second highest mintage figure of any Dahlonega half eagle. It is 
among the more common half eagles from this mint and it is generally grouped with 
the 1853-D and the 1854-D half eagles. However, it is much more difficult to find in 
high grades, especially above About Uncirculated-55, than the 1853-D or 1854-D. 

STRIKE: Beginning with the 1852-D, the strike of Dahlonega half eagles takes on a 
new character. For the next few years, most are very weakly struck at the borders 
and show peculiar beveled edges which are suggestive of poorly matched edge 
collars. The obverse of the 1852-D is almost always softly impressed. The center 
shows much of its detail (except on the curl below the ear which is nearly always flat] 
but it is not boldly struck up. The edge is very soft and the stars and denticles are 
mushy in appearance. The reverse is weak on the eagle's neck and shield and the 
border is typically flat and mushy. 

SURFACES: Most 1852-D half eagles are heavily abraded. This is a very hard issue 
to find with clean surfaces. I have seen a number with noticeable scratches in the 
fields. 

LUSTER: The quality of luster is below average. It is often subdued and has a slight 
grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Original examples are often found with rich orange-gold or fairly deep 
green-gold coloration. There are still some pieces that have pleasing natural 
coloration but they are becoming more and more difficult to locate. 

EYE APPEAL: This is a surprisingly hard issue to locate with good eye appeal. This is 
due to the fact that many are poorly struck and have heavily marked surfaces. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1852-D half eagle sold in the Heritage January 
2003 auction was one of the prettiest examples of this date I have ever seen but it 
had a tragic scratch on the obverse that was caused by a staple. Collectors and 

The 1852-D is 

one of the more 

common 

Dahlonega half 

eagles. It is easily 

located in the 

lower circulated 

grades and 

average quality 

About 

Uncirculated-50 

pieces are offered 

with some degree 

of regularity. It 

becomes very 

scarce in the 

higher About 

Uncirculated 

grades and fully 

Mint State 1852- 

D half eagles are 

very rare. 
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dealers who were active before the advent of third-party grading probably remember 

the old 2X2 flips that were sealed with staples. If the staples were not properly 

removed it was easy to scratch the surfaces of a coin when it was being taken out of 
a flip. 

□IE VARIETIES: Three varieties are currently known. It is possible that others exist. 

Variety 27-S: On the obverse, the 1 in the date touches the truncation and its serif 

extends out to the end of the truncation. The reverse appears to have been used only 

in 1852. The upright of the mintmark is over the center of the right diagonal in the V 

in FIVE. The left edge of the □ is over the gap between the diagonals of the V while the 

right edge is over the right edge of the upright of the E. The mintmark is joined to the 
tip of the feather and it is away from the stem. 

Variety 28-T: On the obverse, the date is placed further to the right and the 1 is free 

of the truncation. The reverse was used in 1852 and again in 1853. The upright of 

the □ is over the left serif of the right diagonal of the V in FIVE. The left edge of the 

mintmark is over the center of the left diagonal of the V while the right edge is over 

the center of the upright of the E. The feather tip is over the upright of the mintmark 

while the upper serif of the mintmark is very close to the talon. 

Variety 28-U: The mintmark is located in a slightly different position than either of the 

varieties listed above. The mintmark touches the branch stem with the right edge of 

the center of the E. The inside of the curve of the mintmark is slightly doubled. There 

is a heavy vertical line that extends completely through the right side of the second S 

in STATES. This feature is not seen on the other varieties of this year. 

The only example seen of variety 28-U was Lot 439 in the May 2000 Bass III sale. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. [tie]. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Spectrum Numismatics, 1 /98. 

Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection via Doug Winter, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7703 ($23,000; as 

PCGS MS-62], North Georgia collection, Doug Winter, David Carr. Graded Mint State-63 

by PCGS. The plate coin in the first and second editions of this book. 

2. [tie]. New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1/03: 4780 ($19,550], Ashland City collection, 

New York dealer, Stack's 5/95: 487 ($13,200; as NGC MS-61], Ed Milas. Graded Mint 

State-63 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7690 ($10,063], ex Chestatee collection, (Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

3. (tie). Auraria collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Spectrum East/Paul Nugget, January, 
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1997. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Spectrum Numismatics, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1036 [$10,350; as PCGS MS- 
61], Harry Bass collection, Stack's 1976 ANA: 2974. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

4. [tie]. A group of three to five examples has been graded Mint State-61 by NGC. These 

include the following: 

-Heritage 2/99: 6275 [$13,800], ex Michigan collection. 

-MSG/NSI inventory, 9/98. 

-Brian Hendelson inventory, 9/98, probably ex B+M 5/98: 1050. 

-Bowers and Merena 9/89: 520. 

-Mid American 5/86: 1944 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-61 by NGC as of 10/02. This figure is 
inflated by resubmissions. 
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1853-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

88,678 

275-325+ 

26th of 26 

26th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 100-120 EF: 95-11 □ AU: 65-75 MS: 15-20 

The 1853-D is 
the most 
common 
Dahlonega half 
eagle. It can be 
located In Very 
Fine and 
Extremely Fine 
grades with 
relative ease and 
average About 
Uncirculated 
examples can be 
found without 
much trouble. 
This date 
becomes scarce 
in high end About 
Uncirculated and 
it is rare in Mint 
State. 

The 1853-D is the most common Dahlonega half eagle in terms of the total number 

known to exist. It is also the most common Dahlonega half eagle in high grades. 

STRIKE: There are two distinct "looks" found on examples of this date. The majority of 

1853-D half eagles are softly struck with weak borders. A small number show a 

stronger strike and have an appearance reminiscent of pre-1850 issues. On the 

weakly struck coins, the obverse is fairly well detailed at the center but it weakens at 

the border with very flat stars and noticeable blurriness on the denticles. The reverse 

is better struck with the center very sharp. The border is faint with many of the 

denticles blurry or indistinct. The sharply struck 1853-D half eagles are much bolder 

at the border with the denticles showing nearly complete detail. The stars on such 

coins, though, are still weak at the centers. 

SURFACES: Most have very heavily abraded surfaces. It is common to find pieces 

with deep, detracting marks in the fields. There are some raised die scratches in the 

field just past the thirteenth star. Examples exist with matte-like surfaces from 

exposure to seawater. While they have the sharpness of Uncirculated, they are 

generally accorded the value of Extremely Fine coins. 

LUSTER: The luster is very good and is certainly among the best seen on any half 

eagle from this mint. It can range in texture from satiny to frosty. A small number 

have slightly reflective fields. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned 1853-D half eagles show some of the prettiest 

coloration on any coin from this mint. Orange-gold and medium green-gold hues are 

seen most often. There are still enough around with original color to satisfy the 

connoisseur but these are becoming harder to locate. 

EYE APPEAL: As one would expect from the most common Dahlonega issue of this 

denomination, the 1853-D half eagle can be found with excellent eye appeal. But the 
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typical coin is poorly struck and liberally abraded. Examples with excellent eye appeal 
sell for strong premiums due to their popularity as type coins. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1853-D is the generic Dahlonega half eagle when 
it comes to Uncirculated coins. As of 2003, it is still possible to acquire a very 
presentable Mint State example for $5,000 to $7,500. The affordability and relative 
availability of these high grade 1853-D half eagles make them very popular with type 

collectors. 

DIE VARIETIES: A total of four die varieties are currently known. There is a good 
possibility that a new obverse die will be discovered, especially in light of the fact that 
four reverses were used to strike the 1853-D half eagle. 

Variety 29-T: The obverse is the same for all four varieties of this year. The date is 
centered in the field and the upper serif of the 1 extends to the end of the truncation. 
Large D mintmark. The reverse is the same as described above for 1852-D Variety 
28-T. 

Variety 29-U: Same obverse as the last. Large D mintmark. This reverse was used 
in 1853 and again in 1854. The upright of the mintmark is over the upright of the E 
in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the left edge of the E while the right 
edge is over the right edge of the E. The mintmark appears to touch the stem and it 
is very close to the feather. 

Variety 29-V: Same obverse as the last. Large D mintmark. This reverse was used 
only in 1853. The upright of the mintmark is over the left edge of the upright of the 
E in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the right serif of the right diagonal of 
the V in FIVE while the right edge is over the right edge of the E. The mintmark is away 
from the stem and the feather. 

Variety 29-W: Same obverse as the last. Medium D mintmark. This reverse was 
used in 1853, 1854 and 1855. The upright of the mintmark is over the gap between 
the V and the E in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the center of the right 
diagonal of the V while the right edge extends out to the right edge of the middle 
segment of the E. The mintmark is away from the feather and the stem. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Private collection, ex Stack's 5/95: 490 [$55,000], Ed Milas, Stack's Auction '84: 1345 
($19,800], Arthur Montgomery, Hancock and Harwell, Stack's Bareford 12/78: 174 
[$17,000], Numismatic Gallery Memorable Collection, 3/48: 459. Graded Mint State-64 
by NGC. 
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2. [tie]. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock 

and Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Ruddy 10/S2 

[Eliasberg collection]: 466 [$6,600], John Clapp [1942], Chapman Brothers [1895], 

Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-Florida collection 12/99, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 7/99, North Carolina collection. 

Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second 

edition of this book. 

-Heritage 6/01: 8971 [$14,375], ex Clyde Godfrey collection. Graded Mint State-63 by 

PCGS. 

-Massachusetts collection, ex Doug Winter 8/02. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

3. [tie], Auraria collection 3/00, ex various dealers. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7691 ($13,800), 

Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection duplicates), Hancock and Harwell. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Superior 1/90: 4641 [$9,350], Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Lee Minshull, ex Superior 2/99: 3206 (unsold], Lee Minshull, 8/98. Graded Mint State- 
63 by NGC. 

-Heritage 4/01: 7771 [unsold], ex Michigan Collection, Hancock and Harwell. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS and very choice for the grade. 

-Al Adams, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1044 [$7,475], Harry Bass collection, 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Stack's 10/98: 1511 ($11,550). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Brian Hendelson, ex Bowers and Merena 5/00: 445 [$6,210; as PCGS AU-58], Harry 

Bass collection, Stanley Kesselman. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Georgia collection, ex Doug Winter 2/02, Numismatic Professionals Limited [Mike 

Storeim], Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

4. [tie]. A group of approximately half a dozen pieces exist which grade Mint State-61. These 

include the following: 

-Florida dealer, seen on Ebay in early 2002. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, 6/98, Delaware Valley Rare Coin. 

Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Bowers and Merena 9/93: 3025 ($6,050], Graded Mint State-61 

by NGC. 

-Bowers and Merena 9/93: 3026 ($5,280; as PCGS AU-58). Graded Mint State-61 by 

NGC. 
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-Mid American 1/91: 1832 [$7,260; as PCGS AU-58]. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 
-Heritage 2/99: 6279 [$8,050], ex Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

As of 1/03, PCGS had recorded four other pieces in Mint State-61 [for a total of five] 
while NGC had recorded four others in Mint State-61 (for a total of nine]. These numbers 
are greatly inflated by resubmissions. 
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1854-D 
56,143 

225-250 

23rd of 26 [tie] 

25th of 26 

VF: 85-90 EF: 80-90 AU: 51-59 MS: 9-11 

Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

Rarity By Grade: 

The 1854-D is 
one of the more 
common 
Dahlonega half 
eagles. It can be 
located with 
relative ease in 
Very Fine and 
Extremely Fine 
grades. Low-end 

Uncirculated 
pieces exist in 
enough quantity 
to satisfy type 
collectors but 
high quality About 
Uncirculated 
examples of this 
date are scarcer 
than generally 
believed. In Mint 
State, this date is 
very rare. 

The 1854-D is among the more common Dahlonega half eagles, especially in higher 

grades. It is a much rarer in Mint State than the 1853-D half eagle. 

STRIKE: As with the 1853-D half eagle, the 1854-D is found with two distinctive-and 

very dissimilar-appearances. The majority are flatly struck at the borders and have 

an almost sunken appearance. This is the result of the centers being so much 

sharper than the border. Many have nearly complete hair detail with just a touch of 

weakness on the curls near the face of Liberty. The stars are mostly sharp while the 

denticles are blurry and indistinct. The reverse shows the same appearance with 

strong detail on the feathers of the eagle and the claws but weakness on the 

denticles. Some are known which are stronger at the border and which show less 

pronounced beveling of the rims. These pieces are quite rare. 

A small number of 1854-D half eagles have extremely faint mintmarks. I have seen 

two or three on which the mintmark was so faint that there was no trace of it. Others 

exist which have the mintmark faintly impressed but barely visible to the naked eye. 

These generally trade for reduced levels in comparison to those with boldly 
impressed mintmarks. 

SURFACES: Many 1854-D half eagles show numerous detracting abrasions on the 

surfaces. Pieces are known, however, which are quite clean and appear to have spent 

little time in circulation. Some exist with matte-like surfaces from exposure to 

saltwater. While these coins show the sharpness of Uncirculated, they are generally 
valued at the Extremely Fine price level. 

LUSTER: This issue shows above average luster for a Dahlonega half eagle. The luster 
is frosty with a slightly grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original examples can show some of the most appealing 

coloration seen on any Dahlonega half eagles. These colors can range from bright 

orange-gold to subdued greenish-gold. Coins with nice original coloration have 
become very hard to locate. 
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EYE APPEAL: It is possible to obtain an 1854-D half eagle which has above average 
eye appeal. However, the collector needs to realize the difficulty in finding a piece 

which is not weak at the borders. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The finest known 1854-D half eagle is the PCGS Mint 
State-65 coin in the Duke's Creek collection. It is one of the two finest Dahlonega half 
eagles I have ever seen, along with the similarly graded 1841-D in the same 
collection. It has been offered in four different Stack's auctions since 1969 and in its 

last appearance in 1995 it brought over $70,ODD. 

DIE VARIETIES: A total of five die varieties are currently known. 

Variety 30-W: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is very close to the truncation. 
Medium D mintmark. The reverse is the same as described above for 1853-D Variety 
29-W. Coins struck from this reverse generally have a sharp mintmark. 

Late die states show a crack from the left wing to 1C in AMERICA. 

Variety 31-T: On the obverse, the 1 in the date is well below the truncation. The 
reverse is the same as described above for 1853-D Variety 29-T. Large D mintmark 

Coins struck from this reverse generally have a weak mintmark. 

Variety 31-X. The obverse is the same as on the last. Large D mintmark. The 
mintmark is strongly impressed and it touches the branch but is away from the 
feather. It is positioned slightly to the right of the center of the E. 

Variety 31-Y. The obverse is the same as seen on the last. Large D mintmark. The 
mintmark is always seen weakly struck on this variety. It is higher than on any other 
reverse of 1854-D half eagle and is positioned above the right side of the V in FIVE. 

Variety 31-Z. The obverse is the same as seen on the last. Large D mintmark. The 
mintmark is always seen weakly struck on this variety. The mintmark is noticeably 
tilted to the right and the upright is positioned above the left side of the right serif of 
the V in FIVE. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Stack's 5/95: 493 ($71,500], Ed Milas, Stack's Auction '84: 
1346 ($19,800], Arthur Montgomery, Stack's Scanlon Collection 10/73: 2315, George 
Scanlon, Stack's 12/69. Graded Mint State-65 by PCGS. This is the Akers plate coin and 
it is one of the two finest known Dahlonega half eagles of any date. 
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2. Heritage 1/03: 4785 ($62,100), ex unknown dealer(s), The Mint [Jay Parrino)/Avena 

Numismatics, Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1054 ($36,800; as PCGS MS-63], Harry 

Bass collection, Joe Flynn 3/78. Graded Mint State-65 by NGC. 

3. Green Pond collection via Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, ex Mark Chrans, 9/98, Ron Gillio 

bid sale, 1998 ANA. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition 

of this book. 

4. (tie). Heritage 9/02: 8159 ($14,950), ex Heritage 4/02: 6997 [unsold], Heritage 2001 

ANA: 7779 (unsold], Green Pond collection, Westchester collection, Green Pond 

collection, Superior 6/99: 3507 (unsold], Heritage 2/99: 6283 [unsold), Green Pond 

collection, Doug Winter, 6/98, possibly ex Superior 9/97: 2939 ($13,750), Spink 

America/ Christie's 10/96: 133 [$25,300], Omaha City Library, Byron Reed. Graded 

Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Heritage 2001 ANA: 7800 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-63 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7693 ($12,363), ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates). Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

5. [tie]. Stack's 3/91: 1055 ($7,150). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. The mintmark was 

very weak. 

-Superior Ebsen collection (6/87): 2540. This coin may have later been graded Mint 

State-62 by NGC. Its current location is unknown to me. 

-Bowers and Merena 5/00: 451 ($9,200), ex Harry Bass collection, Superior 2/75: 

1197, Dr. Charles Ruby collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

A group of four to six examples exist which grade Mint State-60 or a bit better. These 

include the following: 

-Lee Minshull, 6/98. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Private collection, ex New York collection, Stack's 12/97: 2813 ($8,800). Graded Mint 

State-61 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1995 ANA: 7762 ($9,240). Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS in that 

sale but a full Mint State-62 in the opinion of many bidders. Graded Mint State-61 by 

PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Lee Minshull inventory, ca. Fall, 1996. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Chestatee collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 

State-60 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 
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1855-D 
Minted: 22,432 
Total Known: 125-150 
Overall Rarity: 10th of 26 [tie] 
High Grade Rarity: 5th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 55-69 EF: 46-51 AU: 20-25 MS: 4-5 

Beginning with this issue, the mintage figures for Dahlonega half eagles decrease 
appreciably. The 1855-D, like the 1857-D, is a scarce and underrated coin. 

STRIKE: Many show noticeable weakness of strike at the centers. Dn the obverse, the 
curls below IBER in LIBERTY are weak while the back of the hair below the bun and 
the back of the neck appear very flat. This weakness corresponds to the reverse 
where the neck of the eagle, the shield and the top of both legs are also weak. A small 
number exist, however, with good overall detail at the centers. On all examples, the 
stars at the right appear somewhat smaller and more delicately formed than those 
on the left. The rims are round and have a beveled appearance but the denticles are 
sharp and well formed. 

SURFACES: This issue is nearly always found with heavily abraded surfaces. Some 
are known with clean surfaces and these are quite desirable. A small number exist 
which have the sharpness of Mint State but which have matte-like surfaces due to 
seawater exposure. They are generally accorded the value of Extremely Fine coins. 

LUSTER: The typical 1855-D half eagle has somewhat subdued luster which is frosty 
in texture. Many have been cleaned or dipped and the original luster is impaired as a 
result. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original pieces can show very pleasing coloration. The 
hues seen most often are light orange-gold and deeper rose-gold. This is an extremely 
hard issue to locate with original coloration as most have been cleaned or dipped. 

EYE APPEAL: Probably around three-quarters of the extant 1855-D half eagles show 
very flat centers. This affects their overall eye appeal and makes them difficult to 
properly grade. Sharply struck, original examples are very rare. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: As advanced collectors know, just because a coin is 
graded at a certain level by PCGS or NGC, it is not necessarily better than another 

The 1855-D half 

eagle is usually 

found in Very Fine 

and Extremely 

Fine grades. It is 

rare in About 

Uncirculated and 

most pieces in 

this grade range 

are no better 

than About 

Uncirculated-50. 

It is very rare in 

the higher About 

Uncirculated 

grades and it is 

extremely rare in 

full Mint State. 
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coin. As an example, there are two very nice Uncirculated 1855-D half eagles known 

to exist: a PCGS Mint State-63 in the Green Pond collection and a PCGS Mint State- 

61 in the Duke's Creek collection. In my opinion, the lower grade coin is nicer than the 

higher grade coin, on account of its sharper strike, better luster and richer color. At 

one point in time, both were in the Duke's Creek collection but the owner decided to 

keep the lower grade piece and sell the example in Mint State-63. 

DIE VARIETIES: There are currently two die varieties known. 

Variety 32-AA: On the obverse, the date is well centered in the field and it is not near 

the neck or the denticles. Large D mintmark. The upright of the mintmark is over the 

gap between the V and E in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the center of 

the right diagonal of the V while the right edge is over the right edge of the middle 

segment of the E. The mintmark is away from the stem and well below the feather. 

This is the more common of the two varieties. 

Variety 32-W: The obverse is the same as on the last. Medium D mintmark. The 

reverse appears to be the same as on Reverse W from 1854. 

This variety is considerably scarcer. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint 

State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

2. Green Pond collection 6/00, ex Hancock and Harwell, Heritage 1999 ANA: 7694 

{bought back at $35,650), Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek collection duplicates), 

unknown dealer intermediary^], Ed Milas, Stack's 5/95: 497 [$35,200; as NGC MS-63], 

Ed Milas, Winthrop Carner, J.J. Teaparty. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin 

in the second edition of this book. 

3. Heritage 1/03:4790 ($14,950], ex Ashland City collection, unknown dealer (s), Hancock 

and Harwell,Sotheby's 6/96: 72 [$17,600], Mid American 1/91: 1837 [$11,000), Mid 

American 5/90: 1748 [$8,800], Stack's 5/89: 578. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

Medium D mintmark variety. 

4. [tie]. Private collection, ex Goldberg 9/99: 1755 [$18,975], New York Gold Mart, 

Sotheby's 7/29/97: 361 ($9,680). Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Another coin has been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

5. Smithsonian Institution/Lilly collection. About Uncirculated-58 or better. This coin would 

probably be encapsulated as Mint State. Seen by John Dannreuther and Jeff Garrett in 

October, 1997 

The following coins are the About Uncirculated-58 coins of which I am aware; others 

probably exist: 
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-Bowers and Merena 5/00: 459 [$8,050], ex Harry Bass collection, Paramount 1969 
ANA sale: 1938. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1072 [$10,925], ex Harry Bass collection, Mike Brownlee 
1 /73. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Superior 9/99: 2016 (unsold], ex New York collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by 

PCGS. 

-Western Michigan collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, North Carolina collection. 
Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-New York Gold Mart (Ron Karp] inventory, ex Heritage 6/96: 5812. This coin has been 
graded About Uncirculated-58 by both PCGS and NGC. 

-New Jersey collection, ex Doug Winter. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 
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1856-D 
Minted: 19,786 

Total Known: 110-120+ 

Overall Rarity: 3rd of 26 

High Grade Rarity: 6th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 25-29 EF: 49-51 AU: 24-25 MS: 12-15+ 

The 185B-D half 
eagle is a scarce 
date. It is typically 
seen in Extremely 
Fine grades. 
Accurately graded 
About 
Uncirculated 
examples are 
rare and it 
becomes very 
rare in the higher 
AU grades. In full 
Mint State, the 
1856-D was 
formerly 
extremely rare 
but a newly 
discovered hoard 
has made it 
among the more 
available 
Dahlonega half 
eagles. 

The 1856-D is one of the rarest-and certainly the most underrated-Dahlonega half 

eagles. Until recently, it was regarded as just a little bit better than common within 

the series, yet it is many times rarer than dates such as the 1852-D through the 

1854-D. 

STRIKE: The 1856-D is generally one of the better struck of the late date Dahlonega 

half eagles. Most have an unusual slightly convex appearance to the obverse which 

results in weakness on the hair around the face of Liberty and on the curl below her 

ear. Many coins are quite flat at the centers but some show full radial line definition 

in the stars. The reverse is typically sharper than the obverse with the exception of 

the arrow feathers, the tops of the legs and the middle of the neck which are often 

weak. The denticles on both sides are clear but there is pronounced roundness to the 

rims. 

SURFACES: It is extremely difficult to locate an example which is not very heavily 

abraded. Many have scratches or mint-made impairments such as laminations. 

Others show roughness on the planchet which can range from minor to severe. A few 

are known which have the sharpness of Mint State but with matte-like surfaces from 

exposure to sea water. These generally have the value of Extremely Fine coins. 

LUSTER: This date has above average luster for a Dahlonega half eagle. The luster is 

often frosty in texture. 

COLORATION: On original uncleaned examples, the coloration is typically orange-gold 

or medium rose-gold. 

EYE APPEAL: Locating pieces with good eye appeal is very difficult. Most have been 

cleaned or have planchet problems. Sharply struck, original coins with good luster are 

very desirable. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: Sometime in the 1990's, an incredible hoard that 

contained dozens of Uncirculated 1856-D half eagles was discovered in South 
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Carolina as a field was being excavated. This hoard passed through a few hands 
before it was purchased by a dealer in Georgia. He has been very slow to release 
these coins. Over the past few years, he has sent perhaps a dozen of them to PCGS, 
where they have been graded Mint State-61 and Mint State-62. They are easily 
identifiable by their superb rose and orange-gold color, great luster and scattered 
hairlines as a result of being lightly cleaned after more than a century of dirt had 
adhered to the surfaces. 

I have yet to adjust the overall and by-grade rarity levels of this date to reflect the 
number of 1856-D half eagles that I know exist. It is important for the collector to 
know that these coins are overhanging the market and will probably be made 
available, a few at a time, over the coming years. The next edition of this book will 
reflect these increased numbers. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one die variety is currently known to exist. 

Variety 33-BB: On the obverse, the date is centered in the field and it is not near the 
neck or the denticles. The reverse was used only in 1856. The upright of the 
mintmark is over the left serif of the right diagonal of the V in FIVE. The left edge of 
the mintmark is over the right serif of the left diagonal of the V while the right edge is 
over the center of the upright of the E. The mintmark is the same distance from the 
talon and the feather and it is far from the stem. 

Researcher John Dannreuther believes that another variety exists. He cites Lot 467 
in the Bass III sale an example of an 1856-D half eagle with a new obverse and 
reverse die. I did not examine this coin and from the halftone black and white photos 
in the auction catalog, it is impossible to determine if this is, in fact, a new variety. If it 
is, it would become Variety 34-CC. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, via Hancock and Harwell, 1 /99, Heritage Rare Coin Galleries. 
Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. 

2. Green Pond collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries/Lee Minshull, ex Heritage 2/99: 
6287 ($34,500; as NGC MS-64], Michigan collection, Lee Minshull/Casey Noxon, 
Heritage Spring ANA 3/96: 6646 ($24,200], Internal Revenue Service, seized from 
Jesse R. Ledbetter. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition 
of this book. 

3. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7697 [$10,350], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates], Heritage 1999 FUN: 7709 [$20,700], North Georgia collection, Doug 
Winter, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 [11/95]: 1466 ($11,000], Winthrop 
Carner, Stack's 5/95: 502 ($17,600], Ed Milas, Stack's Auction '84: 1348 ($5775], 
Arthur Montgomery. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 
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-California collection via Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, ex Heritage 2001 ANA: 7804 

[unsold], Green Pond collection, Westchester collection 6/00, Green Pond collection, 

Heritage 3/99: 6659 [$18,630]. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Auraria Collection 5/00, ex Bill House. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Avena Numismatics, 1/99, John Hamrick/Jack Hancock. Graded 

Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

5. [tie]. Heritage 1/03: 4793 ($8,338], Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. Probably one of 

the coins listed below. 

-Heritage 6/01: 8973 [unsold). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. Probably one of the 

above. 

-Heritage 6/99: 6532 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Spectrum Numismatics, ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1085 ($10,925; as PCGS MS- 

61], Harry Bass collection, Stack's 5/70: 903. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7696 [$8,050], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-[2] Dalton Gold and Silver Exchange, 4/99, ex Larry Jackson. Both graded Mint State-61 

by PCGS. 

-One other has been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 
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1857-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

17,046 
120-130 
7th of 26 
6th of 26 [tie] 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 45-48 EF: 50-52 AU: 20-24 MS: 5-6 

The 1857-D half eagle is among the rarest late date Dahlonega half eagles. It is 
among the hardest half eagles from this mint to locate in very high grades. 

STRIKE: The 1857-D half eagle shows a better overall strike than the 1856-D but it 
is still not what could be called a well struck issue. On the obverse, there is usually 
weakness on the hair around the face and on the curl below the ear of Liberty. A few 
pieces are very weak at the central obverse and show almost no detail on the curls 
below LIBERTY. Some of the stars show weakness and the date often appears to be 
somewhat faintly impressed. The reverse is sharper but frequently shows weakness 
on the lower part of the shield, the legs of the eagle, the claws, and the arrow feather. 
The rims have the distinctive rounded or beveled appearance seen on Dahlonega half 
eagle struck during the middle and latter part of the 1850's. 

SURFACES: A number were produced on poor planchets. As a result, these coins 
show chips, laminations or areas of roughness. Most are heavily abraded. It is 
possible to find a piece with decent surfaces and an unimpaired planchet but such 
coins are definitely scarce. 

LUSTER: This date does not generally show good luster. The luster is most often 
satiny with a somewhat grainy texture. 

COLORATION: Uncleaned, original examples can show very pleasing orange-gold 
coloration. There are only a handful of 1857-D half eagles that have original 
coloration. 

EYE APPEAL: The majority of 1857-D half eagles do not have especially good eye 
appeal. This is the result of poor strikes, inferior planchets and numismatic abuse. 
Any example with good eye appeal is quite rare. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known. 

The 1857-D half 

eagle is scarce 

and undervalued. 

It is most often 

seen in Very Fine 

and Extremely 

Fine grades and it 

is rare in properly 

graded About 

Uncirculated-50. 

It becomes very 

rare in the higher 

About 

Uncirculated 

grades and 

extremely rare in 

full Mint State. 
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Variety 34-CC: On the obverse, the date is centered in the field and it is not near the 

neck or the denticles. Medium mintmark. On the reverse, which was used in 1857, 

1858, and again in 1859, the upright of the mintmark is over the gap between the V 

and the E in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the center of the right diagonal 

of the V while the right edge is over the right edge of the middle segment of the E. 

The upper serif of the mintmark is close to the feather tip and the mintmark is also 

close to the stem. 

Variety 34-DD: Large mintmark, positioned close to the branch and nearly touching 

the feathers. The upright of the D is positioned over the right serif of the right diagonal 

of the V in FIVE. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection via Hancock and Harwell ex Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1098 

[$34,500], Harry Bass collection, Rowe and Brownlee 4/70. Graded Mint State-63 by 

PCGS. 

2. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7698 [$12,075], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 

duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and Harwell, Georgia 

collection, Hancock and Harwell. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the first 

edition of this book. 

-Dave Steine, ex Heritage 1/03: 4798 [$14,950], Ashland City collection, unknown 

dealerfs], Hancock and Harwell, Bowers and Merena 5/00: 473 ($14,375], Harry Bass 

collection, Joe Flynn 3/17/78. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 1/03: 671 [unsold], ex GaryTancer. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

-PCGS had graded two other coins Mint State-62 as of 1/03. This figure may be inflated 

by resubmissions. 

-New Jersey collection, ex Doug Winter, Heritage 1/02: 8140 ($12,650]. Graded Mint 

State-62 by NGC. 

3. Auraria collection via Doug Winter 2/00, ex Hancock and Harwell, Duke's Creek 

collection, Hancock and Harwell, Spink America/Christie's 10/96: 134 [$14,850], 

Omaha City Library, Byron Reed. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

4. Private collection, ex Monex, Heritage 2/99: 6291 ($19,750; as NGC MS-61] Michigan 

collection, Lee Minshull/Casey Noxon, Stacks/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 [11/95]: 

1467 [$11,000], Winthrop Carner, Stack's 3/95: 507 [$17,600], Ed Milas, Stack's 

10/88: 86, "Amazing Gold Rarities," Les Fox. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

5. [tie]. Green Pond collection, ex Monex, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7711, [$10,638; as PCGS 

AU-58], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the 

second edition of this book. 

-PCGS has graded one other coin Mint State-61 as of 1/03. 
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-Alabama collection. Graded MS-61 by NGC. 

-Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, ex Heritage 4/99: 6034 [unsold; as NGC AU-58), Country 
Lane Rarities, Lee Minshull, Superior 9/98: 2058 [unsold; as NGC AU-58], Lee Minshull, 
3/98. Graded Mint State-60 by NGC. 
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1858-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 

High Grade Rarity: 

15,362 

125-150 

10th of 26 [tie] 

16th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 38-48 EF: 50-57 AU: 30-36 MS: 7-9 

The 1858-D half 
eagle is usually 
seen in Extremely 
Fine grades. It Is 
scarce in properly 
graded About 
Uncirculated-50 
and it becomes 
rare in About 
Uncirculated-55 
In Mint State, this 
is an extremely 

Despite having a lower mintage, the 1858-D half eagle is a bit less rare overall than 

the 1857-D. In higher grades, the 1858-D is considerably more available. 

STRIKE: Nearly every known example is softly struck at the centers. On the obverse, 

the curls around the face are weak. The stars at the left are often sharper than the 

stars at the right. The reverse is weak on the upper part of the eagle's legs and on 

the arrow feathers and claws. Both sides have slightly weak but fully defined denticles. 

The rims are rounded with a beveled appearance. A few are known [such as Byron 

Reed: 135, see Condition Census, below] which are struck very slightly off center. 

SURFACES: The 1858-D half eagle is difficult to locate with clean surfaces. Even 

higher grade examples show numerous abrasions. The fields are sometimes rough 

or slightly granular due to poorly prepared planchets. 

LUSTER: Most higher grade specimens have good luster which is frosty in its texture. 

An extremely interesting example of this date, now in the Duke's Creek collection, (see 

Condition Census, below], is almost fully prooflike with a degree of natural 

reflectivness unseen on any other Dahlonega gold coin regardless of date or 

denomination. This coin is so different from the typical 1858-D half eagle that one has 

to wonder if it is a specimen striking of some sort. 

COLORATION: Original, uncleaned pieces often show very appealing rich orange-gold 

color. The colors are often very different from the other Dahlonega half eagles of this 

era. Most 1858-D half eagles have been cleaned or dipped at one time. 

EYE APPEAL: Many do not show good eye appeal because of soft strikes. In addition, 

a large number of 1858-D half eagles have been cleaned. There are some extremely 

choice pieces known and most are in tightly-held collections. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The 1858-D is probably the most difficult of the late 

date half eagles from this mint to locate in very high grades. There are a few superb 
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pieces known (including two in the Duke's Creek collection) but most of the coins 
graded Mint State-60 to Mint State-62 have poor color and were regarded as About 

Uncirculated during the era of tougher grading. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known to exist. 

Variety 35-CC: Medium Mintmark. On the obverse, the 1 in the date is closer to the 
truncation than it is to the denticles. The reverse was first used in 1857 and it is as 

described above for Variety 34-CC. 

Variety 35-DD: Large Mintmark. The obverse is the same as listed above. The 
reverse was also used in 1859. The upright of the mintmark is over the gap between 
the V and the E in FIVE. The left edge of the mintmark is over the center of the right 
diagonal of the V while the right edge is over the right edge of the middle segment of 
the E. The mintmark is not close to the feather or the stem. 

The discovery coin appears to have been Lot 474 in the November 2000 Bass Sale. 
Harry Bass first noted this variety sometime in the late 1960's or early 1970's. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, 8/97, ex Hancock and Harwell via midwestern dealer, South 
Texas collection. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 
Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. Almost 
fully prooflike and very well struck. The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

3. [tie]. Private collection, ex Lee Minshull/Casey Noxon, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma 
'95 [11/95]: 1468 ($11,000], Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 512 [$17,600], Ed 
Milas, Stack's Auction '84: 1350, Arthur Montgomery, Stack's Bareford collection 
[12/78]: 175, Stack's "H.R. Lee" collection [10/47]: 1400, Louis Eliasberg. Graded Mint 
State-62 by NGC. 

-Superior 2002 ANA: 1830, ex "Beverly Hills Collection." Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1108 [$18,400], ex Harry Bass collection, Merkin 3/69: 
283. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7699 ($11,500; as PCGS MS-61], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's 
Creek collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Avena Coin Co., Spink 
America/Christie's 10/96: 135 [$12,100], Omaha City Library, Byron Reed. Graded 
Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-One other coin has been graded Mint State-62 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

-Three other coins have been graded Mint State-62 by NGC as of 10/02. 
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4. [tie]. National Gold Exchange, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7713 [$9,430]; North Georgia 

Collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Larry Berkovitz [Oyster Bay Rarities), 11/9B. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection, 10/97, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Paul Dingier collection. 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

5. [tie]. The following coins grade Mint State-60 or better: 

-Heritage 1/03: 4802 [$10,350], ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 

NGC. 

-Private collection, ex Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, 6/97. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-Bill House collection, ex Superior Auction '82: 1408, Joseph Barnett (a Brooklyn dealer) 

sometime in the 1940's. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

-Goldberg 10/00: 912 [unsold]. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

-NGC had graded one other coin Mint State-61 as of 10/02. 
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1859-D 
Minted: 
Total Known: 
Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

10,366 
120-140 
8th of 26 [tie] 
13th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 35-40 EF: 50-60 AU: 28-32 MS: 7-8 

The 1859-D has the second lowest mintage figure in the entire twenty four year 
history of the Dahlonega half eagle series. It is nearly identical in overall rarity to the 

1858-D but it is rarer in high grades. 

STRIKE: The 1859-D half eagle invariably shows weakness at the centers. On the 
obverse, the curls at the face and below the ear of Liberty are weak, as is the back of 
the neck which can be so flat that this is confused for wear. The first three or four 
stars may show weakness but they become stronger towards the final few. The 
reverse is better struck but it is often somewhat weak on the shield, the eagle's legs 
and the top of the claws. The milling on both sides is sharp. Every known example has 
rounded rims with a beveled appearance. 

SURFACES: Many 1859-D half eagles show mint-made roughness in the fields. The 
surfaces often show numerous marks and many have been ruined by overzealous 
cleanings. 

LUSTER: This date does not usually have good luster. When luster is present, it is 
mostly satiny with a grainy texture. 

COLORATION: The coloration on original, uncleaned examples is medium to deep 
green-gold. Pieces are also known with lighter orange-gold shading. Most have been 
cleaned or dipped at one time. 

EYE APPEAL: This is a difficult issue to locate with good eye appeal on account of 
weakness of strike, mint-made planchet problems and heavy abrasions. The few 
really choice 1859-D half eagles in existence are off the market and years can go by 
without a genuinely appealing piece being offered for sale. 

DIE VARIETIES: Three die varieties are known to exist. 

Variety 36-CC: Medium Mintmark. On the obverse, the date is small and it is located 

The 1859-D half 

eagle is usually 

found in Extremely 

Fine grades. It 

becomes rare in 

About 

Uncirculated-50 

and it is very rare 

in the higher 

About 

Uncirculated 

grades. In full 

Mint State, the 

1859-D half eagle 

is extremely rare. 
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low in the field. The reverse is the same as described above for Variety 34-CC and 

Variety 35-CC. 

This is by far the more common of the two varieties. 

Variety 36-DD: Medium Mintmark. The obverse is the same as on the previous 

variety. The mintmark is positioned well to the right and is directly above the E in IVE. 

The discovery coin appears to be Bass II: 1114. I have not seen another example of 
this variety. 

This variety is very rare. 

18530 
MEDIUM □ 

Variety 37-EE: Large Mintmark. The date is small and located slightly higher than on 

the other obverse of this year. The bottom of the 5 is positioned below the 8 while the 

bottom of the 9 is positioned below the 5. The mintmark is positioned high is 

positioned mostly over the E. The discovery coin appears to be Bass II: 1117. 

This variety is very rare. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex David Akers Numismatics' John Jay Pittman collection sale, 

Part One: 1022 [$60,500], Abe Kosoff's "Melish" sale [1956]: 2103, B. Max Mehl's Ten 

Eyck collection sale [1922]: 225. Graded Mint State-64 by PCGS. 

2. (tie). Heritage 1999 ANA: 7700 [$17,250], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek 

collection duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 (11/95): 1469 ($22,000], Winthrop 
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Camer, Stack's 5/95: 516 ($33,550), Ed Milas, Stack's Auction '84: 1351 [$15,400], 
Arthur Montgomery. Graded Mint State-63 PCGS. 

-Green Pond collection, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull 10/98, Hancock and Harwell 
9/98, Duke's Creek collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. The plate coin in the 
second edition of this book. 

-Superior 8/02 ANA: 2001 [unsold), ex unknown dealer(s), Spectrum Numismatics 
5/99, ex Hancock and Harwell, Michigan collection. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

3. (tie). Hancock and Harwell inventory, ex Sotheby's 7/29/97: 367 ($16,500). Graded 
Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7715 ($9,775; as PCGS AU-58], North 
Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1114 ($20,700), ex Harry Bass collection. Graded Mint 
State-61 by PCGS. 

-Bowers and Merena 11/98: 2309 ($10,638). Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1/03: 4805 ($10,925), ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-61 by 
NGC. 

-Superior 3/00: 868 [unsold), ex various dealer intermediaries, Doug Winter/Lee 
Minshull, North Carolina collection, Paramount Auction '84: 914 ($3,300), Stack's 2/78: 
1140. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 



Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

The 1860-D half 
eagle is a 
relatively 
obtainable coin 
which is most 

Extremely Fine 
grades. It is more 
available in the 
lower About 
Uncirculated 
grades than its 
small mintage 
figure would 
suggest. It 
becomes rare in 
the higher About 
Uncirculated 
grades and it is 
extremely rare in 
full Mint State. 

1860-D 
Minted: 

Total Known: 

Overall Rarity: 
High Grade Rarity: 

14,635 

145-165 

16th of 26 

1 8th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 40-43 EF: 61-73 AU: 38-42 MS: 6-7 

Despite having one of the lower mintage figures of any Dahlonega half eagle, the 

1860-D is actually one of the more obtainable dates in the series. There have been a 

number of choice, high grade examples which have appeared for sale in the past few 

years. 

STRIKE: The 1860-D half eagle shows a better overall quality of strike than the 1855- 

1859 Dahlonega issues. On the obverse, the hair below IBER is often flat while the 

rest of the hair is sharper. Some also show noticeable weakness on the curl below 

the ear of Liberty. Many of the stars are sharp and have full radial lines but it is 

common for some to be flat at the centers. The reverse shows weakness on the 

lower part of the eagle's neck and on the leg feathers. The rims are rounded and have 

a beveled appearance but this is less pronounced than on the 1853-1859 Dahlonega 

half eagles. 

SURFACES: Most show numerous abrasions. The obverse, in particular, is often very 

heavily abraded and has a choppy appearance. I have seen a number that had dark, 

mint-made grease stains in the planchet and others with reddish-purple toning spots. 

COLORATION: The natural coloration of the 1860-D half eagle is usually medium 

green-gold or rich orange-gold. Uncleaned, original examples show very appealing 

color. There are not many remaining pieces with full, undisturbed color. 

LUSTER: This date has above-average luster. On high grade, uncleaned pieces, the 

luster is typically very frosty. 

EYE APPEAL: There are some very attractive examples in existence. The collector 

who Is seeking a well struck, lustrous 1860-D with good aesthetic appeal should be 

able to locate a nice coin with some patience. 

DIE VARIETIES: Two die varieties are known to exist. 
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Variety 38-EE: Large Mintmark. On the obverse, the date is small and it is placed low 
in the field. The reverse is very similar to that as described above for 1859-D 

Variety 37-EE: The mintmark is slightly higher than on reverse W. 

This is by far the rarer of the two varieties. 

Variety 38-FF: Medium Mintmark. The obverse is the same as on the other variety 
of this year. The mintmark is close to the branch and the feather. It is tilted slightly to 
the right and placed above the upright of the extreme left edge of the E in FIVE. 

This is the more common variety. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Stack's 5/95: 520 [$49,500; as NGC MS-64], Ed Milas, 
possibly also ex Stack's Bareford collection [12/78]. The Akers plate coin. Graded Mint 
State-64 by PCGS. 

2. [tie]. Heritage 1/03: 4808 [$21,850], ex Ashland City collection. Graded Mint State-62 
by PCGS. Probably one of the coins listed below. 

-Bowers and Merena 10/99: 1125 [$23,000], ex Harry Bass collection, Bowers and 
Merena Norweb I [10/87]: 864 [$12,100], Sotheby's King Farouk collection [6/54]: 
254. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7702 ($14,375], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates). Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Alabama collection, ex NERCA 1979 ANA sale, Mocatta Metals collection. Graded Mint 
State-62 by PCGS. 

-PCGS has graded one other coin Mint State-62 as of 1 /03. 

3. New York Gold Mart, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7719 ($15,525; as PCGS MS-60] North 
Georgia collection, Stack's James Stack collection [10/94]: 1170 ($14,850], Graded 
Mint State-62 by NGC. 

4. [tie]. Green Pond collection, 9/97, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull. Graded Mint State-61 
by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-One other coin has been graded Mint State-61 by PCGS as of 1 /03. 

-MONEX, ex Heritage 1999 FUN: 7717 ($11,500; as PCGS AU-58], North Georgia 
collection. Graded Mint State-62 by NGC. 

5. [tie]. Heritage 1999 ANA: 7701 ($11,500], ex Chestatee collection (Duke's Creek 
duplicates], Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 
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The plate coin in the first edition of this book. 

-New York Gold Mart, 1998. Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

Another coin has been graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. It is probably ex Heritage 1994 

ANA: 7443 or Heritage 1993 ANA: 5695. 
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1861-D 
Minted: 1,597 + 
Total Known: 65-75 
Overall Rarity: 1 st of 26 
High Grade Rarity: 4th of 26 

Rarity By Grade: VF: 30-34 EF: 18-20 AU: 10-1 2 MS: 7-9 

The 1861-D is the rarest and most numismatically interesting half eagle struck at the 
Dahlonega Mint. 

It is known that on December 19, 1860, two obverses dated 1861 were shipped to 
Dahlonega from Philadelphia. These were received on January 7, 1861 and 
sometime between that date and April 8, 1861, a total of 1,597 1861-D half eagles 
were produced. On April 8, 1861, rebel forces seized the Dahlonega Mint. A small 
number of 1861-D half eagles [probably in the neighborhood of 1,000-2,000 coins] 
were then made by the Confederacy. There is no way to positively distinguish between 
the Union and Confederate strikings. 

STRIKE: The 1861-D half eagle has a below average strike. The hair of Liberty is 
always weak on the curls around the face and at the top of the head. The stars are 
very weak, especially the third through the eighth. The obverse denticles are mostly 
visible but they can be weak from 10:00 to 2:00. The reverse has a somewhat 
sharper strike. The eagle is fairly well defined except for the legs, claws and the arrow 
feathers. The reverse milling is typically weak from 1:00 to 4:00. Some were struck 
from slightly misaligned dies and have a slightly off-center appearance. Could these 
coins possibly be the pieces struck by the Confederacy after they seized the mint? 

SURFACES: This is among the most difficult Dahlonega half eagles to locate with 
clean surfaces. The typical example is very heavily abraded with prominent deep 
marks in the fields. I have seen several which had mint-made roughness in the 
planchet and a few which had dark streaks as well. In addition, the majority of 1861 - 
D half eagles have been cleaned at one time. 

LUSTER: The quality of luster is slightly below average. It can either be frosty or very 
slightly reflective with a dull, somewhat grainy texture. Coins with good, frosty luster 
are far more desirable. 

COLORATION: The coloration is usually medium to deep orange-gold with some 
coppery hues visible as well. Most have been cleaned or dipped. 

The 1861-D half 

eagle is a rare 

coin in any grade, 

although its 

overall level of 

rarity has been 

overstated. It is 

usually seen in 

Very Fine to low 

end Extremely 

Fine grades. It is 

very rare in About 

Uncirculated and 

many pieces 

offered as such 

are overgraded. 

In Uncirculated, 

the 1861-D half 

eagle is an 

extremely rare 

coin. 
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EYE APPEAL: The typical 1861-D half eagle has poor eye appeal. This is due to the 

fact that this issue is not well struck, has numerous obtrusive marks and shows 

obvious signs of having been cleaned. A few very attractive examples of this date do 

exist, including some Mint State coins and a few very choice About Uncirculated 

pieces. Coins of this quality are very highly prized among Dahlonega collectors. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: To the best of my knowledge, an 1861-D half eagle 

was the first Dahlonega gold coin to sell for more than $1 □□,000. In 1997, Heritage 

Rare Coin Galleries and I paid a six-figure price for a superb 1861-D half eagle that 

was later graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. It was quickly sold to Hancock and Harwell 

who then placed it in the Duke's Creek collection. Considering that this is the finest 

known example of the most desirable Dahlonega half eagle, its record price is well- 

deserved. 

DIE VARIETIES: Only one variety is known. 

Variety 39-EE: On the obverse, the date is small and it is placed low in the field. The 

reverse is the same as described above for 1860-D Variety 38-EE. 

CONDITION CENSUS: 

1. Duke's Creek collection, ex Jack Hancock via Doug Winter/Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, 

Stuart Levine, Paul Kagin. Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. 

2. Duke's Creek collection, ex Hancock and Harwell, Leon Farmer collection, Hancock and 

Harwell, Georgia collection, Hancock and Harwell, Mid American 1/87: 1816, George 

Elliott, Stack's Auction '84: 1353 [$41,8D0], Arthur Montgomery, Bowers and Ruddy 

Eliasberg collection [10/82]: 502 [$37,400], John Clapp (1942], S.H. Chapman [1919], 

Graded Mint State-63 by PCGS. Until the discovery of coin #1, this piece held the record 

for the highest price ever realized by a Dahlonega mint product. The plate coin in the first 

edition of this book. 

3. [tie]. Green Pond collection 6/00, ex Doug Winter/Lee Minshull, Bowers and Merena 

10/99: 1137 [$48,300; as PCGS MS-61], Harry Bass collection, Bowers and Merena 

Norweb I [10/87]: 868 ($48,400], Sotheby's King Farouk collection [6/54]: 254. 

Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. The plate coin in the second edition of this book. 

-Alabama collection, ex Miles, Ullmer. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. 

-Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-62 by PCGS. Seen and verified by Al Adams. 

4. (tie). Private collection via Gary Adkins, ex Bowers and Merena 1/03: 674 ($55,200), 

private collection via Spectrum Numismatics 11/01, Doug Winter, Green Pond 

collection, Heritage 2001 ANA: 7809 [unsold], Green Pond collection, Superior 3/00: 

872 (unsold], Green Pond collection 8/98 via Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Jeff Garrett. 

Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 
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-Aunaria collection via Hancock and Harwell, Heritage 1999 FUN: 7720 ($39,100; as 
PCGS MS-60], North Georgia collection. Graded Mint State-61 by PCGS. 

5. Private collection, ex Lee Minshull/Casey Noxon, Stack's/RARCOA/Akers Numisma '95 
[11/95]: 1471 [$26,400], Winthrop Carner, Stack's 5/95: 524 ($37,400], Ed Milas. 
Graded Mint State-61 by NGC. 

Other Mint State examples include: 

-Gold Rush collection, ex Al Adams. Graded Mint State-60 by PCGS. 

Coins which would be included in a slightly expanded version of this Condition Census 
include the following: 

-Heritage 1/03: 4814, ex Ashland City collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by 
PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex Steve Contursi, Spink America/Christie's 10/96: 138 [$26,400] 
Omaha City Library, Byron Reed collection. Graded About Uncirculated-55 by NGC. 

-Blakely Family collection, ex Doug Winter, The Mint [Jay Parrino], Graded About 
Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Private collection, ex California dealer, David Akers Numismatics John Jay Pittman 
collection sale, Part One [10/97]: 1027 ($26,400], Stack's Milton Homes collection sale 
[10/60]: 3535, T. James Clarke collection. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by NGC. 

-Heritage 1999 ANA: 7703 ($16,675], ex Chestatee collection [Duke's Creek collection 
duplicates]. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 

-Hancock and Harwell inventory, 1 /OO. Graded About Uncirculated-58 by PCGS. 
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RARITY CHARTS: DAHLONEGA HALF EAGLES 

RARITY SUMMARY 

□ATE VF EF AU MS 

1 838-D 92-105 62-85 40-52 6-8 

1 839-D 59-64 36-49 25-30 5-7 

1840-D 58-68 35-38 22-27 5-7 

1841-D 60-70 50-55 32-40 8-10 

1 842-Dsd 74-81 66-77 28-33 7-9 

1 842-Dld 54-58 23-26 7-9 1-2 

1843-D 95-102 79-90 45-50 6-8 

1844-D 95-103 60-70 38-43 7-9 

1845-D 100-108 70-80 45-50 10-12 

1846-D 50-62 48-53 12-13 0-2 

1846-D/D 43-48 54-65 19-25 9-12 

1847-D 66-75 83-92 40-45 11-13 

1848-D* 70-80 45-50 20-24 5-6 

1849-D 55-65 45-55 21-25 4-5 

1850-D 61-63 37-40 12-14 0-3 

1851-D 52-60 37-45 22-25 4-5 

1852-D 88-108 60-77 45-57 7-8 

1853-D 100-120 95-110 65-75 15-20 

1854-D 85-90 80-90 51-59 9-11 

1855-D 55-69 46-51 20-25 4-5 

1856-D 25-29 49-51 24-25 12-15 

1857-D 45-48 50-52 20-24 5-6 

1858-D 38-48 50-57 30-36 7-9 

1859-D 35-40 50-60 28-32 7-8 

1860-D 40-43 61-73 38-42 6-7 

1861-D 30-34 18-20 10-12 7-9 

* = Includes 1848-D/D variety 

TOTAL 

200-250 

125-150 

120-140 

150-175 

175-200 

85-95 

225-250 

200-225 

225-250 

110-130 

125-1 50 

200-225 

140-160 

125-150 

110-120 

115-135 

200-250+ 

275-325+ 

225-250 

125-150 

110-120+ 

120-1 30 

125-150 

120-140 

145-165 

65-75 
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CHAPTER 9: Dahlonega Half Eagles 

RARITY CHARTS: DAHLONEGA HALF EAGLES 

RARITY RANKINGS BY DATE 

RANK DATE 
TOTAL 
KNOWN 

1 St 1861-D 65-75 
2nd 1 842-Dld 85-95 
3rd 1850-D 110-120 
4th 1856-D 110-120+ 
5th 1846-D 110-130 
6th 1851-D 115-135 
7th 1857-D 120-130 
8th 1 859-D 120-140 
8th[tie) 1840-D 120-140 
10th 1839-D 125-150 
1 Oth[tie] 1846-D/D 125-150 
1 Oth[tie] 1 849-D 125-150 
1 Oth(tie] 1855-D 125-150 
1 Oth[tie) 1858-D 125-150 
15th 1 848-D 140-160 
16th 1860-D 145-165 
17th 1841-D 150-175 
18th 1 842-Dsd 175-200 
19th 1847-D 200-225 
19th[tie] 1844-D 200-225 
21st 1 838-D 200-250 
22nd 1852-D 200-250+ 
23rd 1843-D 225-250 
23rd[tie] 1845-D 225-250 
23rd[tie] 1854-D 225-250 
26th 1853-D 275-325+ 

HIGH GRADE RARITY RANKINGS 

TOTAL 
RANK DATE KNOWN 
1 St 1 842-Dld 8-11 
2nd 1 846-D 12-15 
3rd 1850-D 12-17 
4th 1861-D 17-21 
5th 1855-D 24-30 
6th 1 848-D 25-30 
6th[tie] 1849-D 25-30 
6th[tie) 1857-D 25-30 
9th 1851-D 26-30 
10th 1840-D 27-34 
11th 1 846-D/D 28-37 
12th 1839-D 30-40 
13th 1 859-D 35-40 
14th 1 842-Dsd 35-42 
15th 1856-D 36-40+ 
16th 1858-D 37-45 
17th 1841-D 40-50 
18th 1860-D 44-49 
19th 1844-D 45-52 
20th 1 838-D 46-58 
21st 1 852-D 47-50 
22nd 1843-D 51-58 
22nd(tie) 1 847-D 51-58 
24th 1 845-D 55-62 
25th 1 854-D 60-70 
26th 1853-D 80-95 

High Grade rankings are for coins graded About Uncirculated or better for each date. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

CHAPTER 10: 

OVERALL AND COMPARATIVE 

RARITY ANALYSIS 

Using the revised estimated populations of specific issues in the second edition of my 

book, it is possible to make some interesting observations and conclusions regarding 

Dahlonega coinage. As an example, it is possible to estimate an average number of 

survivors for each denomination, a percentage of survivors by grade and an overall 

percentage of survival for a entire denomination. 

GOLD DOLLARS 

ESTIMATED TOTAL POPULATION/NUMBER EXTANT.1,295-1,435 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ISSUES STRUCK.13 

AVERAGE EXTANT PER ISSUE .115-131 

TOTAL EXTANT BY GRADE 

Very Fine and Below.291-346 

Extremely Fine.601-672 

About Uncirculated.483-538 

Uncirculated.120-154 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION BY GRADE: 

Very Fine and Below. 19.46-20.23 

Extremely Fine.39.29-40.20 

About Uncirculated.31.46-32.30 

Uncirculated.8.02-9.00 

(NOTE: The original mintage figure for the gold dollar series as a whole is expressed 

as a range due to the fact that the exact original mintage figure for the 1861 -D is not 

known] 

ESTIMATED SURVIVAL RATE.2.03-2.30% 
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CHAPTER 10: Overall and Comparative Rarity Analysis 

(NOTE: This range of survival rates is, again, based on the fact that the original 
mintage figure for the 1861-D is unknown but it is believed to be 1,000-1,500 coins] 
ANALYSIS: This data clearly shows that gold dollars are easier to locate in higher 
grades than their quarter eagle and half eagle counterparts (see below]. The 
average number of coins known per issue is a bit lower than one might expect. But, 
given the small size of these coins, it is a wonder that as many have survived as are 

known today. 

It is interesting to note the survival rate for other gold dollars. For branch mint coins 
struck in the pre-Civil War era, we can generally assume that only one to two percent 
of the original mintage figures still exists. The range of estimates which are listed 
above fit in nicely within these parameters. 

□ahlonega gold dollars are more available in higher grades (i.e. About Uncirculated 
and Uncirculated] than the quarter eagles and half eagles from this mint. 
Approximately 40% of all known Dahlonega gold dollars grade About Uncirculated or 
Uncirculated and approximately 80% grade Extremely Fine or better. This is 
considerably higher than for the other denominations. This suggests at least two 
things: that Dahlonega gold dollars did not circulate as long and as hard as the other 
denominations and that relatively substantial quantities of Dahlonega gold dollars 
have become available to collectors as the result of hoards and/or accumulations. 
Another possible explanation for the high survival rate in higher grades might be that 
their small size did not make them as attractive to melters as the large-sized gold 
issues and they were more likely to survive. 

The overall populations of many dates in the gold dollar series have been 
underestimated for many years. As an example, in the 1960's and the 1970's it had 
been written that fewer than a dozen 185B-D gold dollars were known. We now know 
that the actual number of 1856-D gold dollars in existence is more like 80-90. One 
of the reasons for the overstating of the rarity of the 1856-D (along with the 1854- 
D, 1855-D, 1860-D and 1861-D] is that these issues had tiny original mintage 
figures. The 1856-D is a good choice to illustrate this. Only 1,460 pieces were 
struck. Using the assumption that between 0.35 and 1.37% of these pieces should 
exist (the estimated survival rates for Dahlonega quarter eagles and half eagles from 
this mint; see below] one can see how an estimate of fewer than a dozen might have 
come about. Dahlonega gold dollars are a good example of the adage that you can't 
judge the rarity of a specific issue solely by its original mintage figure. 
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Gold Coins of the Dahlonega Mint: 1838 - 1861 

QUARTER EAGLES 

ESTIMATED TOTAL POPULATION/NUMBER EXTANT.2,345-2,71 5 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ISSUES STRUCK.20 

AVERAGE EXTANT PER ISSUE. 117.25-135.75 

TOTAL EXTANT BY GRADE 

Very Fine and Below.832-901 

Extremely Fine.862-975 

About Uncirculated.561-653 

Uncirculated.90-106 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION BY GRADE: 

Very Fine and Below.33.18-35.47 

Extremely Fine.35.91-36.75 

About Uncirculated.23.92-24.05 

Uncirculated.3.83-3.90 

ORIGINAL MINTAGE FIGURE, ALL ISSUES. 197,850 

ESTIMATED SURVIVAL RATE.1.18-1.37% 

ANALYSIS: Quarter eagles are the rarest of the three primary Dahlonega gold 

denominations, both in terms of their overall rarity and their rarity in high grades. 

Around 70% of all known Dahlonega quarter eagles are in lower grades-i.e. Extremely 

Fine and below. This shows that quarter eagles saw greater circulation than gold 

dollars and that fewer were saved. 

With only 4% or so of all the known Dahlonega quarter eagles grading Uncirculated, 

one can properly assume that any date is very rare in this grade. With the exception 

of a small handful of issues (such as the 1839-D, 1844-D, 1847-D, 1848-D and 

1857-D), Dahlonega quarter eagles have Uncirculated populations which generally 

number from one to five pieces. Since the demand for very high grade examples is 

far greater than the supply, it can be assumed that values for such pieces should rise. 

According to the estimates above, it is possible that fewer than 1.4% of all the 

Dahlonega quarter eagles originally struck have survived. If these numbers are 

correct, the survival rate for these coins is below the average for American gold coins 

struck prior to the Civil War. 
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HALF EAGLES 

ESTIMATED TOTAL POPULATION/NUMBER EXTANT.3,940-4,560 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ISSUES STRUCK.25 

[NOTE: The 1846-D Normal Mintmark and the 1846 D over D Mintmark are included 

as one issue] 

AVERAGE EXTANT PER ISSUE. 1 57.60-182.40 

TOTAL EXTANT BY GRADE 

Very Fine and Below 
Extremely Fine. 
About Uncirculated 
Uncirculated. 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION BY GRADE: 

Very Fine and Below.40.37-41.19 
Extremely Fine.35.25-35.32 
About Uncirculated.19.26-19.56 
Uncirculated.4 23-4.69 

ORIGINAL MINTAGE FIGURE, ALL ISSUES. 1,096,544 

ESTIMATED SURVIVAL RATE.0.35-0.41% 

ANALYSIS: Half eagles are the most plentiful denomination from the Dahlonega in 
terms of the total number of coins which exist. This makes sense since the original 
mintage figure is six times greater for half eagles than for quarter eagles and over 

sixty times greater than for gold dollars. 

In terms of relative rarity, half eagles are also the most common Dahlonega 
denomination. An average of 157-182 examples exist per issue; a figure which is 
significantly greater than either the quarter eagles or gold dollars from this mint. 

What is surprising is the survival rate of half eagles when viewed as a whole. 
According to the numbers above, around four-tenths of one per cent of all Dahlonega 
half eagles have survived. If these figures are correct (and there is certainly the 
possibility that my population estimates are too low], then the survival rate for this 
denomination is significantly lower than for gold dollars and half eagles. 

1,623-1,841 

1,389-1,611 
759-892 
167-214 
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There are some plausible explanations for this. Half eagles were workhorse coins and 

saw longer periods of circulation. Due to their greater intrinsic value, they were more 

likely to have been melted. Their greater face value [and intrinsic worth] made it less 

likely that quantities would have been put away or lost. 

In terms of actual numbers, there are a fairly significant amount of higher grade 

[About Uncirculated and better] Dahlonega half eagles in existence. But taken as a 

percentage of the total number of known coins-approximately 23 to 24%- the 

number of high grade coins is actually lower than for gold dollars and quarter eagles. 

It is my opinion, however, that high grade quarter eagles are still the most difficult 

coins from the Dahlonega Mint to locate. 

There is little difference in comparative rarity between Very Fine and Extremely Fine 

Dahlonega half eagles. The price levels between choice Very Fine coins and lower 

quality Extremely Fine coins are greater than they should be and it is likely that these 

levels will grow closer over the course of time. Conversely, the supply of truly choice 

half eagles is more limited than generally believed and as the demand for these 

increases, such coins will show strong price appreciation. 

OVERALL ANALYSIS OF DAHLONEGA GOLD COINAGE 

By taking the numbers above, we can get a more comprehensive analysis of the 

various Dahlonega issues. 

VF EF AU MS TOTAL 

$1.00 291-34B 601-672 483-538 120-1 54 1295-1435 

$2.50 832-901 862-975 561-653 90-106 2345-2715 

$3.00 47-54 29-40 22-27 2-4 100-125 

$5.00 1623-1841 1389-1611 759-892 167-214 3940-4560 

TOTAL: 2793-3142 2881-3298 1825-2110 379-478 7680-8835 

These numbers prove a number of interesting things about Dahlonega gold coinage. 

Some of the more important points are as follows: 

1. The total number of Dahlonega gold coins that exists is probably under 

1 □,□□□ pieces. Since fewer than 1.5 million coins were originally struck 

at this mint, this means that the overall survival rate is around two-thirds 

of one per cent. 
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2. Dahlonega gold coins are of nearly similar rarity in Very Fine and 
Extremely Fine grades. They are about 50% scarcer in About 
Uncirculated than Extremely Fine and they are very rare in Uncirculated. 

3. Around five percent of the surviving Dahlonega gold coins grade Mint 
State. However, when one omits the few issues that are common in high 
grades, such as the 1849-D and 1859-D gold dollars and the 1853-D 
and 1856-D half eagles, this percentage drops appreciably. 

4. Gold dollars are much more available in high grades than the other 
denominations. From a percentage standpoint, the rarest denomination 
in high grades is the quarter eagle. 

5. The market capitalization for high grade Dahlonega gold coinage is much 
lower than one might think. As an example, let's assume that the median 
value of all Uncirculated issues from this mint is $15,ODD. There are 
approximately 379-478 Uncirculated Dahlonega coins known. An 
investor could buy all the known coins for $5,685 to 7.170 million. It is 
not likely that this person would be able to acquire every known 
Uncirculated Dahlonega coin but it is interesting to note that the dollar 
value of these coins is not absurdly high. 
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Douglas Winter is a prolific writer regarded as one of the leading 

experts in the field of United States gold coins. This edition of Gold 

Coins of the Dahlonega Mint includes new data and updated 

knowledge about these rare treasures and the rich history behind the 

mint that coined them. 

Featuring: 

- Extensively revised rarity estimates 

- Entirely new condition census information 

- Prices realized at auctions 

- New information on Dahlonega die varieties 

- And much more. 


